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NUCLEAR REACTIONS INDUCED BY PIONS AND PROTONS 

Paul L. Reeder 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

November 27, 1962 

ABSTRACT 

Effects due to elementary particle-like collisions within 

nuclear matter have been observed in several nuclear reactions caused 

by pions and protons. Simple nuclear reactions of the form ZA(a,an)ZA-l 

and ZA(a,ap)(Z-l)A-l have excitation functions that are sensitive to 

changes in the elementary-particle cross sections. 

The excitation fUnction for the reaction c
12

(n-,n-n)c11 was 

measured from 53 to 1610 MeV by bombarding targets of plastic scintil

lator with pions. The intensity of the pion beam was monitored with 

a two-counter telescope and 40 Me scaling system. The scintillator 

target was mounted on a phototube and became the detector for the c11 

positron activity. Corrections were made for muon contamination in 

the beam, coincidence losses in the monitor system,c
11 

activity pro

duced by stray background at the accelerator, c
11 

activity produced 

by secondaries in the target, and the efficiency of the c
11 

detection 

system. 
12 - - ll 

The C (n .a:n n)C cross sections rise to a peak of about 70 

mb at 190 MeV, which corresponds to the resonance in free-particle n rr 

scattering at 190 MeV. Calculations based on a "knock-on" collision 

mechanism and sharp-cutoff nuclear density reproduce the shape of the 

experimental excitation function, but the magnitudes of the calculated 

values are low by a factor of six. The calculation shows that the 

c12 (n-,n-n)c11 reaction occurs in the nuclear surface region at all 

bombarding energies. The contributions to the (n-,n-n) reaction 
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predominate on the front surface of the nucleus in order to give the pion 

the maximum probability of escaping. 
68 67 

The excitation functions for the reactions Zn {p;2p)Gu and 

Fe57 (p;2p)Mn56 were measured radiochemically from 400 MeV to 6.2 GeV. 

The slight increase in the (pJ2p) cross sections measured from 400 to 

720 MeV is related to the occurrence of a quasi-free-particle pp colli

sion within the nucleus. Due to the proton momentum distribution, the 

increase is not as pronounced as the rise in free-particle pp total 

cross sections from 400 to 1000 MeV. 

2 2 6 2 G h ~ 68, ) 67 Fe57(~. 2p)Mn56 From • to . eV, t e _,n ~p,2p Cu and !::', cross 

sections are constant at 21 ± 2 

difference in magnitudes of the 

availability of only two protons 

this particular reaction. 

mb and 50 ± 8 mb; respectively. The 

(p,2p) cross sections is ascribed to the 
0 z 68 d . . 57 ln n an of SlX protons ln Fe for 

The free-particle effects are not seen in more complex reactions 

as evidenced by the constant cross sections from 0.72 to 6o2 GeV for 

the yields of Mn51 and Mn
52 from the reactions of protons 1d th iron and 

. 61 64 for the ylelds of Cu and Cu from the reactions of protons with zinco 

Cross sections are presented for a few products from pion-induced 

reactions requiring several nucleons to be emit.tedo The yields of Mn56 , 
52 52 - . 67 Mn and Fe from the bombardment of natural Cu by 11: } the ylelds of Cu ; 

C 
64 61 56 52 - .· 

u ; Cu ; Mn and Mn from the 11: bombardment of natural Zn, and the 

t . ~ Na24 from ~- + Al27 d t th . ld f cross sec lOn ~or " are compare o e yle s .or 

similar reactions induced by protons, At the high energies considered 

here, interaction of a 11: with these targets is shmm to give yields 

that are of the same order of magnitude as the yields from proton 

reactions. These results are interpreted as experimental evidence that 

pion processes are very important for energy transfer in high-energy 

nuclear reactions, 

•• 
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NUCLEAR REACTIONS INDUCED BY PIONS AND PROTONS 

Paul L. Reeder 

Lawrence Radiati.on Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

November 27, 1962 

I. INTRODUCTION 
I 

Knowledge of the 7T meson has been considerably increased since 

Yukawa first proposed that a particle of about 300 electron mass units 

(m ) was responsible for nuclear forces .1 Hi.s theory stated that the 
e 

attractive forces between nucleons were a result of the exchange of 

this particle from one nucleon to another. Nucleon attraction between 

nn, pp, and pn pairs required the existence of strongly interacting 

particles with positive, negative, and neutral charges. The experi-

mental confirmation of this hypothesis came in 1947 with the discovery 

of 7T in cosmic at high 
"2 

In 1948, mesons rays altitudes. 7f mesons were 

produced artificially for the first time at the Berkel~y 184-~nch 

cyclotron. 3 Since then the properties and behavior of 7T mesons have 

been investigated in a great variety of experiments. The 7T meson 

acquired the name pion to distinguish it from the ~ meson, or muoh> 

which was discovered in cosmic rays in 1936. Charged pions have a mass 

of 273 me , whereas the neutral pion has a mass of 264 me. The charged 

pions are unstable and in free space decay with a mean lifetime of 

2. 55 X 10-8 sec. The decay products are charged muons and neutrinos ( v): 

+ ± 
7T --7 f.l + v. 

Pions interact strongly with matter and these interactions have 

been intensively studied in recent years. Much of the work has been 

concerned with the interactions of pions and free nucleons as a means 

of studying the nuclear force. For pions striking free nucleons, the 

possible interactions are elastic scattering, charge-exchange scattering, 
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inelastic scattering (particle productionL and absorption. Absorption 

of a pion by one nucleon takes place with the emission of one high-

energy-~ ray to conserve energy and momentum .. Cloud chambers, counters, 

bubble chambers, and recently, spark chambers have been the most common 

experimental techniques for studying these int-eractions. From this 

work there is now information on total 71N cross sections, elastic 71N 

cross sections, inelastic and charg-e-exchange cross sections, angular 

distributions of all kinds of 71N scattering, -and pol-arization effects 

in TIN scattering. Properties of this type are best studied with liquid

hydrogen targets, in order to eliminate the complicating effects of 

nuclear binding and scattering from the nucleus. 

However, it is also of interest. to study the reactions of pions 

with nuclear matter and specific nuclei. Here the pions still undergo 

the previously mentioned S'eat.t.erin;gprocesses. In the -absorption process, 

however, the 7T rest-mass energy is converted into nucleon and nuclear 

excitati.on and the high-energy ~ ray is not seen. The techniques 

mentioned before are not conducive to studying the residual nuclei after 

a pion interaction has taken place. Nuclear emu~sions have been useful 

for ~tudying pion reactions in heavier n:uclei. However the recent in

crease in pion-beam intensity has now made it feasible to study pion

induced nuclear reactions by radiochemical techniques. The main advantage 

of radiochemi.stry is that yields of specific nuclei can be measured rather 

than yields of emitted particles. 

A brief mention of some of the notations employed throughout this 

report is necessary here. A nuclear reaction is often symbolized by 

. (a, be) where a represents the incident particle, -and .b and c are 

the particles leaving the struck nucleus. The quantity .. cr (pp) represents 

the total cross section for scattering of fre.e protons by incident pro

tons. Likewise, cr(pn), cr(TI-p), cr(TI-n) all stand for free--particle total 

cross sections. The symbol 71N is used to mean pion collisions with " 

nucleons in cases where collisions with both nucleon charge states are 

allowed. 

_...., 
j • 
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Because of low-intensity beams J previous radiochemical experi

ments were limited to studying only the reacti.ons of pions after they 

were stopped in large quanti.ties of target material. 4'5, 6,7 This meant 

that only the yields from the absorption of very low-energy pions could 

be obtained. Because relatively large intensities of high-energy pion 

beams are now available, i.t is possible to use thinner targets so that 

the pions do not lose an appreciable amount of thei_r energy in passing 

through the target. Thus we can study nuclear reactions caused by high

energy pions, and. make direct comparisons with similar reactions caused 

by high-energy protons. The experiments reported here provide inform

ation not only on high-energy pion absorption processes, but also on 

direct TIN collision events 1-ri thi.n nuclear matter. This latter inform

ation gives unique proof of the validity of the impulse approximation 

for pion-nucleon collisions within nuclear matter. 

Since much of this report is concerned with free-particle-like 

collisions within nuclear matter, the free-particle total cross secti.ons 
+ -are presented in Appendix A for pp, pn,np, and Tip scattering. From 

the principle of charge symmetry, we take the nn cross sections to be 

equal to the pp cross sections. I,:ikewise, the TI n cross sections 

equal the TI+p cross sections, and the 1ln cross sections equal the 

Tip cross sections. 

Pion-nucleon scatteri.ng ha.s a unique feature not present in 

nucleon-nucleon scattering-that is, the large resonance peak at an 

incident pion energy of 190 MeV. It is this resonance peak that makes 

it possible to identify 7TN collisions within nuclear matter. 
12 - - ) 11 

The specific reaction studied here was the c· (7T .• TI n C 

reaction. Cruss sections were measured as a function of energy through 

the free-particle resonance region. The existence of a peak in the 

(7T- 9 TI-n) excitation function is interpreted as a di.rect result of a 

TIN collision wi thi.n the c12 nucleus. 

The free-particle pp cross sectfons exhibit a rise over the 

energy region of 400 to 1000 MeV. Additional evidence for free-particle

like collisions in nuclear matter is discovered in the excitation 

functions for (p,2p) reactions on zn68 and Fe57 . The (p,2p) cross 
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sections show increases which follow the increase in the free-particle 

pp cross sections, in distinct contrast to (p _,pn) cross sections J 

where no such increase is e:JqJected from the free-particle pn cross 

sections. 

A limited amount of data is presented for nuclear reactions 

following high-energy pion absorption. Pion fluxes are still con

siderably below fluxes of proton beams-making it necessary to use 

relatively thick targets. This in turn complicates the radiochemical 

technique. However, the combination of low-backgrou.11d beta counting 

and "bucket 11 
- type (large v.olume) chemistry perm:i.tted the study of a 

fewproducts from pion bombardments of Al, Cu, and Zn. Comparison of 

these yields with similar yields for proton bombarrunents shows that 

there are onlyminor differences. 

The great-er -accuracy obtained in the experiment for the 
12( - - ) ll C TI 9 7r n C reaction is due to the use of a nonchemical technique 

for identifying the c11 radiation. The c12 targets were made o:fplastic 

scintillator which, after irradiation with pions, became the detector 
ll 

for the positrons from C This technique gave a high detection 

efficiency and lOO% chemieal yield. 

,"\ 
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A. Meson Beams at the 184-Inch Cyclotron 

The excitation function for the reaction c12 (n;nn)c11 
was. 

measured experimentally by using the pion beams available at the 184-

inch cyclotron. Targets of plastic scintillator were bombarded with a 

monitored beam of pions; the amount of c11 
produced was determined by 

following the decay of c11 
by positron counting ... 

Beams of pions at the 184-inch cyclotron are obtained by bom

barding a Be or C target with the full-energy internal proton beam. 

Since pions have a different ·charge-to-mass ratio than protons have,· 

the cyclotron magnetic field bends the pions out of the cyclotron vacuum 

tank through a thin Al window. A quadrupole magnet called "Selrex" is 

located just outside the window to focus the pions through an 8-ft-diam 

iron wheel which allows the pions to enter the experimental area called 

the "meson cave. 11 Since different-energy pions come out at different 

positions along the Al window, the qua.drupole magnet may be rolled along 

a track and the iron wheel turned to various angles in order to obtain 

different-energy pion beams. Once the pions reach the meson-cave area, 

the beam path is at the discretion of;the experimenters. The experi.,.. 

ments reported herein were performed by using the pion beams set up by 

many different physics-groups at the 184-inch cyclotron. All of the 

beam setups involved the use of a bending magnet for momentum selection 

and another quadrupole magnet for focusing, once the beam reached the 

meson-cave area. When possible, irradiations of the plastic targets 

were conducted simultaneously with the experiments of the physics

groups. A typical physics-group experiment would involve bombardment 

of a liquid-hydrogen target with pions and the measurment of the 

scattering at various angles around the target. The main pion beam 

would pass through the H
2 

target at 0 deg and would be available for 

irradiating chemistry targets. The beam setup for the 380-MeV TI- beam 

is typical of many of the experiments, and is shown in Fig. l. The 
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Concrete 

} 

Beam 
monitor 
counters 

MU -289A7 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup at 184-inch cyclotron for 380-MeV 
n:- beam. 
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beam-monitor counters for the chemistry targets are shown behind the 

liquid-hydrogen target used in the physics experiment. 

The pion energies at the quadrupole focus were determined by the 

physics group involved, by means of wire orbit analysis of the bending 

magnet and byrange curves in Cu and CH2 . The range curve also gave 

information on the composition of the beam. The bending magnets could 

not eliminate particles that have the same momentum as the pions, so 

all the 7T- beams contained fJ. and e as contaminants. The correction 

for this contamination is discussed in Sec. II-C. Usual running con

ditions were such that the momentum spread of· the pion beam was from 1 

to 3% for pion energies greater than 200 MeV. At 127 MeV the beam mo

mentum spread was about 7%· At lower energies the momentum spread may 

have been as much as 10%, due to the use of absorbers before the bending 

magnet to degrade the beam energy. From the energy of the pions at the 

center of the physics target or at the magnet focus, the energy of the 

pions at the midpoint of the plastic scintillator targets was calculated 

by using the energy-loss tables of Rich and Madey. 8 The calculation 

takes account of the fact that the pions had to pass through the back 

half of the physics target, a finite distance ofair, the beam-monitor 

counters, and the first half of the target itself. Since the plastic 

scintillator targets were thick enough (lin.) for the pions to lose an 

app~eciable amoun.t of energy in passing through the target itself, the 

energy drop in the target was combined by root..,mean-square addition with 

the energy spread of the beam'to determine the overall energy spread. 
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B. Beam-Monitoring System· 

1. Monitor Counters 

The pion beam was monitored, as shown in Fig. 2, with two plastic 

scintillator detectors attached by lucite light pipes to RCA 68lOA photo

multiplier tubes. A third counter was used as a beam monitor while 

running plateau curves and delay curves. The dimensions of each counter 

and light pipe are given in Table I. 

Table I. Dimensions of monitor counters. 

Counter Type surfacf.di)ensions · Thif~e)s :tn. ln;· 

A Square 3.50 X 3.50 0.25 

B Circular disk 2.50 diam 0.25 

c Circular disk 2.50 diam 1.00 

The targets were attached to the back side of counter B and had the same 

diameter so that counter B defined the beam size. The actual beam spot 

at the focus of the quadrupole is usually an ellipse with a major axis 

comparable to the size of cou.."lter B. However, since the monitor counter 

telescope was generally several feet beyond the focus of the quadrupole, 

the beam was diverging at the location of the counters and filled an area 

larger than counter B. It is assumed that all pions passing through 

counter B also passed through the target. Counter A was made larger 

than counter B, to minimize the need for extremely accurate alignment. 

Thus it is assumed that any pion passing through counter B must have passed 

through counter A also. All three counters were mounted about 6 to 8 in. 

apart on an Al frame in such a manner that they could be adjusted to 

meet varying conditions of space and beam height. 

The plastic scintillators and light pipes were wrapped with Al 

foil to act as reflectors and then wrapped with black tape to eliminate 
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5 Me 

MU-28948 

Fig. 2. Electronics for 40-Mc beam-monitor system. 
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all light leaks. The Al foi.l and tape were neglected in computi.ng the 

energy loss for the pion to reach the target. Wnenever possible the 

center of each cou01ter was aligned w:i.th the 0-·deg pion-beam li.ne ~,;ri th 

the aid of a transit. 

The photomultiplier~tube bases for counters A and B were desi.gned 

for use 1,rith high-intensity beams.9 Each of the last five dynodes is 

supplied with a separate voltage from a voltage-divider panel. The 

voltage is stabilized on each output by a cathode follower. Thi.s reduces 

the possibility that an intense burst of particles will cause the pulse 

output to sag because of too much current being drawn from the dynode 

voltage supp.ly. 

The tube base for counter C >,ras a standard high-current tube 

base withoutthe extra feature of voltage stabilization for the last 

five dynodes. 

2. Electronics 

The pulses from counters A and B were led through 125-D trans

mission lines to the meson counting area where they were each amplifi.ed 

by a Hewlett-Packard (H.P.) 460A distributed amplifer. The amplifier 

outputs were fed into a tube -type Wenzel coi.ncidence unit equipped with 

4-nsec clipping li.nes. This meant the resolving ti.me was 8 nsec for a 

coincidence event. The lowest energy 7T u.sed in this experiment was 

50 MeV; and the distance between counters A and B was usually about 

20 em; the time reg_uired for a 7T to travel bet1~reen the two counters was 

therefore about 1 nsec. A.ny fluctuation about this time would be well 

within the resol1ring tJ.me of the coincidence unit. The chance that two 

particles pB.ss through the two counters within the resolving time i.s dis

cussed under corrections to beam monitor i.n Sec. II-C-1. 

The output of the coincidence unit was amplified by two H.P. 

distributed amplifiers, then led to a di.scrimi.nator and scale-of eight.
10 

This unit emitted one pulse for every eight input pulses above the dis

criminator setting. When connected to a 5-Mc scaling circuit; the 

scaling system was rated at 40 Me- which was necessary in order to count 

the pion beam directly. 
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Pulses from counter C were inverted and used without amplification 

to drive a discriminator and 5-Mc scaling circuit. The counts from C 

were( ·used only in norma.lizing data while conditions were being adjusted 

for the A-B system. 

3. Operation 

The first step in operating the beam-monitoring system consisted 

of setting the gains of the· two channels of the coincidence unit to give 

the same pulse output for a given pulse input. A delay curve was obtained 

by insetting-various .lengths of cable before one input to the coincidence 

unit. The counting rate should be constant as long as the two pulses 

come within the resolving time of the coincidence unit .. The shape of 

the delay curve gives an indication of how well,the system is operating. 

A typical delay curve is plotted in Fig. 3· Each point was obtained by 

taking the coincidence counting rate of A + B for a fixed number of 

counts in counter C at a given delay setting. 

Another check on the system c was:. :.,::; made by plotting the co

incidence counting rate A>+ Bas a function of the high voltage.or gain 

of one counter while holding the voltage or gain of the other counter 

constant .. A typical plot of this line is shown in Fig. 4. 

The final check on the monitor system was performed by plotting 

the counting rate as a function of the discriminator setting of the 

scale-of-eight unit. This curve should be quite flat, as shown in Fig. 

5. All data were taken for a fixed number of counts in counter C . 
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Fig. 3· Delay curve for beam-monitor system. (The arrow re
presents the optimum operating point.) 
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Fig. 4. High-voltage curve. The coincidence counting rate 
of counters A and B is plotted vs the voltage for counter 
A. Counter B voltage is constant. (The arrow represents 
the optimum operating point.) 
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Fig. 5. Discriminator curve. A and B coincidence counts plotted 
vs discriminator height (arbitrary units). 
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C. Corrections to Beam Monitor 

l. Accidentals 

The total number of coincidence counts from counters A and B 

divided by the counting time does not give the particle intensity di

rectly. Even with the high-speed counting equipment used, the average 

counts/min must be corrected for coincidence losses. These losses occur 

when two or more pions pass through the counter telescope simultaneously. 

The internal proton beam of the 184-inch cyclotron has a great deal of 

time dependence inherent in normal operation. The beam comes at the 

rate of 64 bursts/sec with each burst lasting about 4oo ~sec. Within 

each burst of 400 ~sec, there are fine structure pulses, "fsp", of 13 

nsec duration which come 54 nsec apart. The duty cycle which defines 

the percentage of the time that particles actually are passing _through 

the counters, can be calculated as follows .. 

Duty cycle = (No. of fsp/sec)(Time of one fsp) 

= (4oo ~sec/burst) {64 burst) (13 x 10-
9 

sec) = 
0

. 
6
% 

54 nsec/fsp~ ~ l sec fsp 

·.· .··· 
For a typical average beam of 

rate = (10
6 

TI /min) (
0 
,;06 ) 

10
6 

n/min, the instantaneous 

( l min ) . 6 / 
60 = 2. 7 x 10 TI sec. 

sec 

counting 

The coincidence loss or "accidentals" ci:m be estimated by dividing the 

instantaneous counting rate by the counting capacity of the beam-

monitor system. 

) 2.7 X 10
6 

TI/sec 
Ace. (short spill = 4o x 166 pulses/sec = 6.7% 

for these conditions the experimentally observed accidentals rate 

agreed roughly witp this number. 
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Although the beam is more difficult to obtain, the 400 ~sec 

burst can be 11 Stretchedn to about 10 msec which means a dutycycle 

of about 15%· For an average beam intensity of 10
6 

n/min, the 

accidentals for a stretched beam·is about 0.3%, The experimental 

accidental-percentage is somewhat higher than this figure because 

even with the·stretched beam, approximately 30% of the beam still 

comes in the 400 jJ.sec nspike 11
• The fractions of the beam in the 

spike and in the stretched beam vary widely depending on the cyclo

tron operating conditions and operators; so that the accidental 

counting rate must be determined for each target bombardment. 

The fine structure pulse qf 13-nsec duration is of the 

same; magnitude as the resolving time of the coincidence unit. In 

most cases only one pion per fine structure p·ulse: is ;expected, 

However, an empirical method was used to determine the probability 

of two pions appearing in the same fine structure pulse. It was 

assumed that this probability was equal to the probability of 

counting one particle in one pulse and another particle in the 

next pulse 54 nsec later. Experimentally this means that the 

number of simultaneous pions was determined by adding 54-nsec 

delay to one of the counters before the pulse reached the coinci-
' dence unit. Counting rates with the 54 nsec delay were usually 

taken just before target runs at.the same beam level as the actual 

run. This coincidence rate was added to the rate for the target 

bombardment determined with normal delays. With the beam levels 

ordinarily obtained during these experiments, the correction for 

accidentals did not exceed 10% of the be~m intensity. A plot of 

total counts (monitor plus accidentals) vs internal-proton-beam 

intensity was taken during short spill operation, This plot is 

shown in Fig. 6. Assuming that the number of pions through the 

counter telescope is linearly related to the internal-proton-beam 

intensity, the deviation of the solid curve from a straight line 

shows when saturation and voltage sag begin to affect the counters. 
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Fig. 6. "Counted beam" versus internal beam. Dashed curve is 
the uncorrected total counts in telescope. Solid curve is 
the sum of uncorrected total counts and "accidentals" as 
defined in the text. 
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Targets were always bombarded with beam intensities such that the 

sum of monitors plus accidentals was still on the linear part of the 

plots. 

2. Muon Contamination 

The largest ~orrection to the beam-monitor intensity comes 

from the contamination of the beam with ~ mesons. The n meson de-
-8 11 

cays to ~ + v in free space with a mean life ·" = 2. 55 X 10 sec. 

This decay is isotropic in the c.m. system. The kinetic energy in 

the center of mass of the decaying pion is 4.14 MeV. The ~ inter

acts with nucleons just .like a heavy electron because :,it tinder goes 

weak interactions. 

Several experiments were tried to see if ~ could produce 

ell 12 . . A from C by elastlc scatterlng of the muon and neutron. ll of 

these experiments gave negligible amounts of c11 acti:Vity) but because 

of low ~-beam intensities) an upper limit of about 1.6 mb was placed 

on the probability of c11 
production by negative muons. Although the 

muons (likewise any electrons ,in the beam) did not contribute to c11 

production) the muons vere cow1.ted by the counter telescope. There 

were two components to the muon contamination) depending on whether 

the n - ~ decay occurred before or after the bending magnet. For 

decays occurring before the magnet) the magnet separates all ~'s with 

momentum different from that of the beam pions) but those muons with 

the same momentum could not be eliminated. A differential range curve 

in Cu or CH2 after the bending magnet gave the relative number of 

pions) muons) and electrons having the same momentum in the beam. 

Data taken by the physics groups were used in all cases. However) 
+ 

a range curve taken simultaneously.with the Crowe group during an 

beam-study experiment is shown in Fig. T· The differential range 

curve computed from these data is also given and shows the peaks due 

to pions and muons. 
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For pions that decay to muons after the bending rregnet there 

is no momentum selection. Thus muons of any energy may be accepted 

by the counter telescope, provided that the muons are within the 

solid angle sub tended by the telescope. The fracti.on of the muons 

in the beam from this source is not easily measured but can be cal

culated to a high degree of accuracy. (See Appendix B for the de

tailed calculation of this correction.) The total muon contaminati.on 

varied from about 40% of the total beam at 50 MeV :to about 2P/o at 373 

MeV. 
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D. Beam Studies 

+ 
1. Beam Profiles with n Beam 

One set of measurements was performed by using the 123-MeV n 

beam set up by Bingham and Kruger. The experimental setup made it 

necessary to pla.ce the cotinter telescope between the quadrupole 

magnet "Circe" and Bingham's target. The current settings for the 

doubJ:et; quadrupole magnet Circe were calculated by using the method 

described by Chamberlain in order to obtain a focus at the counter 
12 

telescope. The spatial distribution of the pion beam at the focal 

+ 

point of Circe for these current settings was checked by taking beam

profile curves. The beam profiles were measured with a two-counter 
2 

telescope consisting of 1-cm plastic scintillators. The telescope 

was mounted on a motor-driven frame and could be moved horizontally 

or vertically across the beam by remote control from the counting 

room. The coincidence counting rate as a function of distance across 

the beam is shown for the vertical direction in Fig. 8a and for the 

horizontal direction in Fig. 8b. By taking the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) as the criterion for describing the beam, the area of 

the beam was found to be 

Area nab 

The beam shape at counter B 

and minor axis 2.7 em. The 

n (3.05)(1.35) 12.9 

was an ellipse with major 

2 
em . 

axis 

total area within the FWHM was 

whereas the total area of counter B is 31.7 em 
2 

However, 

6.1 em 

12.9 
2 

em , 

only 72% 

of the beam is included under the FWHM. Because the horizontal distri

bution was so broad., some of the remaining 23% of the beam missed. 

counter B. For this experiment counter A was a 2.5-in.-diam 1-in.

thick plastic. The area of the FWHM beam at counter A was larger 

than counter A itself, so that approx 83% of the beam passing through 
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Fig. 8. Beam profiles. The coincidence counting rate is plotted 
vs the distance across the beam. 

(a) Vertical distance. 

(b) Horizontal distance. 
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B missed counter A. This number was determined by geometrical cal

culations and checked with the ratio of A + B coincidence counts to 

B singles counts. Therefore, for this experiment only, the singles 

counting rate of B was used as a monitor of the beam intensity, 

whereas in all successive experiments the coincidence counting rate 
+ of A + B was used as the beam monitor. The experiment with TI 

involved a situation in which the pion beam was converging in moving 

from counter A to counter B. However, in all subsequent experiments 

the pion beam was diverging with respect to counter A and counter B 

because of the location of the counter telescope beyond the focal 

point of the quadrupole magnet. The use of a larger area for counter 

A in subse~uent experiments also made it impossible for a pion to 

reach counter B and the target without passing through counter A. 

2. Ion Chamber 

During the preliminary experiments with .3BO- arrd 130-MeV TI 

beams, an ion chamber with an .effective diameter of 4 in. was used 

to monitor the beam. This ion chamber was similar to one described 

by Chamberlain et a1. 13 and was connected to an electrometer voltmeter 

which integrated the current collected in the ion chamber. The 

electrometer-voltmeter output drove a chart recorder to give a per

manent record of the beam intensity. The multiplication factor for 

converting total charge collected by the ion chamber into the number 

of pions passing through the chamber is given by 

where 

dE the rate of energy loss per g/cm 2 for a given dx 
energy TI 

in the 96% argon, 4% co2 mixture, 

t the surface density of the gas in 
2 

g/cm , and 

w 25,5 eV/ion pair, as determined by Chamberlain at 

345 MeV. 

Then M gives the number of ion pairs per incident pion. 
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At 380 and 130 MeV, an 8-in.-thick Cu collimator with a 2-in.

diam hole was placed in front of the ion chamber.· The targets were 

taped to the back side of th~ ion chamber. The cross sections 

measured in this fashion agreed to about 10% with the cross sections 

measured with the counter-telescope monitor at 380 MeV. For consistency, 

the ion-chamber data at 373 MeV were not included. However, because 

no counter-telescope data were available at 127 MeV, the ion-chamber 

cross sections were included in the excitation function. 

Tne ion-chamber data are not expected to be as accurate as 

the counter data because the .ion chamber did. not define the beam 

through the target, and because the Cu collimator adds a great number 

of scattered particles to the beam. 

3· Film Study 

At 127 MeV, Polaroid film (type 57, with a speed rating of 

3000) was t~ped over the downstream opening of the quadrupole magnet 

to determine the distribution of "'7T- . through the magnet. The ex

posure t~me. was about 15 min. '_The pictures indicate that the pions 

(and other charged particles, fl and e-) fill the entire opening, 

which has a .4-in!-radius, but most of the intensity is apparently 

within a 3-in.-radius circle. This information is useful in deter

mining the maximum beam angle at .the focus. Polaroid film placed 

behind the ion chamber, which itself was about halfway between the 

quadrupole magnet and its focal point, gave a radiograph 'pion<2gr~p4?) 

of the ion chamber, but no information about the distribution of the 

beam. 
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E. Bevatron Experiment 

At the outset of this work, a few experiments were performed 

at the Bevatron by using the 1. 75-GeV / c TI- beam set up by Segr~ group 

to study pion-pion interactions. 14 After sufficient magnetic analysis 

and focusing, the .1. 75-GeV / c pion beam passed through a liquid-hydrogen 

target. The 2. 5-in. -diam. chemistry targets were placed behind_ the 

physicists' beam-monitor counter and irradiated for a known number of 
\ . 

Bevatron pulses. The Segre-group experimenters supplied the number of 

pions per pulse through a 4 -in. -diam circle [ (1.1 ± 0 .l)x 10
4 

TI/pulse]. 

An oscilloscope display of the horizontal distribution of the pion beam 

showed that most of the pion beam would strike the 2 1/2-in.-diam 

plastic scintillator target. 

Two bombardments were performed with this experimental setup. 

In the first run, the background in the ~+ detection system COIJTI)letely 

hid the e11 decay. After lowering the background a second run was 

performed. For this bombardment the initial activity of e11 was about 

equal to the background of about 135 counts/min and could be resolved 

with an accuracy of about 15%· When combined with the approx 20% error 

in the measurement of the pion intensity through the 2.5-in. -diam target, 

this gave an overall error of about 25% for this cross section. 



F. Detection System for c11 

After irradiation at the accelerator, the plastic-scintillator 

targets were brought back to the chemistry building where detection 
11 equipment was arranged to follow the C decay. Targets were not 

counted at the cyclotron because of the large and erratic background 

at the accelerator.. For each 11 run" at the cyclotron, the target was 
11 run 11 down t.a the chemistry building. (Fortunately, this was all down

hill.) The current course record for the cyclotron-to-chemi.stry-building 

dash was set at 3 min 25 sec from the time the beam was turned off to 

the time the f3+ counter was turned ·on. 15 This time was typically about 

4 to 6 min which is only approx 1/4 of the c11 half-life. 

The q11 
detection system consisted 'of the plastic-scintillator 

target mounted on an RCA 6655A photomultiplier tube,
16 a White cathode 

follower, a DD2. linear amplifier, and scaler. (The photomultiplier 

tube base was enclosed in a 2-in.-thick lead cave which had a door for 

inserting the phototube vith its scintillator and cover in place.) 

Figure 9 shows a block diagram of this appara,tus. The plastic scintillator 

was attached directly to the phototube face with Dow Corning 200 silicone 

grease .. An ice cream carton lined with Al foil to act as a light reflector 

and wrapped with black masking tape to seal out all external light, 

slipped snugly over the plastic scintillator and phototube. Mounting of 

the plastic scintillator and sealing of the system could be done in 

about 1 min. Various authors have noticed a short-lived "activity" of 

about 1.5 min when aplastic scintillator which has been exposed to 

light is sealed and "counted". 17 The background of about 135 counts/min 

in this count-ing system was too _large to notice this effect. Any 

correction from this effect to the counting data would be included in the 

method used for determining the stray-particle background correction to 

b~ discussed in Sec, II I-1. 
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1. Blocking Syst~m for Bevatron Background 

Although the counting area was located over 100 yards from 

the Bevat~on, ·the background was greatly affected by whether the 

Bevatron was on or off. When the Bevatron was off the background in 
. 11 ' 

the C detection system was about 135 count/min, but when the 

Bevatron was on .the background was about 230 counts/min. The Bevatron 

produces 10 pulses/minj each pulse lasts l. 75 sec. The Bevatron 

pulses could be seen b~ displaying the signals from either a Nai or 

plastic scintillator detector on an oscilloscope in the counting 

room. This meant that high-energy protons or neutrons were coming 

from the Bevatron and interacting in the detectors or Pb shields to 

produce the extra background. 

The electronics group under the leadership of Duane Mositer, 

and later under George Kilianil, devised a system that allowed the 
11 

C . detector to be turned off during the short burst from the 

Bevatron. A positive 20-V de bias was applied to a telephone line 

coming from the Bevatron to the chemistry building. At the start of 

the Bevatron accelerating cycle, this line was shorted to ground 

. long enough to trigger a pulse in a sca,ler-gater. The scaler-gater 

unit puts out a 20-V gate signal after a preset delay, following 

the trigger signal from the Bevatron. The trigger signal starts. 

(t=O) when the Bevatron "rf" field is turned on. The width of the 

gate and the length of the delay could be varied to cover the time 
..... j 

interval.during.the Bevatron burst. The time of beam spill out of 

the Bevatron depends on the needs of the particular experiment in 

progress, so ~t was necessary to set the length of delay and width 

f t h 
11 . . 

o ga e pulse just before eac C experlment. 

A clock is connected to the on-off switch so that the total 

elapsed time can be measured with the scaler-gater also. The live 

time, which is.the time during which the·scaler is actually on, can 

be calculated if the number of Bevatron block signals received and 
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the length of each block pulse are known. 

When the Bevatron is operated at low beam levels or on 

stretched spill out (the time during which the full-energy beam 'is 

striking the internal target) it is not possible to distinguish 

Bevatron bursts from normal background, so the scaler-gater system 

is not useful. However, when the Bevatron is operating normally at 

full beam, use of the scaler-gater can cut the background in the 

plasti_c scintillator detector by a factor of almost two, by using a 

block signal of about 0. 2 sec in width. Since there are only 10 

b-:Jloll!K.~ signals per minute, the off~time of the counters is only 2 

sec/min or about 3·3%· 

2. Standardization 

ll 
BeG!ause C emits positrons with a continuous spectrum of 

energies, the output signals from the linear amplifie~ have a con

tinuous spectrum of pulse heights.. Thus the discriminator setting 

of the scaler .has a vital bearing on the detection efficiency of the 

system. By raising or lowering the discriminator level, one can de

crease <DYe' increase the fraction of. the positron spectrum accepted 
+ 

by the scaler. To ensure that the same fraction of the ~ spectrum 

was accepted in all runs, an external Cs137 ~- source was counted 

before the run. The Cs137 source was made by evaporating 5 A of 

standardized Cs137 solution onto an Al disk, and covering the source 

with Videne TC plastic film. This source could be placed inside the 

ice cream carton cover, giving almost 2n geometr~ and little thick

ness between source and detector. Standardization was achieved by 

keeping the discriminator. of the scaler constant and adjusting the 

gain of the DD2 linear amplifier to give the same coun~ing rate. 

Cs137 has a half-life of about 27 years and decays by ~ emission to 
18 

the ground state and an excited state at 0.662 MeV. Of the ~ de-

cay, 92% is to the excited state and 8% to the ground state. The 

y ray from the 0.662-MeV level is internally converted in almost 10% 
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of the decays. Thus the ~- spectrum of Cs137 consists of two ~ 
groups plus a sharp line due to the conversion electrons; e , 

Beta spectra. The output of the linear amplifier could be 

sent to a Penco 100-channel pulse-height analyzer to display the 

spectrum bf pulses from the plastic scintillator detector,. The con

version line appears as a bro~d peak superimposed on the lower energy 

~ spectrum.~ as shown in Fig. 10. In order to obtain the~ sp~ctrum. 

shown in the figure, it was necessary 'to subtract the counts due to 

Compton scattering of y rays which interact in the plastic. The 

Cs137 source was covered with enough AI to stop all the ~- particles 
. . 2 

(Emax = 1.·2 MeV; range= 500 mg/cm of AI) and was counted in the 

same manner as the uncovered source for the same length of time. 

The pulses from the covered source gave a spectrum for the Compton 

electrons from the 0.66:2-MeV y ray. When this spectrum was subtracted 

from the spectrum for. ari uncovered source, .the result was the true 
. . . 137m t 

~ + e spectrum. The resolution of the conversion line of Ba :.Jb 

0. 624 MeV was about 30tfo. (FWHM) The conve;rsion line of BI3.137ID .. : :was 

used to calibrate the pulse-height analy:z er by adjusting the ampli

fier gain to place the' conversion e peak.in a given channeL 
ll .The C spectrum wasa:lso·displayed on the pulse-height 

analyzer and is plotted in Fig. ll• The slope of the high-energy 

side of the beta ,spectrum when extrapolated to the base line gives 

a rough indication of the end-point energy. The ~ spectra of several 
l 

isotopes were taken, and the end-point energies 'were.determined by 

extrapolation of the slopes. These end-point energies; when plotted 

vs channel number, gave a rougp ca~ibration curveJ as shown in Fig. 

12. The isotopes used. and their end-point energies ar:e 1.listed in 

Table II. 
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Fig. 10.Csl37 spectra in plastic scintillator (2n geometry). 
Dotted curve is total counts, dashed curve is background 
due to the0.662-MeV y ray, solid curve is net !3 spectrum 
showing the 0.624-MeV conversion peak. 
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Fig. 12. Calibration curve for ~ spectra in plastic sCintillator. 
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Table II. Standards for calibration curve. 

Isotope End-point 
(MeV) 

energy Type 

Pml47 0.223 f3 

Gs137 o. 514 f3 

Bal37m 0.624 Conversion e 

204' 
0.764 

-Tl f3 

c11 0.968 
+ 

f3 

The straight line for the internal c
11 p~sitron spectrum gives an 

end point in agreement with the calibration curve. 

The use of the pulse-height analyzer with the plastic-scintj.l

lator.· detector is useful mainly to give a rough indication of the 
ll 

spectrum and end-point energy to prove that C was the isotope res-

ponsible for the observed activity. Further refinements in source 

mounting and y-ray discrimination would permit greater accuracy in 

the use of plastic scintillator as a f3 spectrograph) as discussed 

by Bosch and Urstein.~9 

3· Decay Curve 

Proof that the observed activity was actually due to C 
ll 

comes from the decay curve. 'Figure 13 shows the experimental decay 

curve obtained by bombarding the plastic scintillator with an 

eBpecially intense pion beam. Once the constant cosmic ray back

ground is subtracted there is only one component in the decay curve. 

The measured half-life of 20.4 min agrees with the literature value 

for c
11

. Because the intensities of the available pion beams varied 
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Fig. 13. c11 decay curve in plastic scintillator. 
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with the energy of the beam and vri th the goals of different experi

menters) the initial activity of c11 
obtained by extrapolati.ng ths 

decay curve back to the end of the bombardment varied. greatly, For 

the Bevatron experime.nt at 1610 MeV the initial activity ·was only 

135 counts/min above a backgrcund of 135 counts/min, whereas one 

bombardment with the 304-MeV beam at the cyclotron gave an ~-ni tial 

activity of about 47)000 counts/min, However) most cf the data 

were obtained with initial acti.v:i.ties of a few thousand counts/min. 

The counting data were plotted; the activity was extrapolated to 

end-of-bombardment time) and the.initial activity A
0

) was read from 

the graph. 
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G. Efficiency of c11 
Detection System 

1. Theory of ~-y Coincidence Method 

For absolute determination of the cross sections, the efficiency 

of the c11 
detection system must be known. A ~...ry coincidence method 

was used to measure the efficiency. This technique requires the simul-

taneous measurement of the counting rate in the ~ detector N~, the 

counting rate in a ~ detector N , and the coincidence counting rate 

Because c11 
decays 99 + % ~y positron emission the coincidence N~. 

is between the positron and the 0.511-MeV ~ ray from the annihilation 

of the positron. The absolute disintegration rate N
0 

is given by the 

product of the singles counting rate divided by the coincidence 

counting rate. The use of ~-~ coincidence technique in determining 

absolute disintegration rates is discussed by Campion20 for the general 

case with .high-efficiency ~ detectors, and by Cumming and Hoffman17 

ll for the specific case of C . 

With the assumption that the efficiency is independent of the 

location of the activity in the source, the equations for N~, N~, 

and Nrry given by Cumming and Hoffman can be modified so that: 

where 

and 

'E~ is the efficiency of the ~ counter for detecting ~' 

E is the efficiency of the ~ counter for detecting ~' 
~ 

f is the probability that an annihilation~ is counted by 

the ~ detector. 
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equals the absolute disintegration rate. 
ll 

Tne C counter efficiency 

was found by dividing the observed counting rate by the disintegration 

rate. 

2. Apparatus_ 

A fast-slow coincidence system setup by Richard Ch~nda was 

used for the (3-jl coincidence measurements. Tl1.is equipment was CJ.esigned 

as a dual-channel coincidence unit with pulse-height analysis in each 

channel. The pertinent units of the fast-slow· coincidence system are 

shown in Fig. 14. The fast coincidence unit was designed by Mitch 

Nakamura of the electronics development group. 

Two puJ.ses are taken off each phototube, The fast pulse is 

amplified by distributed amplifiel~s and sent to the fast coincidence 

unit. The slow pulse goes through a cathode 'follower, which stretches 

and shapes the pulse to make it suitable for a DD2 linear amplifier. 

])a.dl DD2 amplifier used in this experiment has a single-channel 

analyzer built into the same chassis. The output of the single-channel 

analyzers was sent to the slow coincidence unit (Trance). Meanwhile 

the output of the fast coincidence unit was sent. through a variable 

delay and gate unit -w-hich delayed the pulse J and generated a pulse to 

be in triple coincidence with the two pulses from the single-channel 

ana.J_yzers. 

The output of t.he 'Rt'anco coincidence unit was sent to a scale:r, 

The output of the single-channel analyzer was also sent directly to a 

scaler to record the number of single events in each detector. Thus 

only those pulses that went to the coincidence unit were recorded as 

singles. This means that the efficiency of the (3 singles counter was 
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Fig. 14. Electronics for "fast-slow" f3y coincidence system. 
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equal to the efficiency of the ~ channel of the coincidence counter) 

and likewise for the~ pulses. 

3. Techniques 

The resolving time of the fast-slow coincidence unit is 

governed by the length of clipping line attached to the fast coincidence 

unit. The•clipping line used was 16.7 ft of RG/63J 125-n cable) which 

has a transit time of 20 nsec. Because the pulse must be reflected 

back through the cable) the clipped pulses have a 40-nsec length. The 

width of the delay curve is expeQted to be about twice this timeJ as 

is shown by the experimental delay curve in Fig. 15. The delay curve 

is obtained by introducing various lengths of cable into one or the 

other s~gnal lines to the fast coincidence unitJ then measuring the 

coincidence counting rate. In order to test whether one is obtain-

ing 100% coincidence efficiency) clip lines of various lengths are 

used on the coincidence unit. As long as the counting rate on the 

plateau does not decrease as the width of the plateau decreases) one 

still has 100% counting efficiency. The resolving time with the 16.7-

ft clip line of the coincidence unit was measured experimentally by 
22 

counting two separate Na sources with the detectors placed far 

enough apart to prevent any true coincidences. The random coincidence 

rate (chance coincidences) obtained by this method is related to the 

resolving time by 
'·~ ' 
. \. 

where 

and 

== 2-rN N 
~ ~ ) 

Nch is the chance coincidence counting rate) 

N~ is the counting rate in the ~detector, 

N is the counting rate in the~ detector) 
~ 

"-" is the resolvil}g time. 
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Fig. 15. Delay curve for fast coincidence circui.t in (3y 
coincidence experiment. 
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The resolving time obtained was 140 nsec, which is in fair agreement 

with the width of the delay curve. 

The timing for the triple coincidence was not nearly as critical 

as with the fast coincidence, since the trigger pulses were all 2-~sec 

long. 

The operation of the coincidence system was checked by using 
22 

aNa source. This source was previously standardized in a 4rr ~ 
counter. The disintegration rate measured by 4rr counting agreed 

within the experimental error with the disintegration rate determined 

by the ~~ coincidence method. 

The highly active c11 source needed to obtain reasonable 

counting rates with the coincidence apparatus was prepared by bombard

ing one of the 2.5 -h,-diam by l-in. -thick plastic-scintillator targets 
21 

with the 730-MeV external proton beam of the 184-inch cyclotron. 
ll 

Even at one-sixth the full-intensity proton beam, too much C 

activity was produced for the ~-')' counting equipment to handle immedi-
11 

ately. The proton beam was uncollimated and presumably created C 
,. 

throughout the entire volume of the target in the same fashion as 

the pion beam. 

The singles and coincidence counting rates were measured at 

several different times. Then the plastic scintillator and photo-
11 

tube were taken to the C detector cave, mounted in the tube base, 

and the counting rate measured under the same conditions as with an 
11 

ordinary pion bombardment. Several points ~ere measured for the C 

decay curve in the positron detection system, after which the photo

tube and scintillator were moved back to the coincidence apparatus 

for several ~~coincidence measurements. This cycle was repeated so 

that points were obtained for the disintegration-rate (N0 ) decay curve 
11 11 

and for the C -detector decay curve. From the C -detector decay 

curve, the counting rate was in:te·r.polated to each of the times at 

which a disintegration rate data point was taken. The ratio of the 
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ll 
C - detector counting rate to the disintegration rate at a given time 

was equaJ, to, t1;ie: efficiency qpf' the [3 counter. The average of the 

efficiencies at seven different times was found to be 82.7 ± 2.8%. 

All these points were taken after the source had decayed to a level 

the electronics could handle. 

The raw data from the [)~ coincidence measurement consisted of 

the singles counting rate in the [3 and~ detectors 7 and the coincidence 

counting rate. Several corrections had to be made to this data before 

calculating the source strength. The chance-coincidence counting 

rate, Nch'was calculated by using the ~ determined from the two Na
22 

sources and was subtracted from the observed coincidence counting 

rate. The natural-background counting rate in each of the singles 

counters and in the coincidence counter was subtracted from their 

respective counting rates. (This background was determined 24;hours 

after the end of bombardment.) Because a~ ray associated with c11 

decay was produced only as a result of a positron being emitted, events 

in which an annihilation ~ gave a pulse in the plastic scintillator 

counter and no pulse from a positron was observed, were treated as 

true [3 counts. 
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H. Targets 

The plastic-scintillator targets used throughout this experi

ment were a b;Lend of polystyrene (97%), terphenyl (3%), and tetra

phenyl butadiene ( 0. 03%) . This ple.stic i.s 91.54% C by weight and 

8.46% H. The plastic scintillator was machined and polished by the 

accelerator technicians group to a dia~eter of 2.5 in. and a thick-
2 ness of 1 in. The surface density in atoms of C pey· em was calculated 

from the following formula: 

where 
2 n = atoms of C per em 

W = weight of plastic scintillator in grams, 

A 
. 2 = area ln em 

%C =percentage of C in scintillator, 

N = Avogadro's nwnber in atoms per mole, 

M = atomic weight of C in g/mole. 

c13 is 1.11% of naturally occurring C; however, no attempt was made 
" 11 12 13 to distinguish between the productlon of C from C or C . The 

cross sections presented in this report were calculated for the pro-
11 

·duction of C from both carbon isotopes. 

Four different plastic scintillators were used at various times 

during this experiment. These scintillators are listed in Table III 

along with their calculated surface densities. 

Table III. Plastic scintillator targets. 

Target Surface density 

PL I 1.115 X 1023 2 (atoms cj em ) 

PL II 1.218 X 1023 

PL III 1.12 X 1023 

PL IV 1.146 X 1023 
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PL I and PL II were used during the preliminary experiments when an 

ion chamber was used to monitor the pion beam rather than the counter 

telescope. These targets were also placed in the externalprotan lB9ni at 

the 184-inch cyclotron to provide the high-activity c11 source for the 

~~ coincidence experiment. After these proton bombardments, PL I 

and PL II had built up a considerable internal background due to the 

53-day Be7 activity. Be7 decays mainly by K capture to the ground 
18 

state, but has a 0.477-MeV 'Y ray in 12% of the decays. Pulse-

h~ight analysis of the background in PL I and PL II gave a spectrum 

that corresponded to the Compton scattered electrons from the 0.477-

MeV 'Y ray. 

PL III and PL IV were .used in all the runs with the counter 

telescope. Since these targets were bombarded only in the relatively 

low-intensity pion beams, Be7 was never produced in observable yield. 

The background in these targets remained at a constant level despite 

the many pion bombardments involved. Before each bombardment, the 

plastic scintillator was cleaned with ethyl alcohol to remove the 

silicone grease used to couple the scintillator to the phototube. At 

the end of these experiments, the targets PL III and PL IV were 

reweighed to see if any loss in weight had occurred because of the 

frequent cleaning. No change in weight was observed. 
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I. Corrections to c11 Initial Activity 

l. Neutron Background 

The meson cave at the 184-inch cyclotron has a background of 

fast neutrons and other particles) which might contribute to the pro

duction of c11
. The effect of this background radiation was measured 

by placing an identical plastic scintillator at various locations 

around the target position and exposing it for the same length of 

time as the target:_i tself. The activity in the dummy scintillator was 

then counted in the same manner as the target. The dummy activity 

was fairly independent of location if the dummy had been placed about 

a foot or more out of the beam. The correction due to stray background 

was taken as the activity of the dummy target when placed a foot from 

the beam. This correction varied) depending on the particular experi

mental setup in use at the time. Even though the internal beam was 

usually run at its maximum levelJ the amount of background around the 

counter telescope varied because different amounts of concrete and 

wood shielding were used in the various beam setups. 

The activity in the dummy target due to stray background in 

the meson cave was seldom as much as the natural cosmic-ray background 

of the detection system) so it was extremely difficult to resolve a 

decay curve due to the dummy activity. A 20.4-min decay curve was 

arbitrarily drawn through the data and extrapolated to zero time. 

The extrapolation from the first data point to zero time was about 

5 minJ which should not have caused a serious error. This initial 

activity was subtracted from the initial activity of the target to 

obtain the net activity due to the pion beam. This correction was 

less than 5% of the initial activity) except for the data at 53J 60 

and 1610 MeV. At the three energies mentioned) the absolute magnitude 

of the correction was even less than in the other casesJ but the 

total initial activity was so low that the correction was as much 

as 20%. 
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The use of the dummy target activity also corrected for 

another slight source of error. As mentioned previously, some authors 

have noticed that plastic scintillators after being exposed to light 

will produce an apparent activity due to its own phosphorescence or 

due to static electrical charges caused by rubbing the scintillator 

before mounting. The cosmic ray background was too large to see this 

effect in this apparatus, but if such an effect were present, it would 

be included in the subtraction for stray background. The activity in 

the target scintillator never showed any component other than that 

due to e11 . 

2. Internal Secondaries 

Because the scintillator targets were thick, the possibility 

existed that secondary particles (neutrons and protons) produced by 

nuclear interactions of the pions with target nuclei could cause the 
ll 

production of e . The secondary particles would need at least 18.}-

MeV energy to overcome the binding energy of the neutron in e12 
Thus 

evaporation nucleons, normally averaging a few MeV, would probably 

not have enough kinetic energy to create e11
. However, particles 

ejected during the initial cascade or as a partner in an absorption 

event could be sufficiently energetic. Because a wide variety of 

kinetic energies is possible for these particles and because the 

cross sections are changing rapidly with energy, no attempt was made 

to calculate a correction due to this effect. The correction was 

found experimentally by measuring the cross section as a function of 

lucite thickness placed before counter B and the target. The cross 

section is expected to increase with increasing lucite thickness, so 

by extrapolating the observed cross sections back to zero thickness it 

was hoped to correct for finite target thickness. Lucite was chosen 

as the absorber because of its simi.larity to plastic scintillator in 

physical properties and its convenience. 

Because small changes in cross section were measured by this 

technique, it was necessary to use a very intense pion beam to insure 
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reproducibility and accuracy. The 310-MeV TI beam set up by Booth 

et, al. was sufficiently intense. 22 However, their experimental setup 

required the use of a ~-ray counter consisting of alternate layers 

of Pb and plastic scintillator" One corner of this counter extended 

into the pion beam, meaning that the pion energy at the plastic tar

gets was 215 ± 37 MeV. The spread in energy was caused by the fact 

that some of the pions reaching the target had to pass through more 

of the~ counter than others. ~he measured correction represents an 

average correction for a relatively large energy range. Because this 

correction was not measured at other energies, it was assumed that 

the absoJ.ute correction was independent of pion energy and dependent 

only on the total number of pions through the'~target. The absorption 

cross section probably determines the production rate of secondaries. 

At 215 MeV the absorption cross section is about 25mb. 23 It does 

not vary by more than a factor of two from this value over the energy 

range from 50 to 300 MeV. 
12( - - ) 11 The large beam intensity and relatively large C TI ,TI n C 

cross section at 215 MeV gave large initial c11 activities of 

the order of 10,000 counts/min. The cross sections as a function of 

thickness are plotted in Fig. 16. All the points were obtained with 

a total number of pions of about 3.75 X 107 . The correction, related 

to pion intensity for convenience, amounted to 2 mb for this number 

of pions, so all the cross sections were corrected by 0.2~7 mb/107 
-

pions through the target. For many bombardments the absolute magni-

tude of the correction was negligible because of low beam intensities. 
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Fig. 16. Correction for finite target thickness. c12 (rt-,rt-n)c11 

cross section is plotted vs the sum of the scintillator target, 
counter B, and lucite thicknesses. 
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J. Results 

1. Data 

The corrected cross sections are presented in Table IV and the 
12 ( - - ) 11 e TI ,TI n e excitation function is shown in Fig. 17. The table 

gives the incident-pion energy pre,ceded by a number referring to the 

Physics group listed in Appendix E whose pion beam was used. The 

final column gives the number of individual bombardments used to 

determine the cross section. The uncertainty listed with the pion 

energy is compounded out ci1~ the energy 1spread of~ ·the :beam in.~passing 

through the target. The pion energies of 179 and 212 MeV were obtained 

by placing 2 in. and 1 in.,. respectively, of eu in the 245-MeV beam. 

The energy of 342-MeV was obtained by placing 1 in. of eu in the 373-

MeV beam. All the energies in the table refer to the energy of the 

pions at the mid-point of the plastic-scintillator target. 

Also included in this table are two high-energy measurements 

made at Brookhaven by using a similar technique. 

A:t the bottomof the table are listed the two measurements made 

with TI +beams at the 184-inch cyclotron. These experiments are dis

cussed in Sec. V. 

2. Errors 

The error associated with the cross section was calculated 
11 from the uncertainties in efficiency of the e detector, production 

by secondaries, stray background, muon contamination, and initial 

activity. The efficiency of the e11 detection system (Sec. II-G) 

was measured to be 83 ± 3% and was the same for all bombardments. 

The uncertainty in the correction for production of e
11 

by secondaries 

(Sec. II-I-2) was large but the magnitude of the correction was small 

and often negligible. This correction was typically about 4 ± 2%. 

The correction for stray background (Sec. II-I-1) was about 20 ± 5% 

at 53, 60, and 16~0 MeV and less than 5 ± 1% at other energies. The 

correction for muon contamination (Sec. II-e-2) was large,35 ± 5%, at 

the very low energies but decreased to about 8 ± 1% at 373-MeV. 

The uncertainty in the determination of the initial activity ·~ .· 
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(Sec. II-F-3) depended on the intensity of the pion beam. The 53-, 

60-, and 1610-MeV beams had low intensities gnd consequently the c11 

decay curves co~ld be extrapolated with an accuracy of about 15% for 

the initial activity. At other energies the initial activity could 

be determined to less than 5%. 
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t . n th t . cl2 ( - - ) ell Table IV. Cross. sec 1.ons I.Or e reac 10n · Tr 9 Tr n .. ·· . 

Physics group Incident-pion energy Cross section No. of 

(Appendix E) (MeV) (mb) bombardments 

l 53 ± 5 3 ± 2 (l) 

l 60 ± 6 ll ± 2 (2) 

2 So ± 8 39 ± 3 (2) 

3 127 ± 11 56 ± 4a (3) 

4 179 ± 10 68 ± 6 (3) 

4 212 ± 10 68 ± 6 (3) 

4 245 ± 10 61 ± 6 (3) 

5 304 ± 9 42 ± 4 (3) 

6 342 ± 10 37 ± 4 (2) 

6 373 ± 10 30 ± 3 (3) 

6 423 ± 10 26 ± 8 (4) 

7 1610 ± 20 21 ± 5b (l) 

1000 20 ± 3c 

1900 20 ± 3d 

Cross sections for the reaction c12 ( Tr+ 9 1ln) c11 

8 73 ± 7 55 ± 20 (l) 

2 110 ± 7 40 ± 4 (3) 

aThe pion beam was moni.tored by means of a calibrated i.on chamber. 

bThe counter telescope wasnot used for this cross section. The 

pion intensity was calcuJa ted from data supplied by Segr~-group 

experimenters for the pion beam at the Bevatron. 

cThese data are from reference 24. 

~hese data are from reference 25. 
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Fig. 17. Cross section for C (rr ,rr n)C reaction plotted vs 

incident pion energy. The smooth curve is the total cross 
section for rr-n free-particle scattering, which is equal 
to the total ·cross section for rr+p scattering by charge 
symmetry. 
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A. General Discussion of 7T+ C 

Previous experiments of 7T scattering on C have been concerned 

mainly with measuring the total cross section, elastic (or diffraction) 

cross section, and the inelastic (or absorption) cross sections. Much 
26 

of this work has been summarized by Ignatenko, The Russian work 

shows that both the total cross section and inelastic cross sections 

seem to have an energy dependence similar to tpat of the free -particle 

rcN scattering. 

This effect is quite pronounced in the data for the inelastic 

cross section for 7T on C. Angular distributions for elastic and 

inelastic scattering of 7T 
12 . 

ori C have also been measured along with 

the energy distribution of the inelastically scattered pions. The 

elastic scattering can be calculated by using the optical model. The 

inelastic scattering shows a large backward peaking which corresponds 

to pion scattering from: individual nucleons.· in c12 
.. The inter

pretation is that the pion interacts with the nucleus solely by 7rN 

collisions rather than with clusters of nucleons or with the nucleus 
12 as a whole. Because so many of the nucleons inC may be considered 

as surface nucleons, there is a high probability that the pions escape 

from c12 
after just one collision. However, for heavier nuclei the 

data indicate that multiple collisions may occur before the pion 

escapes, 

Relatively few experiments have been performed where specific 

nuclides:: have bE!en measured q,s products of pion-induced reactions. 
12( - - ) ll The excitation function for C ~ ,7T n C presented here is a 

partial_ explanation of why the total cross section and inelastic 
- 12 cne>ss sections for 7T on C show a maximum at the rcN free-particle-

scattering resonance. The (7T-)7T-n) reaction is only one of several 
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.. 

inelastic reactions that may occur following the initial pion

nucleon collison, Examples of other reactions are (rr-~~~p) 7 
(rr- ,rr

0 ~ ,) , ( rr- ,ir- xrr yp), etc. All these reactions w:i.ll be initiated 

by a primary rrN collision, the probability of which' is goverried by 

the free-particle cross section: The sum of all these processes is 

then eq_ual to the inelastic ·cross section. \, 

The situation is slightly different- in heavY nuclei where, 

· followi'ng the initial 7T'N ·collision, both the collision partners are 

likely to undergo further collisions with other nucleons and wash 

out the free~particle 'resonance. However:, even in heavier nuclei the 

. (rr-,1L~ n)_ react·ion is-expected to show the.re~onance b~haviorJ since 

this reaction probably occurs mainly on the .nuclear surfac-e.·. 



B. Discussion of (p, pn) Mechanisms 

Th th t · 1 d · · f th c12 ( - - ·) 11 · · · · e eore 1ca 1scuss1on o e TI m':n G;.; 'reaction; 
. 12 ll . 

will be based entirely on analogy with the C (p, pn) C re1;1ctwn. 

Therefore, this discussion will begin with a brief review.of the present 

status of the (p, pn) reaction in general, follow with a comparison of 

the possible mechanisms as applied to both (p, pn) and (TI- zTI~n) ~ 
12 ( - - . 11 '- '_ 

reactions, and ~nd with a rough calculation of the C TI zTI- n) G 1 -

cross sections based on the direct-interaction model. 

The (p, pn) reaction has been extensively studied in recent 

years. 27z 28z29,30 The experimental results have been compared with 

the predictions of the Monte Carlo calculations of Metropolis. 31 The 

calculated cross sections are consistently low by factors of two to 

nine, depending on the energy region and the target nucleus considered. 

The approximations in the nuclear model are probably responsible for 

this discrepancy. -The model used a square well instead of a more 

realistic diffuse nuclear surface. 

Three different mechanisms probably contribute to the (p, pn) 

reaction. These mechanisms have different relative importances in 

different energy regions. In reasonably heavy nuclei the compound

nucleus mechanism probably dominates the yield for incident proton 

energies up to about 40 MeV. This mechanism assumes that the bombard

ing particle is completely absorbed by the target nucleus. The 

kinetic energy of the projectile is shared among all the nucleons, 

resulting in a highly excited nucleus. After a relatively long time 

the nucleus de-excites by emission of the necessary particles and 

-y rays. 

At higher bombarding energies, most spallation reactions are 

interpreted in terms of the Serber process. 32 This mechanism supposes 

that the nuclear reactions occur in two stages. The first stage is 

a "cascade" of fast two-body collisions, with some nucleons being 

knocked out directly. The end of the cascade stage results in a 

highly excited nucleus which then de-excites. in a manner similar to 

the compound nucleus -by evaporation of nucleons and -y-ray emission. 



The (p, pn) reaction above 4o Me:V 1is '<thought to proceed through 

two special applications of the Serber·· process. If the incident 

particle strikes a particular nucleon and both col·lision· partners 

escape from the nucleus directly, the process is called the "pure 

knock-on" or "one-step" mechanism. This is equivalent to a one-colli

sion cascade without evaporation. The struck nucleon must be a neutron 

in order to have a (p~pn) reaction. The excitation energy caused by 

the removal of this neutron must not be greater than the binding energy 

of the most loosely bound particle in the residual nucleus. It if were, 

other n~cleons would be emitted and the (p;pn) product would not be 

observed. 

The other special application of the Serber process is the 

"knock-on plus evaporation11 or "two-step" mechanism. In this mechanism 

there is again just one collision between the incident particle and a 

nucleon of the target nucleus. However, this time only one of the 

collision partners esca~es directly while the second partner shares 

its recoil energy with the whole nucleus. Eventually the nucleus 

de-excites by the emission of one nucleon. The struck nucleon in this 

case may be either a proton or a neutron. If the knocked-out particle 

is a proton, then the evaporated particle must be a neutron in order 

to have a (p)pn) event, and. vice versa if the knocked out particle is 

a neutron. To distinguish these last two mechanisms) we will call 

the first one a (P,Pn) event and the second a (P,Np) event, following 

the nomemclature of Metropolis et a1. 31 The one-step mechanism can 

be ted as a (P,PN) event. 

Mer and Caretto attempted to distinguish between the (P)PN) 

nd the (P,Pn) mechanisms by studying the recoil behavior of the cu
64 

65 64 . 
nuclide in the reaction Cu (p,pn)Cu over the energy region of 100 

to 400 Mev. 33 They concluded that both mechanisms were important 

over this energy region with the (P,Pn) process being more important 

at the lower energies and the (P,PN) process predominating at the 

higher energies. 
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A distinctly different way for a (p, pn) reaction to occur 

would be by neutron pickup to form a deuteron. This process is 

expected to decrease very rapidly with energy.
30 

, 
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12( ) ll . C. C p,pn C: React1on 

This reaction has been studied extensively because of its 

convenience as a monitor for proton intensities. The presently 

accepted cross sections in the energy range from threshold to 300 MeV 
. 34 

are those given by Crandall. Reference to ·some of the higher energy 

cross section measurements are given in the work of Cumming, 

Friedlander and Swartz. 35 Recently these cross-section measurements 
. 36 

have been extended to 28 GeV by Cumming, Friedlander, and Katcoff. 

There are two distinctive features of the ~12 (p,pn)c11 excitation 

function. The first is the low-energy peak at about :45 MeV, and 

the second is the lack of energy dependence above 1 GeV. The energy 

insensitivity at high energies is a general characteristic of all 
12 ll 

(p,pn) reactions. As shown in Fig, 18, the shape of the C (p,pn)C 

low-energy peak is rather different from the peaks of (p,pn) exci

tation functions for other light and medium mass nuclei. 27 The c12 

peak is not nearly as sharp as the observed peaks in F
1

9 and Na
2
3. 

12 
The C peak occurs at an energy about 15 MeV higher than these other 

peaks, which is more than the energy needed to account for the tight 
12 -binding of the neutron inC (f8= 18.3 MeV). The fall off of the 

c12 peak is much more gradual than that of the corresponding peaks 

for F19 and Na23. Since c12 is such a small nucleus with most of 

the nucleons being close to the surface, it seems reasonable to assume 

that compound-nucleus formation is relatively less important for.the 

c12 peak than for the peaks in other (p,pn) reactions. Also the 

compound-nucleus mechanism seems unlikely for the c
12

(p,pn)c
11 

reaction on the basis of the excitation energy. Starting with 45-MeV 

kinetic energy of the incident proton, and subtracting 3.9 MeV for 

the recoil energy of the compound nucleus, 18.3 MeV for the binding 

energy of the neutron, and about 0.4 MeV for the Coulomb barrier of 
~ 

the evaporated proton, we·are left·with 22.4 MeV to be used as 

kinetic energy of the evaporated proton and neutron or as ~-ray 
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Fig. 18. Excitation functions for (p,pn) reactions in light 
nuclei; 

solid curve is for c12 (p,pn)c11 reaction (see reference 
34); 18 
dashed curve is for F19(p,pn)F reaction (see reference 
27); and 
dotted curve is for Na23(p,pn)Na22 reaction (see re
ferences 27 and 99). 
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de-excitation. This seems to be an unusually large amount of excess 

excitation energy for two evaporated particles to carry off. 

On the other hand, if we assume the (P,Pn:) mechanism at 45 

MeV and assume that the average excitation energy for the evaporation 

step is half the incident energy (to be discussed in Sec. III. D-2), 

h 22 5 M V ·t t· t th k f the c1· 2 (p.pn)c11 we ave . - e excl a lon energy a e pea o , 

reaction. Then subtracting the neutron binding energy of 18.3 MeV 

leaves us with 4.2 MeV if the neutron is evaporated with zero 

kinetic energy. If the residual excitation is greater than about 
11 

8 MeV, the C nucleus is unstable towaru.· ex emission. This a~gument 

favors the two-step mechanism over the compound-nucleus mechanism at 

the peak of the excitation function. 

The Monte Carlo calculations show that the (P,Ph) mechanism 

is increasing iri importance as the incident e~ergy decreases, whereas 

the (P,PN) mechanism decreases in importance at lower energies. 31 

The (P,PN) decrease at low energies is due to the shorter mean free 

paths for low-energy nucleons. However, the recoil experiments of 

Singh and Alexander show that in the energy region from 0.25 to 6.2 

GeV, the (P,PN) mechanism is the major contributor to the c12(p,pn)c11 

reaction. 37 Thus we conclude that the two-step mechanism (P,Pn) is 

the major process at the low-energy (peak) region and the one-step 

mechanism (P,PN) predominates at the high-energy region (E' > 0.25 GeV). 

These arguments will be important in our analysis of the mechanism 

of the ('rr- ,TI-n) reaction .. 

Figure 19 shows a plot of the excitation function for the 

reaction c
12 

(p,pn)c11 , the total pn cross section, and the.pn 

elastic cross section for comparison. The (p,pn) and total pn 

e:x:citation:.·functions coincide even without normalization in the 

region from 100 to 4oo MeV, Above 400 MeV the free-particle pn~-. 
( 

cross section increases slightly and the (p,pn) cross section 

decreases slightly. This behavior can still be explained in terms of 
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Fig. 19. Solid curve is the c
12

(p,pn)c
11 

excitationfunction 
plotted frort1 data of references 34,35,36,93,94, and 95. 
The vertical lines represent the experimental cross sections 
measured in the high-energy region. Dashed curve is the pn 
total cross section. Dotted curve is the pn elastic cross 
section. 



the single-pn-collision model. At 400 MeV the production of n 

mesons becomes significant. This means that an additional particle 

(the pion) must also escape from the nucleus without interacting 

with other nucleons in orde~ to produc-e the (p, pn) pr~duct. Because 

the probability that the pion escapes unscathed is less than~l, .the 

yield of e11 
will be lower t:ti.S:n what would b:e expected on the basis 

of the total cross section. Since the newly created pion does have 

a finite chance of escaping, especially from a small nucleus, the 

yield of e11 will be greater than that expected from just the elastic 

pn scattering cross section alone. This is illustrated in Fig. 19. 

The fact that the pn and (p, pn) cross sections coincide from 100 to 

400 MeV may be coincidental but it makes the comparison easier. 

The same statements about the effect of pion production on the 
. . ll 12 (. - - ) ll 

yield of e can be applied to the e TI , TI n e reaction.· The 

data of Fig. 17 show that at 4oo MeV the TI-n and (7(, TI-n) excitation 

functions are almost identical while the three high-energy points for 

the (TI-, TI-n) reactionare lower than the TI-n excitation function. 

Pio:O: production by incident pions would tend. to lower the (TI-,.TI-n) 
. . 

cross section regardless of whethE;r the one-step or two-step mechanism 

appiies. 
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With this background on the mechanism of the (p)pn) reaction) 

we now proceed to investigate the mechanism(s) of the c
12

(rc-,rc-n)c11 

reaction. The basic nN. interaction is a strong interaction just as 

is the NN interaction. Thus we expect the (rc-,rc-n) reaction to.pro

ceed by one of the mechanisms already discussed. 

For incident pions) the proces.s ·analogous to the compound

nucleus mechanism would be pion absorption. However, absorption of 

a T( could not possibly lead to c
11 

since the "compound system" 

would have a net charge of Z = 5· 
The two-step mechanism for the pion-induced reaction would 

consist of a single collision between the incident pion and a nucleon 

in c12 . The pion must then escape the nucleus, and the recoil energy 

of the struck nucleon must be converted into excitation energy of the 

nucleus. Eventually the nucleus evaporates just one neutron. For 

the proton-induced react±6n, it was :possible for a neutron to be 

ejected from the initial collision and then be followed by proton 

evaporation, ZPJNp). However} the analogous pion-induced process is 

extremely doubtful-no one has yet shown the existence of meson evap

oration. 

In the one-step mechanism} only a rc n collision is allowed 

and both the pion and the struck neutron emerge from the nucleus im

mediately. The residual excitation must be less than about ~ MeV to 

avoid further nucleon evaporation. ... 
· For pion-induced reactions} the prcoce.-sp 1 analogous. to deuteron· 

formation would be the formation of a pion-nucleon isobar. The isobar 

is a resonant state of a pion plus nucleon and has a lifetime deter

mined from the width of the resonance, rJ and the uncertainty principle) 
n 

·r = r· This lifetime is comparable to the time the isobar takes to 

cross the nucleus) about l0- 23 sec. Because little is known about 

isobar cross sections in nuclear matter} we will assume in our later 



calculations that the pion and neutron leave the nucleus as separate 

entities. 

Impulse approximation. Before invoking the one-step or two

step mechanisms, we must investigate whether the impulse approximation 

is still valid for pion-induced reactions. Impulse approximation is 

the term coined by Chew to describe the assumption that elementary

particle interactions are unchanged within nuclear matter.3B,39, 40 

The impulse approximation is valid when the mean free path, A, of the 

incident particle is much greater than its particle wavelength, ~' 

and when the bindi.ng energy of the struck nucleon, V, is negligi.ble 

compared with the energy of the incident particle, T. 

The particle wavelength may be calculated from ~ = n/p~ where 

p is the momentum. The mean free path for pions in nuclear matter as 

discussed in Sec. IV.-B is shown later in Fig. 26. F6r the energy 

region of interest here, T > 50 MeV, A is always greater than ~. 
:n: 

The smallest ratio of A/'li is L 5, which occurs at the 190-MeV 

resonance, where A = 1.0 F and ~ = 0.66 F. 

Nucieon binding energie·s are expected to be less than 50 MeV, 

even for nucleons in tightly bound or 11 core" shells, so for the bom

barding energies of this work, T is always greater than v. Thus we 

will assume throughout this discussion that the impulse approximation 

is valid, to the extent that pion-nucleon collisions do occur within 

the nucleus. However, we will use iieffective 11 cross sections for 

collisions within nuclear matter, rather than free-particle cross 

sections. 

1. Probability of a (:n:-,:n:-n) Event 

On the basis of the one- and two-step mechanisms, ·let us set 

up an expression for the probability of a (:n:-,:n:-n) reaction occur~ing 

at a given location in the nucleus. The general expression is: 

p P. _p 11·' p p 
l co :n: n 

(1) 
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where 

P is the probability of a (Tr-,Tr-n) reactj_on at a specific point, 

P. 
l 

is the probability of an incident pion reaching that point, 

P coll .. is the probability of a collision at that point, 

P is the probability of the recoil pion escaping unscathed, Tr 
and p 

n 
is the probability that one and only one neutron is emitted 

from the nucleus, either by direct knock--on or by evaporation 

from an excited nucleus. 

are functions only of the pion mean free path and P. and P 
l Tr 

the distance the pi.on travels in nuclear matter. Thus P. and P 
l Tr 

are 

independent of the two reaction mechanisms under consideration. How-

ever, P and P 11 depend on which mechanism one assumes .. 
n co 
For the one-step mechanism, P == exp ( -s />- ) , where s is the n n n , n 

distance the recoil neutron has to travel to reach the nuclear surface 

and \ is the mean free path of the neutron. P 11 is proportional 
n co -~ . 

to the cross section for a Tr n collision because only a Tr-n collision 

is alloHed. 

For the two-step mechanism, 
l.J.l 

formula of the type --

p 

KOE:: 

is 
n 

P(f) '" --HUT 

given by an evaporation 

de (2) 

where P (E)dE is the probability per unit time of evaporating a 
n 

neutron with kinetic energy between E and E+dE, K stands for a group 

of constants, 0 is the cross section for the inverse reaction, and 

W(f) and W(i) are the density of states for the final and initial 

nuclei, respectively. For a given excitation energy the integration 

is performed over only those neutron energies that leave the residual 

nucleus with less than 8 MeV. Pcoll is proportional to the sum of the 

Tr n and Tr -p cross sections because both 1T -n and Tr p collisions can 

take place. 

2. Uetermination of mechanism 

l? ( - - ) ll Our problem novr is to determine whether the C ~ Tr_.n n G 

reaction proceeds by the one-step or two-step rr,echanism. Because the 
• 12( - - ) 11 • ' D • • experlmental C :rr 3 Tr n C . excl tatJ_on .LUn-'_::t:Lon peaks at -che same 



incident pion energy as the free-particle scattering resonance, it 

seems very likely that a TIN collision is taking place inside the 

nucleus. However, both the one-step and two-step mechanisms contain 

the term Pcoll' which is proportional to the effective~ cross 

section in nuclear matter. Thus both mechanisms could conc~ivably 

give rise vo a peak provided the other terms in the expression for 

P do not cancel it out. 

If 1 t th . t. f th c12 
c· - - ) c11 t . we p o e cross sec lOns or e TI ,n n reac lon 

and the cross sections for the c12(p,pn)c
11 

reaction on the same 

graph as a function of the momentum of the incident particle, we find 

that the peaks rcoinc:ide as shown in Fig. 20. If this plot implies 

similar mechanisms, we would expect that the momentum transfer and 

resultant excitation energy of the nucleus are the factors controlling 

the cross sections in the peak region, because we have indicated that 

the C
12(p,pn)c11 reactl· on d d ·· t 1u b th t t procee s :QTie ommmar -'V. · y e wo-s ep 

12( - - ) 11 mechanism in the peak region. Yet we claim that the C n ,TI n C 

peak is associated with the free-particle TI-n Tesonan~e. 

This ambiguity can be resolved if we compare the probability 

for neutron escape, P , under the assumption of a two-step mechanism 
n 

for the case of the (p,pn) and the (TI-,TI-n) reactions. The probability 

of neutron evaporation and the number of neutrons evaporated is de

pendent on the value of ijhe. excitation energy of the nucleus, and 

does not depend on how the excitation energy was 1ntroduced. Assl.nning 

that the produc-t? of the three terms, P. P, 
11 

P7r, is not too different 
. l co 

for the proton case and the pion case at the energies of the excitation 
' 

function peaks, the nuclear excitation energy should be the.same if 

the .Cn-,n-n) and (p;pn) reactions proceed by the same mechanism. 

Therefore it is of great interest to plot the aver~ge exci

tation energy under the assumption that a single collision occurs and 

that the recoil energy of only the struck nucleon is converted into 

nuclear excitation energy. In ord~r to calculate the average recoil 

energy (TR)' it is necessary to weight the recoil energy for a given 

scattering angle by the angular.distribution: 
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Fig. 20. Cross section for c
12

(n-,n-n)c11 reaction plotted vs 
the momentum of the incident pion. The smooth curve is the 
cross section for cl2(p,pn)cll reaction plotted vs incident 
proton momentum. Data are taken from references 34,35,36, 
93,94, and 95· 
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(TR) = I P(e) TR(e) de 
I P(e) de 

(3) 

This is quite simple for the nucleon-nucleon case where the angular 

distribution P(e) is either isotropic or symmetric about 90 deg(c.m.) 

in the incident-proton energy region of interest, 20 to 100 MeV. The 

recoil energy, TR, is given by 

(4) 

··~ 

where T
1 

is the incident energy and e-- is the c.m. angle of the 

scattered particle. For equal-mass particles this expression is 

l = - T (l 2 l 

1 

- cos_ e- ) • 

Integrating TR over an isotropic or a symmetric angular distribution 

l 
gives TR = ~ T

1
, as shown in Fig. 21. 

The average nucleon recoil energy for the nN scattering, how

ever, is considerably more complicated. The angular distributions 

are quite different above the J = T = 3/2 resonance for n-n and n- p 

scattering. Thus it is necessary to calculate the average recoil 

energy for a n nand n-p event separately, weight the average recoil 

energ:i_es by the cross sections for n- n and n-p events, and average 

again. Thus: 

(Tnn) (cr.,-) +(Tnp) (a-) 
.R nn R np (5) 

(a- ) + (a.,. ) 
n n n p 
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Fig. 21. Average nucleon-recoil energy plotted vs incident 
particle energy. Heavy solid curve is (TR) for incident 
protons. Light long:...dashed curve :i..s (TR) for rr-p scatter
ing. Light short-dashed curve is (TR) for rr-n scattering. 
Heavy dashed curve represents weighted average of (TR) for 
rr-p and rr-n scattering. 



where 
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(Tn n) ( n P) L R and. TR were calculated by using the relativistic 

formula 

r. I 
\ 

( 
I )'2 

y2 

42 

-1 + 2 

'· 
~ . (l - cosG]_) (6) 

m2 + (m.,J2 y \ '-'/ m -l m1 

y is the ratio of the pion total energy_ to its rest-mass energy in 

the laboratory reference frame; m
1 

is the rest-mass of the pion) and 

m
2

.is the rest-mass of the nucleon. 

The average excitation energies calculated in this manner are 

shown plotted in Fig. 21 as a function of the incident-particle bom

barding energy. Note the considerably different behavior for n-n and 

n p scattering above 300 MeV. 

F_or out purposes it is more interesting to plot the average 

excitation energy as a function of incident-particle momentum as 
12 ll . 12 - - ll ' . 

shown in Fig. 22. The C (pJpn)C ·and C (n Jn·n)C excltatlOn-

function peaks coincide when plotted vs incident momentum. However) 

the average recoil energy of the struck particle) which we are equat-

ing to the average excitation energy, is quite different as a function 

of incident-particle momentum •. At the peaks that occur at about 

300 MeV/c the average excitation energy of a two-step (n-Jn n) 

reaction would be more than twice that of a two-step (·pJpn) reaction. 

Such a high excitation energy for the pion-induced reaction 

means that more·than one·nucleon would be·evaporated if this process 

J 
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Fig. 22. Average excitation energy from a single collision 
plotted vs the incident particle momentum. Solid curve 
is (TR) for a proton-nucleon collision. Dotted curve 
represents weighted average of (TR) for n-p and n-n 
scattering. 
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occurs. _In f?.ddi tion, -the higher r'e-coil -energy _of the struck neutron 

would make it easier for the neutron to escape directly. Thus it 

seems highly unlikely that the. (7!'""" /JT ""n) reaction can OCCUr by the 

two-step ·mechanism. The -overlap of the (p:,pn) ·and (7!' -,7!' -!1) __:peaks 

when :plotted as a f-unction of momentum is· probably more of ·a coinci

dence than of fundamenta~ importance~ 

A possible method of testing this conclusion would be to 

measure the excitation function for the reaction F19 (7!''" ,7!'-n )F
18

. · The 
19(- ) -18 - - . ·c12(p- ,pn)Cll F p,pn F reaction peak is about 15 MeV lower than the 

peak; mainly becaus-e of the difference in neutron binding energy. 
2

7 

If th~ F19(7!'- /rr-:n)F
18 p~ak was measured sufficiently accu.rately and 

was found to remain at the nN resonance energy, then we would know 

that the momentum of. the incident particle is hot what is responsible 

for the peak, but rather the peak is caused by the free-particle 

resonance. ,. 

b · t t measure t-he c12 (TI+,_TI.+n )c11 
It wou:)_d also e interes ing -- o 

reaction in the energy regions of the 600- and 900-MeV, T = 1/2 

free-particle resonances. If peaks occurred i~ the (7!' +_,7!' +n) cross 

sections at these energies, we would have additional evidence for 

the elementary-collision mechanism. 



E. Resonance-Broadening Due to Neutron Momentum 

12 ( - - ) 11 The simplest explanation of the peak in the C 7r 1 71" n C. · ex-

citation function is the· Ofie-step or pure knock-on me.chanism. The 

prominent peak in the free-particle 7TN scattering is a·useful tool 

for showing that elementary particle collisions occur in nuclear matter. 
-The resonance peak ~n free-particle 7r n scattering has a' full 

width at half. maximum of about 145 MeV,whereas the corresponding width 

of the (n-,n-n) excitation function is roughly 300 MeV. The greater width 

in the (71"-,71"-n) peak is probablydue to the fact that the struck neutron 

in the (n-,n-n) case is moving at a relatively high velocity, whereas 

the neutron may be considered to be-at rest in the free-particle scatter

ing. The broadening of the resonance peak due to the motion of the struck 

neutron can be estimated as follows. 4 3 

Consider the following pion-neutron scattering diagram for the 

laboratory system, where: 

7' 
E1 total energy of neutron, I 
p1 = momentum of neutron, I 
E = total energy of pion, 

p momentum of pion, 

M rest mass of neutron, 

fJ. = rest mass of pion. 

The solid line represents the neutron and the dashed line the pion. The 

square of the invariant mass of this system is given by S, where: 

s 2 2 
(E + E 1 ) - (p + p 1 ) 

(7) 

.The invariant mass is the total energy of the system in the c.m. frame 

of reference. We then consider the two reference frames: 

1. The target neutron is at rest. 

2. The target neutron is moving with a momentum p 1. 
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Letting the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the two reference frames, we have: 

2 2' . 
M + ~ + 2(M E1), since Pi = 0 snd Ei = M, 

.·' 

where ' e is the lab angle between the two momentUm vectors . 

. Because the in:teraction. cross sections are eq_ual when the c .m. total 

.energy i~ eq_ual, we will eq_uate s1 and· s2 and find the difference in 

pion .energies·. in the two frames: 

• r', (8) 

We then approximate E'· by M 
2 

since the total energy of a neutron in a 

nucleus is only slightly changed from the total energy of a free neutron: 

·~ ·. ' ' 

MLSE, 

where LSE is the desired shift in pion energy due to the neutron momen

tum. With the assumption that the struck neutrons have an isotropic 

momentum distribution, the average angle will be 0 or 180 deg, so: 
. . ' 

(9) 

.The pion momentum; p2 , at the. 7r-n resonance is )00 MeV/c 

and the neutron ~ss, M, is 939 MeV .. However the average neutron momen

tum must be estimated from the available information onproton-momentum 

distributions. Garron et al. have measured the proton-momentum dis

tribution in c12 and have found the data fit separate functions for the 
. 44 

s-and p-shell protons. In the next section we will discuss the 
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reas·Otis' wh'y t:he 7T- til collision can only be with p-state neutrons, Antic-

ipating that discussion, we will assume that only the average momentum 

of the p state is significant. From the data of Garron et al. the 

average momentum of the p-state protons is 150 MeV/c and we assume that 

this is valid for the p-state neutrons also. The resultant energy 

shift, .6.E, is 48 ± 5 MeV. For a head-on::'collision this would require 

a decrease of 48 MeV, and for an overtaking collision this -would-require 

an increase of 48 MeV in the pion energy in, order. to keep the c .m •. total 

energy constant. Therefore the. total width of the :n:N resonance for 
12 neutrons moving in C would be approximatf:ly: 

FWHM = (145 ± 10) + (48 ±~50 + (48 ± 5) = 241 ± 12 MeV 

(10) 

This is slightly less tl).an the experimeritalwidth of 300 ct: 30 MeV, even 

after considering ~he errorE; on these estimations . 

. The discrepancy couJ,_d conceivably be accounted for by a potential 

for the pfon nucleus system. Several authors-have required an attractive 

potential of about 24 MeV to ~xplain pion scattering from complex 

nuclei. 45, 46 , 23 Using Eq. (9), we estimate an increased width of 

about 7 MeV due to an attractive potential of 24 MeV. The experimental 

data presented here are not accurate enough to distinguish effects 

of this magnitude. 

In addition to broadening the resonance p~ak, an attractive 
' 12 ( - - ) ll potential ought to shift the ·peak of. the C _7T ;rr n C excitation 

function to lower energy, but more accurate experimental data would 
' 

be needed to check this prediction also. It is possible that the 

pion- nucleus potential is weak in the surface regions where the 

greatest contributions to the (7T-,7T-n) reaction'are expected. Thus 

the potential might have little effect 'on the (7T-,7T~n) reaction. 
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F. Benioff-Model .:_; 

Using the impulse approximation, Benioff 'has given a simplified 

relationship for calculating (p,pn) cross sections at GeV energies on 

the basis of a shell·-model nucle-us with a diffuse surface. 
41 

·. This 

formula is: 

::: 36 mb \ . nn. n J' Mn n o(p,pn) L x_ x_ 

allowed 
shells 

(11) 

where Mn£ j_s the fractional availability of a particular shell-model 
c 

state to contribute to the (p,pn) reaction, n n· is the number of nx_J . -
neutrons in that particular state and 36 mb is a constant derived from 

the free-particle cross section. The allowed states are only those 
·-

states from which a neutron can be removed without exciting the nucleus 

to cause it to evaporate additional particles; For example, the- s1; 2 12 
protons of C have:a binding energy,of about 35 MeV, whereas the binding 

energy of the . p
3

/ 2 protons is about 16 MeV as determined by (p,2p) 
. ·. 44 

coincidence measurements. If a proton were snatched from the s1; 2 
shell, the nuclear excitation due to the s1; 2 holewould be the 

difference in the s1; 2 and p
3

/ 2 binding energies, or approximately 

19 MeV, which is more than enough energy for further particle emission. 

The neutron binding energies are not expected to differ very much from 

the proton binding energies for light nuclei so the same reasoning applies 

to the neutron shells. Thus we say that the two s / neutrons -are not . . .1 2 .. 
available for the (p,pn)or ('rr-,?T-n) reaction~. The sUm. in Eq. (11) is 

only over the p
3

/ 2 neutron shell, which for c12 contains four neutrons. 

Benioff presents a series of graphs allowing 

culated for various shell states in various nuclei. 

~nP. to be cal

The constant in 

front of the (3Ull1ID.a.tion signs is proportional to the free-particle cross 

. section. Thus it was possible to use Benioff's graphs and appropriate 
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cross sections for pion scattering in order to. calculate the (7T-,7T-n). 

cross section as a function of energy. The results of this calculation 

are presented in 'l'able V. 

12 (. - - ) ll Table V. Comparison of .experimental and calculated C ·. 7T ,7T n C. cross 
· ~sections following method of Benioff. · · 

Pion energy a( 7T-, 7T-n) calc. a(7T-,7T-n) exp. 

(MeV) (mb) (mb) 

190 58 68 

370 25 30 

1000 21 20 

l6l() 22 21 

The agreement is very good regardless of the approximations in the 

calculation. 

However some of Benioff's assUlilptions in deriving his formula 

do not apply to the pion-nucleon scattering problem presented here. 

Benioff's assumptions were expected to be valid only for inelastic 

scattering of GeV protbns and it may be somewhat presumptuous to apply 

his equation to lower-energy pion scattering. The particular assUlilptions 

that are not valid for the pion case are: 

l. The assumption that all the outgoing particles travel at 0 

deg to the incident beam 

2. The assumption that the struck neutron was at rest 
. ' 

3· The assumption· that the Pauli exclusion principle does not 

restrict the number of allowed collisions 

4. The assumption that free-particle cross sections can be used 

without modification in nuclear matter. 

Since none of these assUmptions are valid for the (TI-,TI-ri) 

reaction, it was desirable to do a calculation to show where in the 
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nucleus the ( 71":- ,71"-n) -reaction is likely t0 take pl-ace. Ideally, one 

should take account of the angular distribution of TIN scattering and 

also use 11 effective"cross sections rather than the free-particle-cross 

sections. The calculation outlined in the- following-- section uses a very 

simple nuclear model and-effective cross sections, but. performs only a 

rough integration over the angular distributions, for convenience. 

However the test of the calculation is in how well it predicts the shape 

and magnitude of the experimental excitation function. Iri addition the 

calculation does provide information on where in the nucleus the (7r-,7r-n) 

reaction is most likely to take place. 
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12 ( - - ) ll IV. C n ,n n C THEORETICAL CALCULA~ION 

A calculation based on the one-step mechanism was performed to 

show how the concept of a simple two-body collision leads to a peak 

in the (n-,n-n) cross section at the same energy as. the J= T = 3/2 

nN resonance. The mechanism was assumed to involve just one collision 
12 .. 

between the incident pion and a neutron in the C nucleus ... Both 

collision partners escaped immediately without interacting with any 

other nucleons. 
u 

An alternative calculation based on the two-step mechanism did 

not give a peak at the resonance energy. We will first discuss the 

one-step calculation and present the results. Following this, we will 

present the two-step calculation and compare its results with the one

step calculation and with the experimental excitation function. 

A. One-Step Calculation 

The probability that a rr .n collision at a given location in 
12 ( - - ' 11 . the nucleus contributes to the C n ,n n,C reactJ.on was calculated 

for all locations, ana these probabilities were integrated over the 

entire nuclear volume. The location of a collision was determined by 

specifying the values of two parameters, a and x, where a represents the 

impact parameter and x repres.ents the :iistance of travel in the nucleus 

along the direction parallel to tl::le incident-beam direction. See Fig. 

23(a) for a schematic representation of a typical collision event and for 

a description of -che notation employed. Cylindrical symmetry was assumed 

for all locations with a given value of a and x. 

The probability or' a (n-,n-n) event occurring at a given location 

was calculated from Eq. (1): 

(1) 

where P(a,x) is the probabUity of a (n-,n -n) event at a location (a,x). 
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Fig. 23. (a) Representation of a typical n-n collision. 
a is the impact parameter of the incident pion. 
x is the distance the pion travels in nuclear matter 

before reaching the point of collision. 
sn is the distance the neutron travels after the 

collision to reach the nuclear surface. 
s~ is the distance the pion travels after 'the 

collision. 

(b) Semicircular matrix Pij 

(c) Determination of average exit distances 
(sn) = (snl)+(sn2) (sn) = (snl)+(sn2) 

2 2 
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The probability of a particle traveling a distance 

a collision is given classically by the expression 

x w~thout having 
-x(A. e _,-where >... 

is the mean free path for the particle- under consideration. By using 
' the notation in which x is ·the distanc€ th€ incoming pion tr~vels 

and >...i is its mean free path. in nuclear matter1 Pi = exp ( -x/A.i). 

Letting s and s be the dist~nces the outgoing pion and 
7T n 

neutron travel through nuclear matter, and A.7T and A.n be the 

respectiv-e-·mean free- pa-th-s in nuclea-r ma-tt-er, we-hav-e-

p . = exp ( -s /-A. ) , P = exp (-~ j::;.... ) • If -we set . tsx. ec:J.ual to the 
7T 7T7T n nn 

distance over which a 7T'n interaction can occur, then the probability 

of having a collision within &.. is given by P coll = 1 -:---exp ( -&/A:7T-n), 

where A. _ is the mean free path between 7T-n collisions. The 
7Tn 

resulting expression for P(a,x) is: 

P(a,x) = exp(-x/A.i) [}-exp(-.6x/A.7T-n]e:x:p(-sJA.7T) exp(-sn/A.n). 

(12) 

If 6x is allowed to become infinitely small then 

1-exp(-&../A. _ ) = dx/A.- , 7Tn 7Tn 

where dx is a differentia-l -elBment of dfst-ance--a-long the incidBnt-

beam path. Since 1/-:;.,.'"_n = p a ~ 
11 . n 7T n -where is the neutron d-ensity 

and is the cross section, we could write 

P(a,x) exp(-x/:1..) (p.a- dx):~ exp(-s /A. ) exp(-s /A). 
1 n 7T n 7T 7T n n 

(13) 

Expression (13) is equivalent to Eq. (1) as given by Benioff. 47 The 

cross section for the (7T-,7T-n) reaction is then found by integrating 

along the path length dx, weighting the result by 27Ta da ·t b · account 

for the cylindrical symmetry, and integrating over da. 
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0 7T,7m J d.a. 27T a J d.x p 0 -n7Tn exp( -x/A..) exp( -s /A. . ) exp( -s />.. ) . 
1. 7T7T nn 

(14) 

To avoid. the use of a. rna: chine computation,. many simplifying 

approximations ha.d. to be ma.d.e. Let us consider a. plane through th~ 

nucleus-including the beam path and the center of the nucleus. This 

plane wa.s divided into squares with sides equal to one-tenth the nuclear 

radius. The probability of a. (7T-,n-n) event wa.s calculated for each 

s.qua.re. Rather. than doing the integrations, the pTeb-a.bili ty of a 

(7T-,7T-n) event was summed over all the squares parallel to the beam 

path and having the same impact parameter, weighted by the area per

pendicular to the beam direction corresponding to the impact parameter, 

and summed ove~ the impact parameters. It was useful to employ the 

concept of a semicircular matrix whos"E; elements were the squar"E;s corres

ponding to the locations of a . 7T n collision, as indicated in Fig. 23(b). 

The matrix elements were labeled as Pij' where i and j were integers-

i corresponding to units along the impact parameter a, and j corresponding 

.to UDits along the path length x. Each unit represents one-tenth the 

nuclear radius. With this change in n·otation, and setting 

r J· 27T a da 
0 

10 

I 
i=l 

2 2 . 
7T (a. - a. 1 ) , 

1. 1.-

the cross section was found from the expression 

10 

I 
i=l 

(15) 

(16) 

where P .. is identiqal withP(a,x) of Eq. (12), with lsi:. equal to 
l.J 

one-tenth the nuclear radius. 
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1. Nuclear Model 
' ' ~ 

The nucleus was assumed to consist of a degenerate Fermi 

gas of nucleons contained in a spherical box of radius 3.o4 F. The 

nucleon density was assumed to be constant at l.Q2x.lcY 8 nucleons/cm3 
. . ' : 

out to the nuclear radius and then w~s assumed to fall sharply to zero. 

The Stanfc:r:cL ·electron-scattering data. of Hofstadter show that this 

assumption is incorrect for the proton-density distribution. 48 '. For c12 

he gives a distributio~ of the form 

p (r) Po (1 2 2 
) exp ( -r / a

0 
) , 

a = 4/3 
(17) 

The distance to the point where the density has fallen to half its value 

at the center of the nucl-eus is 2.30 F--and the skin thickness parameter 

(the 90% to 10% p0 distance) is equal to 1.90 F. 
. . 12 

Thus almost all the C nucleons can be considered to be in the 

surface region, which is extremely sensitive to "simple" reactions. 

However the use of the accurate density distribution greatly complicates 

the calculation so the simpler square-well model was chosen. The radius 

of 3.04 F gives the equivalent square-well density corresponding to the 

diffuse density. (If for the square well, r = r 0A
1

/ 3 then r 0 = 1.33 F.) 

The nuclear volume is equal to EJ+ /3 )rr r3 and thus the density of nucleons 

is p 3A/4m) , where A is the mass numbe;. 

The outgoing distances s and s are strongly dependent on 
1f n . . . 

the location of the collision and -on the -scattering -angle. For a fi:xed 

scattering angle e , the scattering distribution i·s independent of the 

angle <I> (the scattering angle in the plane perpendicular to the beam 

direction. ) However, the distance to the nucl-ear surfa-ce is -a function 

of ¢ for collisions not occurring on the central axis. The average 

distance traveled by the outgoing pion (s ) to reach the nuclear surface 
1f . 

was approximated by averaging the two dist-ances corresponding to the· 

given scattering angle e and to - e in the two-dimensional plane 



defined by the beam path, an.d the: cen-ter of the nucleus. [See Fig. 23(c).] 

·The same procedure was used to find (s.) , the average distance the n 
n 

travels through nuclear matter for a given scattering angle 8. 

2. Angular Integration 

. The angular distributions for 7lN scattering have been measured 
49 50 51 52 . 

at many energies. ' ' ' These angular distributions vary con-

sid~rably with -energy. . In the region of th~~ J == T = 3/2·-r~onanceT 
+ the 7r p and the 7T p angular distributions have the same shape. .· This 

is true. up to at least 270·-~eV: In the region of the higher 7!'1J resooo-nces 

noticeable differences appear- in the 7r+p ,and 7T-I> angul~u distributions. 

In order to calculate the (7T~ 9 7T-n) cross section at a given energy,. it 

is necessary to calculate the cross section at each scattering angle 8 

: WE;ight each cross section by the. relative probability of having a scatter

ing event at that angle, and then integrate .the cross section over all 

the scattering angles. To do this in detailwould have required an ex

tremely large amount of time, which was not warranted because of the 

simplicity of. the model chosen for this reaction .•. Therefore--a-t--a-given 

incident-pia~ energy the (7T-,?T-n) cross sectienwas calculated for only 

three scattering angles, e = 0,90, and 180 deg. Furthermore, the c. m. 
contribution by the single-collision mechanism to (7T- 9 7T-n) reactions 

for pions scattered at 0 deg was assumed to be zero since the struck 

neutron receives so little recoil energy. Henc·e the dependence. on the 

scattering angle was taken into account by calculating the (7T- 9 7T-n) 

cross section from the following formula:' 

a = 7T,7TD 
z :P ( e )atr.71h·( e) 

z P (e) 
P(O) a (0) + P(90) a (90) + P(l80)o (180) 

P(O) + P(90) + P(lBO) 

(18) 

After the scattering angle was chosen, the recoil ~nergies were cal

culated from the non-relativistic expression for elastic scattering, 

Eq. (21). 
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B. Mean Free Path of Pions and Protons 

The mean free paths in nuch:ar matter have -a great influence on 

the magnitude of the (7r-,7r-n) cross sections. From classical physics 

the mean free path of a particle moving in a gas of density p 

partides/cm3·and having a collision probability of a cm2/particle 

is given by the expression A = 1/pa . 

The nucleon density was taken to be 1.02 x 1038 N/cm3, as 

determined above. However, the determination of a for pions and 

neutrons moving in nuclear matter is a rather complicated affair .. To 

a first approximation, a weighted average of the free-particle cross 

sections ma.y be used. However, in nuclear matter the nucleons are not 

at rest. The nucleon-momentum distribution means that the struck particle 

is moving with an energy that is not negligible when compared to the 

incident particle. The projection of the struck nucleon·' s momentum 

along the beam axis determines whether the collision occurs at a greater 

or lower c .m:· energy than the c .m. energy- expected• if the nuc:leon were 

at rest. Thus the effective cross section for a collision in nuclear 

matter represents an average over the nucleon-momentum distribution. 

Mathematicaily the effective cross section is given 9Y= 

(a) = J dE'dlJ.' P (E~lft)a [E(E' ,lft)] ; (19) 

where 

E -is the c.m. energy, 

E' is the nucleon energy, 
and 

lJt is the angle of the nucleon momentum with respect to 

the direction of the incident particle. 

P(E'~ lJt ) is the probability of having a nucleon with energy E' ~nd 

moving at an angle lJt . This quantity is directly related to the 

nucleon-momentum distribution.44 ,53-58 Most of the papers written on 

this subject discuss only the proton-momentum distribution. If the 



··present experimental daia were· sufficiently -accurate' and the calculations 

more refined, ana.lysis of the (n-,n-n) reaction in the resonance _region 

might be-a --way of determining neutron-momentum distributions. The factor 

a[E(E', ?f)] represents the cross section as a function of the c.m. energy. 

This function is known from the free-particle scattering data.' However 

in nuclear matt-er, E becomes a function of the neutron ener-gy E' ·and the 

angle 7/J , · 

1. Nucleon Mean Free Path 
. . .12 . 
Because the C nucleus was assumed to be a comp~etelydegenerate 

Fermi gas,. the Pauli exclusion principle prohibits those collisions i.n 

which the nucleon recoil energy is not greater than the maximum Fermi 

energy. The fraction of collision events satisfying this cri~erion 

is dependent on the. angular distribution. Clements and Winsberg have 

·made an extensive computation of nucleon-nucleon cross sections within 

n~clear matter. 59 , The ra~io of the effective cross section to the free-

particle 

where · T 
F 

cross 

a 

. section, a J was expressed as 

·"'' 

ill. 1 
TF 

(20) = = - K-
ao To 

Fermi energy, and incident energy. , 
For nonrelativistic nucleon-nucleon collisions and for·an 

isotropic angular distribution, K is eq_ual to 7/5 for T
0 

> 2TF as 

originally derived by Goldberger.
60 

Since riucleon~nucleon scattering 

is not isotropic at higher energies, Clements and)~berg present K 

as a function of energy .. With Clements and Winsberg's _values forK 
.. . 12 . ' 

and with the Fermi energy of G eq_ual to 28.5 MeV (found by .extra-

polating. the Fermi energies tabulated by Metropolis et .al. 3l), the 
- ' 12 . 

effective cross sections for pn andpp scattering in the C nucleus, 

( ) ( ) 
.. 12 

apn ~nd app ·' .. were calculated. Because C has eq_ual numbers of 

protons al?-d neutrons, the effective cross section for a neutron moving 

in nuclear matter was taken as the average of (a ) and (a ) : . · . pn PP . 
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(a ) 
n 

+ (a . )) . 
PP 

·"(21) 

The meari free paths calculated from 1/A = p(a), where p is the 

nucleon density, are shown plotted in Fig. 24. 

2. Pion Mean Free Path 

The problem of pions moving in nuclear matter has riot b.een

analyzed in such great detail as Clements and Winsberg did for the 
-nucleon-nucleon case. In addition to finding the effective TIn and 

·TI-P scattering cross sections, one must include the effects of pion 

absorption. In 1956 Frank, Gammel, and Watson discussed this problem 

in connection with their derivation of an optical-model potential for 

pion-nucleus scattering. 61 

For pions the mean free path is given by 1/A =1/"'>.. + 1/A. s a ·. . . . . ' 

scattering, and A .a 
is.the mean where A is the mean free path for 

s. 
free path for absorption. 

where p is the nucleon 

cross section for a pion 

1/A. is calculated from 1/A = p(a,) , 
S . s II 

density, and (a ) is the effective scattering 
TI 

moving ih. nuclear matter. (aTI) can be 

approximated by the expression 

( aTI) 
1 

(a - + a) TI-P) ' (22) 2 ex 
Tin .. 

where a - and a - are the free-particle cross sections and ex 
Tin TIP 

is the "fudge factor" that reduces the ·effective cross section because 

c:if the Pauli ·exclusion principle and the motion of nucleons in nuclear 
•. 62 .·. 6 

matter. Sternheimer and Okun 3 have both discussed the problem of 

meson scattering in nuclear' niatter and derived similar ex:Pr.essiohs for 

the case of isotropic scattering. For 7!N scattering, they found that 

K = 1.747 in Eq. (20). The values of ex calculated for a Fermi energy 

of 28.5 MeV are plotted in Fig. 25. 

However, throughout most of the energy regions of interest here, 

the TIN . scattering is not isotropici,.•. so that .Eq. (20) is not va.lid. 

From the equations and data given by Frank, Gammel, and Watson, the ex's 
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Fig. 24. Mean free path for pions and protons moving inside 
the c12 nucleus plotted vs incident particle energy. 
Solid curve is A for protons. Dashed curve is A for pions . 
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Fig. 25. ex (defined in text) plotted vs incident pion energy. 
Solid curve is used to calculate pion mean free path. 
Dashed curve is hypothetical ex if pion-nucleon scattering 
were isotropic and nonrelativistic. 
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61 
that they had used were calculated for energies up to 400 MeV. These 

a's are also plotted in Fig. 25. Above 400 MeV~ w~s assumed to be 

constant at about 0.8. 64 This assumption is supported by the Monte 

Carlo calculations of Grea who found that ex= 0.788 forlJJ.51GeV n-. 65 

The absorpti_on cross section used by Frank et al., was based 
+ on the capture cross section of' deuterons for 7T mesons. The analytical 

expression they used for this cross section disagrees with the experi

,m~ntal absorption. cross sec~ions quoted by Metropoli~ et. ~1. 23 There

fore the mean free paths for pions were recalculated from .the Metropolis 

values for the absorption cross sections and from the a values of Frank, 

et al. The calculation was extended to higher incident-pion energies, 

using a constant value of a = 0.8. These mean free paths are plotted 

in Fig. 24 together with the neutron mean free path. Note that the 

meson mean free path is considerably smalil.er than the neutron mean free 

path over the energy region of the J = T = 3/2 resonance. However at 

higher energies, the meson mean free ]lath is actually slightly longer 

than the neutron mean free path. Note also that the 600- and 890-MeV 

·resonances in the T .;;,_ 1/2 system appear as minima in the mean free path 

at the- corresponding energies. The gradual decrease in mean free path 

for neutrons from 400 to 1000 MeV is caused by the increasing pp (or 

nn) cross section due to inelastic scattering (pion creation). 

The pion mean free path from 0 to 350 MeV can be compared with 

the mean free path calculated by Ignatenko. on the basis of the optical 

mod-el from the total inelastic cross sections of pions on various 

nuclei. 26 The A. calculated here and the A. calculated by Ignatenko 

generally agree·quite "{ell. 

I 
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C., Results of One-Step Calculation 

The (rr-,rr-n) calculation was performed at three energies: 

190, 370 and 1600 MeV, chosen to illustrate the main features of 

the experimental excitation function. The calculated cross sections 

must show a large rise at 490 MeV if the model and single-collision 

mechanism have any validity. The point at 370 MeV is where the ex

perimental cross sections apparently begin to level out. Sixteen 

hundred MeV should be a typical high-energy point since it is just 

beyond the known pion resonances. The cross section was not calculated 

below 190 MeV because of the uncertainty in the mean free path of the 

recoil neutron at very low energies, 

The following angular distributions were used for these 

energies. 

Table VI. Angular distributions used in one.,-step calculation. 
--

Pion energy 
(MeV)a ' 

do 
d.Q 

Reference 

190 (190) 

370 (360) 

1600 (1550) 

mb 
sr 

2 
1+3cos e 

1.33-tll-.63cos8+6.30co/e 

-0 .4cos8 -2 .l-~cos38-4. 2cos
1
+e+8. cos58+9. 6cos6e 

62 

66 
49 

aThe energies in parentheses refer to the actual energies at which the 

angular distributions were measured. 

The results of the calculation at these three energies are 

presented in Table VII along with the experimental results for com

parison. The discussion of where in the nucleus the (rr-,rr-n) reaction 

takes place is given in Sec. IV. D. 
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12( - -.) 11 Table v:n. Results of C 7T ~7T .n C calculation. 

T do(O) do(90) 
T( ---

(MeV) dD d.Q 

190 4. 0 1.00 

370 12.3 l. 33 

1600 11.5 0.25 

do(l80) 
0 

( 90) 
d.lt rc,rcn 

0 (180~) 0 
rc, rcn . rc, rcn 

30·5 

15.2 

21.0 

(mb) 

aResults normalized to experimental o at 1600 MeV 

Norma-a Experi
lized mental 

0 0 

(mb) (mb) 

87 

25 

21 

68 ± 6 

30 ± 3 

21 ± 5 

The calculated values all came out lower than the experimental 

values by a factor of about six. Normalization of the calculated 

cross sections to the experimental cross section at 1600 MeV, pre

sumably the least sensitive energy, points out the similar energy 

dependence of the calculated and experimental values. 

The magnitude of the ca~lculated cross sections is strongly 

dependent on the values of-the -mean free path. Since. the values of 

the effective rcN cross section are rather uncertain, the mean free 

path might be in error, which could account for part of the discre

pancy. The use of nonrelativistic kinematics also affects the mean 

free path. The recoil energies calculated relativistically differ 

by about 25% from the values calculated nonrelativistically at 190 

MeV. This in turn affects the mean free path and the calculated 

cross section by roughly 25%· Although the error in recoil energy . 
due to nonrelativistic kinematics will increase at higher energies, 

the mean free paths are much: .less sensitive to energy, so the error 

in cross section will stj . .ll be less than 25%· 

The ap:proximations in the angular integration probably con

tribute. to the error also. Small contributions to the (rc-,rc~n) 

reaction from forward-scattered pions :-'auld have a·large weight due 

to the preponderance of forward scattering-especially at higher 

energies. 
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The approximation used to find the average distance the re-
'--

coiling particles·travel in order to reach the nuclear surface may 

also be responsible for the discrepancy. The two-dimensional average 

distance used here probably overestimates the distance needed to 

escape and tends to decrease the calculated cross 'sections. 

The calculation outline~ here is not a Monte Carlo tJ:pe 

calculation. However, the nuclear model chosen here is equivaled 

to the nuclear model used by Metropolis et al. and sufferSiJfrom 
' . ' . ' 31 23 

the same approximation--namely, the lack of a diffuse surface. ' 

'Monte Carlo calculations of (p,pn) reactions ha.;,.e lbeen low by factors 
30 47 .. 

of two to nine for a Yariety of target nuclei. ' However, the 

Monte Carlo calculations do seem to give better agreement for light 

1 . th f d' d h 1 . 27 nuc el an or me lum an eavy ncu el. 

Improved Monte Carlo calculations are in progress which use 

a trapezoidal model for the nucleus. Preliminary results seem to 
67 give (p,pn) cross sections which agree with the experimental values. 

Hence it appears reasonable that use,af' .a nucleon-density function 

with a more accurate surface would improve the (n-,n-n) calculation. 

In view of the above uncertainties, the low magnitude of 

the calculated cross sections is not regarded·as a serious indictment 
.· 12 - - 11 . 

of the mechanism used to explain the ; C (n , n n)C reactlon. In 

fact, the similar energy dependence of the calculated and experi

mental cross sections is good evidence that the single-collision 

mechanism with both partners escaping directly is a valid description 

of the~reaction mechanism. 

1. ·· !Pibns f'lus;;cOther Target Nuclei. 

The nuclear model and calculation' outlined. above will pro

bably have to be modified in order to·account for (n,nn):r.~acti~ns 
in other light nuclei. Benioff found a strong correlation between 

the magnitude Of the (p,pn) cross section and the number of "avail

able" neutrons in light nuclei. 29 Preliminary data of A~derson and 
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68 
Newman seem to indicate that thi.s correlation is even more pro-

d . ( - - ') t . t- . t. ." f . Nl4 t P3l nounce 1n . n , n n reac 10ns on varge s rang1ng rom .. o .. . 

To account for the fact that some neutrons may be "available" 

for a (n,nn) reaction and others not, the factor for the probability 

of a collision in Eq. (12) could be modified. As expressed in Eq. 

(12) the probability of a collision occurring within a short path 

length 6x is: P 
11 

= 1-exp( -6x/A - ) , where 1/A .,. p (ao - ) and 
co · n n · n n .n n · 

P is the density of neutrons (taken to be half the nucleon density 
12 

for C ). The quantity a is assumed to be the same as that defined 
+ 

above for the effective nN cross section, because n-p angular d~s-

tributions are so similar at energies near the J = T = 3/2 resonance. 

The quantity Q- - is the free-particle cross section. A simple 
. J1 '1 -)( 

change ofp from the density of neutrons, top, the density of avail-

able neutrons .. might be suffd:cient to account for (n,_nn) cross 

sections as a function of mass. Gusakow notes a smooth correlation 

of (p,pn) cross sections as a function of mass for medium- and heavy

mass targets at energies of 100- and 400-MeV. This would seem to 

indicate that shell-structure effects are washed out above the light

mass region.in contrast to the data of Markowitz. 30 It remains to 

be seen whether shell-structure effects occur in (n-,n-n) reactions 

on medium-mass targets, 

2. Cause of (n-,n-n) Peak. 

The term for the probability of a collision [l-expf6x/A- )J n n 
is also responsible for the fact that the (n-,n-n) reaction gives 

a peak at .the same energy as the free-particle scattering peak. For 

small 6x, the term is approximately 6x/A. _ = 6xpao - . Thus -there is 
. · . rm n n 

almost a linear dependence on the free n-n cross section. The mean 
.,..l' 

free paths of the other exponential terms do not show the resonance 

behavior as sharply since they contain averages over the n-p and 

n n cross sections. Also, the exponential factors for the incoming 

and outgoing pion tend to cancel each other's effect in the resonance 
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region. If the incoming pion is in the resonance region, for large 

scattering angles the scattered pion will ordinarily be out of the 

resonance· region. Likewise, for incoming pions just beyond the 

resonance region, large-angle scattering shifts the outgoing pion 

down into the resonance regi.on. Thus the product B .B. is not as . r n 
sensitive a function of energy as P. and P individually. 

l 1( 

D. Location of (n: n n) Reaction 

The above calculation points out 'Srery adequately another 

interesting feature of (n:,n:n) reactions-4hat is, it serves to iden

tify which regions of the.cnucleus contribute most strongly to the 

(n:,n:n) reaction. The easiest way of showing these regions is to 

plot the re~ative contribution to the (n:-,n:-n) reaction of each 

square in the semicircular matrix. Rotation ofl this semicircle about 

the axis parallel to the beam path and passing through the center of 

the nucleus causes the entire nuclear volume to be generated. 

Figure 26a shows the probability of._(n:,n:n) events for the 

specific case of an incident pion of 370 MeV.which scatters from a 

neutron at an angle of 180 deg i.n the center of mass. This figure 

gives rather striking,evidence that at 370-MeV the (n:-,n:-n) reaction 

is occurr;,ing predomina~tly onthe surface of the c12 
nucleus. More

over, the surface facing the incident beam, the "front", contributes 

most strongly under these conditions. The calculations sj:lowed that 
. . I 

for all energies and scattering angles, the (n:,n:n) reaction occurred 

predominantly on the surface. A quantitative estimate of the depth 

of this surface region is quite uncertain due to the inadequacies of 

the nuclear model used. However, one can estimate that well over 

half of the (n:,n:n)events occurred in a surface region whose depth 

was.less than 0.2 of the' nuclear radius. 

Whether or not the (n:,n:n) contribution comes from the front 

or back surface of the nucleus depends on the energy and sc·attering 
12 

angle.of the pion. For example, for 370-MeV n: incident on C and 
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(a) 

(b) 

O<P<50 
5< P<-1.5El 

7.5<P< 10. 
I 0 <P II 

MU-28968 

Fig. 26. Location of (:rr- J:rr-n) events from o,g.e-step model. 
This picture of the cl2 nucleus represents a plane 
parallel to the beam path and through the center of the 
nucleus. pis the relative probability of (:rr-J:rr-n) event 
calculated from p .. = (P.P P ) ... 

. lJ l n :rr lJ 

(a) Incident pions of '370 MeV scattering at 180 deg c. m. 

(b) Incident pions of 370 MeV scattering at 90 deg c.m. 
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scattering at 90 deg in the center of mass, the contribution to the 

(rr,Tin) reaction i.s spread more uni:(qrmly over the nuclear volume 
• 4 •• , •• 

but predominates at the back surf~ie and polar regions) as shown in 

Fig. 26(b). 

In general, for 180-deg scatterin_g, the main contribution 
.·; 

came from the front su:rface and pole tips. However, for 90-deg. 

scattering, the main contributiqhs came from the front surface only 

at 199 MeV while at higher energies the reaction occurs mainly from 

the back surface and polar regions. The angular distributions 

weighted the 180-deg scattering cont;ributions more heavily than the 

90-deg contributions,_ and the total yield from 90-deg events was 

usually les'? than the. yield from 180-deg events. Therefore, one 

can generalt~~e on. the basis of this calculation that the (rr,w) 

reaction takes place on the front surface and pole tips. Figure 27(a) 

(b) (c) . shows the probable location of .the ( 1r, 1111) reaction after weighting 

the probability acc'ording to the angular distribution. The results of 

Fig. 27 are in distinct .contrast wi.th Benioff's calculation, which said 
47 58 that (p,pn) reactions occur on the back surface for GeV protons. ' 

Since the inean free path of ·the pion is·· generally either considerably 

smaller or about equal to the mean free path of the neutron, the dis

tance the pion travels in nuclear matter i.s th~ -~.feature controlling 

the location of the (,1r,m1) reaction. 'The pion travels the shortest 

distance when the reaction occurs on.the front surface due to the 

dominance of 180-deg scattering in our calculation. Regardless of the 

assumpti.ons--about the -scattering -angle, th€ polar region is a dominant 

region at all energies for (7r,71Yl) reactions to occur. 

The nuclear mo,del and type of calculation performed here -are 
' ' ' 12 ( - ' - ) 11 simple and-preliminary theoretical treatments of the q .. 7f ,1r n C 

reaction. ·However, they.do ·achieve their purpose in showing that 

the assumed reaction mechanism'can explain the principal features 

\,:: 
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(a) 

(b) 

P < 40 . 0 0< ij 

4 0 < Pj j < 80 IZJ 

80 < Pj j < 120 • 

120< Pj j B 

(c) 

MU-28969 

Fig. 27. Location of (1t}1tn) events after integration over 
scattering angle e. Pij represents the relative probabil
ity of a (1tJ1tn) event lcalculated from Pij = (PiPcollp P1t)] 
after weighting by the angular distribution. n 

(a) Incident pion energy is 190 MeV. 

(b) Incident pion energy is 370 MeV. 

(c) Incident pion energy is 1600 MeV. 
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of the experimental excitation function~that is, the large peak 

at the same energy as the free-particle resonance and the compara

tively flat excitation function at high energies .. The calculation 

further indicates in a straight forward manner the localization in 

the target nucleus of the (rc-,rc-n) events.· 
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E. Two Step Calculation 

1. Procedure and Results 

12 ( - - ) ll The cross sections for the C n , n nl C reaction were also 

calculated by assuming the two-step mechanism .. As discussed previously, 

the two-step mechanism assumes that the pion interacts with just one 

nucleon and then escapes from the nucleus; The recoil energy of the 

struck nucleon is converted into nuclear excitation energy and the 

nucleus eventually de-excite~ by evaporating just one neutron. We 

will ignore the possibility of the pion undergoing two collisions and 

escaping after leaving just enough excitation energy to evaporate 

one neutron. 

where 

and 

The (n-, n- n) cross sections were calculated from 

p p (j 
l T geom 

(23) 

p
1 

is the probability that the incident particle-makes 

one and only one collision in passing through the nucleus, 

PT is the probability that the struck particle receives 

a recoil energy between 19 and 29 MeV, sufficient to 

evaporate only one particle, 

cr is the geometrical cross section of the c12 nucleus. geom 

An analytic expression for P
6 

as a function of the mean free path ~, 

has been given by Markowitz: 9 

(24) 

where R is the nuclear radius. This expression is valid for cases 

where the incident particle scatters at 0 deg and continues on 

wiil-n' the same mean free path as before the collision. These two 
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assumptions are not valid for TIN scattering below the 190-MeV resonance 

region, but they become more accurate as the pion·energy reaches the 

GeV region. For the sake of simplicity, we will use this e:x.'})ression for 

P for the ent;ire excitation function. 
1 

PT is defined so that the recoil energy of the struck particle 
12 

is sufficient to evaporate just one neutron from C , This excitation 

energy must be great enough to overcome the neutron binding energy of 

18.3 MeV fut ·rot eno:ugh to evaporate a second particle. As defined here, 

PT is an approximation to the evaporation formula of Eq. (2). This 

approximation ignores all effects due to the density of states and 

assumes that only a neutron is,evaporated when the excitation energy 

is within the correct limits for single particle emission. However, 

it is also possible for a proton to be evaporated from the excited 

states of c12
. Thus this calculation will probably overestimate the 

(TI-, 'IT- n) cross section. (In actual fact, the calculated cross 

sections came out lower by a factor of t>vo than the experimental cross 

sections in the GeV region.) 

The pion scattering angles corresponding to the nucleon recoil 

energies of 19 and 29 MeV were calculated from the relativistic 

equation, Eq. ( 6). The angular distributions for 'IT n elastic scatter

ing were then integrated between these two angles and divided by the 

total elastic-scattering cross se~tion to obtain the fraction of 

events that left the correct amount of energy, 

The geometrical cross section of c12
, 0' ) was calculated 

2 geom 
fromnR by using the value of R discussed previously. For R ~ 3.04 

-13 X 10 cin, cr == 290 mb, 
geom 

'I'able VIII presents the results of this calculation. 
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Table VIII. Two-step Calculation. (cr geom. 
12 = 290 mb for C ) 

T pl PT Normalized 
a 

Experimental cr cr( - - ) cr 
71' 71'~7fn 

(MeV~ (mb) (mb) (mb) 

80 0.321 0.368 34.2 64.0 39 ± 3 

127 0.180 0.099 5.16 9·65 56 ± 4 

190 0.102 0.163 4.80 9.0 68 ± 6 

245 0.18 0.102 5·33 10.0 61":±·:6 

304 0.281 0.112 9.10 17.0 42 ± 4 

373 0.335 0.112 10.9 20.4 30 ± 3 

1000 0.322 0.051 4.80 9.05 20 ± 3 

1610 0.335 0.116 11.22 21.0 21 ± 5 

a Calculated results normalized to experimental cr at 1610-MeV 

2. Comparison. of One-and Two-Step Calculations with Experimental Results 

The calculated cross sections were normalized to the experimental 

cross section at 1610 MeV and are plotted in Fig. 28 along with the 

values from the one-step calculation and the experimental excitation 

function. The two-step calculation does not predict a peak in the 

(71'-, 71'- n) cross sections at 190 MeV; whereas the one-step calculation 

does indicate a peak. The calculations show that although the two

step mechanism may be important at pion energies well below the reson

ance peak, the resonance peak itself is due to the one-step mechanism. 
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Fig. 28. Comparison of experimental and calculated c12 (n-,n-n)c1l 
excitation functions. Solid curve is experimental. Dashed 
curve connects the cross sections calculated on the one-step 
model. The dotted curve connects the points calculated on the 
two-step model. Both calculated curves have been normalized 
to the experimental curve at 1610 MeV. 
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A. Discussion 

Now that we have presented the evidence for the elementary-

t · " 11· · · t f th c12 ( - · - ) c11 t · · t · · t par lc~e-co lSlon na ure o e TI ~TI n reac lon, l lS ln er-

esting to predict what the consequences of the one- and two-step 

mechanisms -are for the c
12

(n+,n+n)c
11 

reaction. We shall show that the 

ratio of the (TI+,TI+n) cross section to the (TI-,TI-n) cross section 

provides a possible means of distinguishing the·. one- .and two-step mech

anisms. The ratio of the experimental c12 (n+,TI+n)c
11 

cross section 
12( . - - ) 11 at.llO and 73 MeV to the extrapolated values of the C TI ,TIn C 

cross sections at these energies will be compared to the predictions 

of the one-step and two-step mechanisms. 

We first assume that the probability of a (n+,TI+n) event can 

be given by the general expression [Eq.(l)]: 

P.P P P l call TI n (1) 

as for the (TI-,TI-n) case. In the region of the J = T = 3/2 resonance,, 

the angular distributions of + 
TID and TI-n collisions are similar so 

that the recoil energy given the struck neutron is similar for both 

the (,.,.+.,.,.+n) d ( - - ) +' Th f th b b'l't f ,, •'' an TI ,TIn reacvlons. ere ore e pro a l l yo 

the neutron escaping will be the same for both reactions regardless 

of whether the one-step or two-step mechanism applies. 

for c
12 

the mean free path of the TI + 

Pn a + + Tin 

will be the same as the mean free path of the TI 

Furthermore, 
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== 

+ -Thus both P. and P will be identical for 7T -and?T -induced reactions. 
l 7T 

The only difference between the two reactions comes from the difference 

in the probability of a collision, Pcoll. For the one-step mechanism 

this term is proportional to the elementary pion-neutron cross sections, 

whereas for the two-step mechanism this term is proportional to the 

sum of the pion-neutron and pion-proton cross sections. Thus: 

One step 

Two step 

cr. ( +. + ) 7T j7T n 

cr(7T-)7T-n) 
:= 

P (p a + )P P 
i nTin 7fn 

P. (p a - )P P 
l D7TD TID 

:= 

(J + 
TID 

a -
TI' n 

(J( + + ) 7T ,7T n 
P. [P (cr + ) 1 + p (cr + ) + 

1 n 7r n e p 7T p el 

a (7T- ,7T-n) Pi [Pn(cr?T-n)el + pp(cr1T-p)e1J 

~ ! 2 

1 

3 

p p 
TID 

at peak, (25) 

(cr7T+n)el + (crTI+p)el + (cr7T+n)ch,ex. 12 - 10 
at peak. (26) 

' 12 + + 11 
For the one-step mechanism the ratio of the C (71'·-;rr n) C 

12 ( - - ) ll to C 7T ,TI n C cross sections should be in the same ratio: as 

the free-particle cross sections over the J == T = 3/2 resonance region. 

Theoretical arguments based on isotopic spin rules predict that the 

free-particle cross sections should be in the ratio of l/3 at the 

resonance peak. 

As discussed more thoroughly in reference 70, there are three 

possible reactions forTIN free particle scattering. 
- 'f II(, 

l. 7T +:h~ 7T + n elastic scattering 

2. - I 7T +p~ 7T + p elastic scattering 
- 0 l 

3. 7T +p4 7T + n charge exchange scattering 
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If these reactions occur only in the T = 3/2 isotopic spin state, then 

theory predicts that the cross sections for these reactions should be 

in the ratio of 1:2:3 :: 9:1:2. The total TI-P cross section is the 

sum of reactions 2 and 3 so the ratio of the total cross sections is 

a -
__If__:£ 
a -TI n 

l + 2 
9 

l 
3. 

The principle of charge symmetry states that a -
TI p 

a + so that 
TI n 

a + TI n ---
a -

TI n 

Above the J = T == 3/2 resonance, the angular distributions of 
+ TIn and TI.n collisions begin to differ so that the pion and neutron 

recoil energies will be different. These differences are probably 

great enough to affect the mean free paths. Consequently we cannot 

expect the (TI+, J" n)/(TI-,TI- n) ratio to follow the free-particle ratio 

so closely once the incident pion energy is above this resonance" 

For the t-I-m-step mechanism, however) the probability of a 

collision (Pcoll) is proportional to the sum of pion-neutron and 
+ pion-proton elastic cross sections. In addition, the TIn charge-

exchange process contributes to the (TI+,TI+ n) produ~t because evapor

ation of a proton from N12 
gives c11 and evaporation of a neutron 

gives N11, whic~ would :it'Timediately ~/-decay to c11 Charge exchange 
ll 12 r 12 + + ll 

of a TI cannot produce C from C . Thus the C (TI ,TI , n) C . 
12 ( ~ - ) ll cross section should be greater than the C 7T ,rr n C cross 

section at all energies where charge exchange is possible, provided, 

the reaction mechanism is a two-step process. At the 190-MeV resonance, 

charge exchange is twice the elast-ic -rt+n cross section and the ratio of 

c12 (TI+,TI+ n) c11jc12
(TI-,TI- n) Cll should be 12/10 (See reference 70). 

These arguments do not apply at energies where the TI+P and TI-P angular 

distributions have different shapes. 
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B. Results 

Cl2(7T+.7T+n)Cll · Experimentally the , cross section was measured 

at 110 MeV by using the 7T+ beam described previously in Sec. II. D-1. 

Except for the use of the singles counting rate .in counter B as the 

beam rr:oni tor ruther than the coincidence rate in counters A and B) 

the experiment -vras conducted exactly as for the 7T- bombardments. 

Three bombardments were performed with 110-MeV 7T+ giving an 

average valuco of the cross section of 39.8 mb with a standard deviation 

of 0.5 mb. Inclusion of the other errors gives a cross section of 40 

±4mb. 
12( - - ) ll By interpolation of the excitation function for the C 7T ,7T n C 

reaction) the cross section is estimated to be about 52 mb at 110 MeV. 

Thus the experimental ratio is 

12( + + )ell C 7T ,7T n 
12 ( - - ) ll C 7T ,7T n C . 

4o ± 4 mb 

52 ± 5 mb 
0-77 ± 0.11 

For the one-:::<l:.ep mechanism this is to be compared with the f;ree-particle 

ratio o:C' 

c + 
Tin 

0 -
Tin 

38mb 
77 mb 

0.50 

For the two-step mechanism the expected ratio would be 

(07T+n)el + (07T+p)el + (o7T+n)ch.ex ... 

to ..~. ) + (o - ) 7r n el · 7T p el 

17 + 77 + 21 

77 + 17 
. == 1.17 

(The charge -exchange cross sections are from reference 71.) The ex

perimental ratio tends to support the one-step mechanism) but does 

not exclude a partial contribution from the two-step mechanism. 

There are several interpretations of this result. Assuming 
+ + - .._ 

that both the experimental (7T ,n n) and (7T ,TI·n) cross sections are 
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correct as given, we could say that the reaction mechanism is a mixture 

of one-and two~step processes·. However, there are two problems with the 

TI +-induced reaction that were not encountered with the TI . case . The 

following two sections deal with these problems. 

L Pion Absorption· 

+ 
Up to this point we have ignored the problem of,TI absorption 

12 + + ll 
in our discussion of the C (TI ,TI n) C reaction: In contrast to 

* 7T absorption, where the "compound system"$ B12 , cannot possibly lead 
11 . . + 12,;; . 11 

to C , absorption of a 7T gives N , which can form C by emission 

of one fast proton. At 62 MeV,Byfield et a1. 72 did a cloud-chamber 

study of the interactions of TI+ and TI-·with.c12 Out of a total 

absorption cross section of 181 mb~ they found that the crt'Jss section 

for single fast (T 7 40-MeV) proton emission was 77 mb; This then 
11 represents the upper limit for the formation of C by this mechanism 

at this energy. In all probability, the cross section for c
11 

+ production by TI absorption is very much lower because 40 MeV is only 

a fraction of the total exci tatiori energy ava>ilable. 

2. Muon Absorption 

Another complication in the TI+ experiment comes from the 

possibility of 11+ absorption. Muon absorption is a distinctly different 

process from pion absorption. Pion absorption occurs with a great 

deal of nuclear excitation due to the recoil of the two nucleons in

volved in the absorption event. The muon is most likely absorbed by 

one nucleon w:L th most of the rES:;t-mass energy being carried off by a 

neutrino. This results in very little nuclear excitation. Experi

mentally it was observed that in light nuclei, e .. g., Ca and Mg, 
• j',. ' • "' 73 

only about one neutron was emitted per slow negative.muon.absorbed. 

This is consistent withR~senblueth's calculation that slow 11 
. 4 

absorption leads to an average nuclear excitationof about 15 Mev. 7 

Other experiments showed that charged particles were very seldom seen 
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in slow~ absorption and that no high-energy~ rays are emitted.75 

Thus muon absorption will cause relatively little disruption of the 

target nucleus. 
+ 

Absorption of slow~ does not take place sirice.the positively 

charged meson is repelled by the positive charge of the nucleus. How-
+ 

ever) fast ~ will easily 
+ If a fast ~ is 

12 for C ) .. 

pass through the Coulomb barrier (L8 MeV 
12 absorbed by C (although muons are weakly 

interacting) the resultant l · N
12 

· · t d t t Th nuc eus lS ln an excl e s a e. e 

excitation is probably enough to evaporate one nucleon) which produces 

either c11 or N11 . N11 
would immediately decay by positron emission 

to c11
. 

~ . + + 
The 110-MeV ~ beam used to measure the (TI JTI n) cross section 

+ was contaminated with about 12% ~ by the time it reached the piaS:tic-

scintillator target. With this flux it would require a cross section 

of about 100mb for the production of c11 by~+ absorption in order to 
. 12 + + ) ll account for the lncreased C (TI JTI n C cross section) if we 

assume solely the one-step process. + However) the expected~ cross 

section for this kind of reaction should be only about l mb. 

3. Experiment at 73 MeV· 

In addition to the 110-MeV TI+ beam) a low-intensity 73-MeV TI+ 
12 ( + + ) 11 . beam was used to measure the C TI )TI n C cross sectlon. One 

bombardment at this energy gave a cross section of 55 ± 20 mbJ which 

is significantly higher than the corresponding cross section for the 

(TI-JTI- n) reaction. By interpolation the (TI-JTI- n) cross section would 
+ + be about 25mb at this energy. The large error on the (TI JTI n) 

measurement was caused by the low c11
activity due to the low-intensity 

TI+ beam. This beam had a 35% muon contamination) which is still 

insufficient to explain why the (TI+JTI+ n)/(TI- JTI- n) ratio is much 

larger than the ratio of the free-particle cross sections when we 

assume the one-step mechanism is the only process contributing to the 

yield of c11
. At 73 MeV) the one -step mechanis_rm predicts 
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cr + 7Tn 
== ---

cr -
7T n 

15mb 
30mb 

At 73 MeV the two-step mechanism predicts a ratio of 

cr( + + ) 7T ,7T n· 

cr (7T- ,7T-n) 

(cr7T+n)el + (cr7T+P-)el + (cr7T+n)ch.ex. == 

(cr7T-n)el + (cr7T-p)el 
6+30f9 

30+6 
1.25 

The experimental ratio based on one bombardment at 73 MeV-nT is 

55 ± 20/25 ± 5 == 2.20 ± 0,91 which tends to support the two-step 

mechanism, The (r/,i!n) data indicate that perhaps the two-step 

mechanism is important at lower energies, but that the one-step 

mechanism is more significant at the resonance energy. This cor:;.,:.;r; .- · · 

responds roughly:"to the situation for the c12 (p, pn') c11 
reaction 

in which the' one-step mechanism predominates above 250 MeV and the two

step mechanism is more significant below 100 MeV. 

Because of the uncertainties about + 
7T and + 

1-l absorption 

and the limited number of bombardments, one should be cautious about 
± + 

drawing conclusions about the mechanism of the (7T.-)7T-n) reactions from 

the + data reported here. If future experiments eliminate the 7T can 

effects of + + 
absorption or prove that they negligible, 7T or 1-l are 

comparison of the (7T+,7T+n) and (7T-,7T-n) excitation functions should 

provide a means of distinguishing the relative importance of the one

step and two-step mechanisms. 
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VI. (p,2p) AND qTHER PROTON INDUCED.REAC~IONs 

A. Introduction 

Because the Monte Carlo calculations do not predict the 

correct magnitude or energy dependence of the cross sections for the 
A A-1 . A A-1 · 

simple reactions Z (p,pn)Z and Z (p, 2p) (Z-1) and because of the 

use of "simple" reactions to probe the nuclear surface, there has 

been considerable interest over the past few years in studying the 

me.chanisms responsible for these reactions. The (p,pn) reaction has 

been studied over a ~fairly large mass region whereas only limited 

data are available for(p,2p) reactions. 

The reaction Ce
142

(p,2p)La
141 

has been studied carefully 

the energy range from 60 MeV to 3.0 Gev. 76 , 77, 78 The excitation 

over 

function rises from 250 to 400 MeV and drops off by a factor of 10 at 

3 GeV. However, there have been no cross sections measured in the 

interesting region of 400 to 1000 MeV. 

Most (p,pn) excitation functions are almost independent of 

energy, from 0.3 to 6 GeV~ 29' 30 In the GeV region the reaction mech

anism is thought to be predominantly a one-step process with some 

contribution from the two-step mechanism. 

The original intention in studying proton-induced reactions 

was to obtain more data on. the energy dependence and mass dependence 

of (p,2p) reactions to see if they followed the same behavior as for 

(p,pn) reactions. Then, as. the possibility of using pion beams 

occurred, it became of inter~st to compare the pion-induced reactions 

with proton-induced reactions. 

Targets of natural Zn and Fe metals were bombarded with 400-, 

560-, and 720- MeV protons at the 184-inch cyclotron and at several 
. . 68 67 

energies up to 6.2 GeV at the Bevatron to determlne the.Zn (p,2p)Cu 

and Fe57 (p,2p)Mn56 .cross sections. Natural metal targets were used 

for convenience and because thin foils could easily .be obtained. A 
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radiochemical separation of the Cu activities was performed on the Zn 

targets, and likewise the Mn activities were separated from the Fe tar

gets. The yield of eu67 is expected to come mainly from the reaction 

zn68 (p,2p)cu67. zn68 has an isotopic abundance of 18.6% in natural 

Zn. However, Zn 70 is also stable and has an isotopic abundance of 

0·.63%· lt is possible that the presence of Zn 70 in .the target could 

contribute to the yield of cu67 via a (p ,2p2n) or (p ,a) r~actio~. 
However, the fact that zn68 is 30 times more abundant than z~70 :....... 
coupled 1r1i th the fact that most (p ,pn) and (p, 2p) reactions have larger 

cross sections by a factor of two or three than slightly more com

plicated. reactions such as (p,2p2n)--means that the contribution of 

Zn 70 to the yi~ld of cu67 is probably less than 2%. This is-less than 

the precision of the experimental results .. The probability of a high

energy (p,c:x) reaction on zn70 that could also lead to cu67 is expected 

to be quite small at the energies under consideration here. Secondary 
67 67 . 

neutrons could possibly give Cu by an (n,p) reaction on Zn (4.1%), 

but the effect of secondary particles should be small for thin targets. 
67( +) 67 . 1 . - . 67 ' The reaction Zn p ,,p7T Cu cou d also produce Cu , but the maximum 

cross section for this type of reaction as calculated by Ericson et al. 

is only about 0.2 mb.89 Because zn68 is 4.5 times more abundant than 

zn67, we expect very little contribution to the yield of cu67 from 

these interfering reactions; . The isotopes zn64 (48. 9%) a!id. zn66 (28 .8%) 

are too light to contribute to the yield of cu67 .. For the other Cu 

activities observed, cu64 and cu61 , there is no ciear knowledge of 

which isotope of Zn was the target nuclide. 

Among the Mn isotopes, Mn56 is expected to be a. (p,2p} product 
' . 57 57 % . . -· 

of the reaction· on Fe . . Fe ·is 2. 2 o abundant. among the natural 

iron isotopes, however Fe57 is also present to the extent of 0.33%· 

This means that Fe57 is only 6. 7 times more abundant than a possible 

contaminating target·mi.clide. If we assume a factor of two difference 

between the (p,2p) cross section· and the (p;2pn) cross section in 

favor of the (p ,2p), ·then we expect a contribution of about 7.4% from 

the target nuclide Fe58 . Because the energy dependence of the 
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58 56 . . 
Fe (p, 2pn)Mn reactlon lS unknown, no correction for the contributi.on 

58 of Fe was made in this work. 
+ 

The (p,pn ) reaction is a more serious problem in this case 

than in the Zn case. Because Fe 5
6 

is 41.6 times more abun:dant than 
57 56 56 + 56 Fe , the contribution to Mn from the Fe (p,pn )Mn reaction may 

be important despite the low cross secti'on (~ 0. 2 mb). If v.re use the 

measured Fe57 (p,2p)Mn56 cross section at 400 MeV of 50mb, we estimate 

that the (p,pn+) reaction may contribute up to l5% of the Mn56 yield 

at higher energies. The Mn51 and Mn52 activities observed were 

assumed to have arisen from any of the stable isotopes of Fe. However, 

because Fe56 is 91.6% abundant it is likely that it was the major tar

get nuclide for the other activities measured, Mn5 2 and Mn51 . 

B. Experimental Methods 

1. Targets 

The targets for proton bombardment consisted of stacks of 

foils. The first three foils were ~003-in.-thick Al; the middle foil 

of these three was used as a monitor of the proton intensity by 
. h 24 d countlng t e Na that was produced. The two foils on either si. e 

ensure that Na
24 

nuclei recoiling out of the middle foil were compen

sated by those recoiling in. The recoil effect was about 4%, as de-
24 

termined by comparing the yield. of Na in the first and second foils, 

A sheet of pliofilm 120N2, 3·75 mg/cm
2 

thick., separated the third Al 

foil from the Fe foil __,_ which was next in the stack. The Fe ;:fo.il, 
2 

varied from 6 to 16 mg/cm in thi.ckness. Following the Fe foil was 

another sheet of pliofilm and then the Zn foil which was about 40 mg/cm
2

. 

The pliofilm -was used to prevent recoils from one foil contaminating 

the next foil. (See diagram.) The recoil loss is expected to be 

small for 11 simple reactions because of the small momentum transfer in 

such reactions. Pliofilm 
-1- ...,. 

p --->7 ! . ..,;<--· 
I . ! leading edge 

~..-..J 

Al Fe Zn 
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Once the target was assembled and placed in the target holder, 

the sides and leading edge were trimmed very carefully with scissors 

to ensure that the target foils were in perfect alignment. It was · 

felt that this procedure gave better results than could be obtained 

by grinding or milling. With the target arrangement in use at the 

184-inch cyclotron, most of the activity is produced at the leading 

edge of the target, so that it is extremely important that the lead

ing edges be exactly aligned for each foil. At the Bevatron, the 

beam strikes more of the target, so that the alignment of.the leading 

edge is not quite so critical. However, the "Same precautions were 

used for both the cyclotron and the Bevatron targets. After irradi

ation, the targets were brought back to the chemistry lab where the 

first em-including the leading edge--was cut off carefully with 

scissors. This procedure assured that all the protons passing through 

the Al monitor foil also passed through the Fe and Zn target foils. 

At the 184-inch cyclotron, targets which are to be bombarded 

·with the internal proton beam are placed on a rod which can be driven 

to various positions along a radial line. The protons gain energy as 

they spiral out from the center of the cyclotron, reaching a maximum 

energy of 730 MeV at their largest orbit. Lower-energy protons can 

be obtained by driving the target closer to the center of the cyclotron. 

'The protons then spiral out from the center until they strike the 

target at the desired radius. The target assembly, by stopping or 

scattering the beam, prevents the protons from continuing on out to 

greater radii and higher energies. The energy at a given position 

is probably known to about 5%_(400±20MeV, 560±25MeV, 720±36MeV). 

The Bevatron is a pulsed machine producing 10 pulses per min 

with about 2 x 10
11 

protons per·pulse. The target holder is placed 

on a pneumatic ram that is shot into position at the end of each 

pulse. In between pulses and during the ,first part of the acceleration 

stage, the target is in a shielded position so that no low-energy pro

tons can strike the target. Then at the end of the acceleration stage, 
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the rf accelerating field is turned off while the magnetic field con

tinues to increase. The target is then rammed into position. The 

protons) which no longer are receiving any increment in energy) travel 

in orbits with smaller and smaller radii as the magnetic field in~ 

creases--until they pass through the target. The maximum energy is 

6. 2 GeV. Lower energies ar_e obtained by turning off the rf acceler

ating field at earlier times in the cycle· 

2. Chemical and Counting Procedures 

The chemical separations used for this work are described in 

Appendix c. The precipitates obtained at the end of the separation 

were mounted on a filter-paper disk by using a chimney and filter 

arrangement. The chimneys had of 2.41 
2 

which defined the an area em ) 

effective size of the'·t' source. Four drops of a 4% solution of clear 

paint in ethyl acetate were placed on each precipitate to hold it in 

place during the drying and mounting stages of sample preparation. 

The filter paper and precipitate were dried, under a beat i.amp for a 

minute or so and then placed in the center of a 2. 5- by 3. 5-in .· 
2 . 

300-mg/cm -thick Al card by using double-sided pressure-sensitive 

tape. Each sample was covered with a thin sheet of Videne TC plastic 

·film) which was 1.34 mg/cm
2 

in thickness. 

All the samples from the proton bombardments were counted oh 

end-window gas-flow t3 proportienal counters to determine the radio

activities present through analysis of the decay curves. The counters 

are described in Appendix D, which also describes the method used to 

determine the counting efficiencies of the various isotopes. 

After the activities had decayed, the samples were given to 

Dr. Huffman 1 s analytical chemistry group who measurei the yield of Cu 

and Mn in the Cu and Mn0
2 

precipitates) respectively) by using 

spectrophotometric and EDTA ti.trimetric methods. 

3· Decay-Curve Analysis and Cross~Section Calculation 

The activities were followed over a period of time long 

enough to give an accurate determination of the longest-lived com-
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ponent present or until the activities reached background. The 

various components of the decay curve were resolved by the usual 

method of decay-curve analysis.. Graphical metli0dJs gave sufficient 

accuracy for resolving up to three components. 
67 

The Cu decay curve could easily be resolved into 61-h Cu ) 
64 . 61 

12.8-h Cu ) and 3·3-h Cu • The Mn decay curve gave components be-
. . 52 56 . 51 

longlng to 5·7-day Mn J 2.58-h Mn· J and 45-mln Mn • The experi-

mental half-lives agreed with the values quoted in reference 18. Each 

component was extrapolated back to the end of bombardment to obtain 

the initial counting rate. The counting rates at end-of-bombardment 

time) A ) were converted to 
0 

disintegration rates) D ) from the measured 
0 

counting efficiencies of Appendix D~ the decay scheme factors of re-

ference 18) and the chemical yields. A saturation activity) D t) sa 
in disintegrations/minJ was calculated by dividing the initial dis-

integration rate by the factor (1 - e-At) where t is the length of 

bombardment and A is the decay constant .. of the particular .isotope. 

The saturation activity represen~the decay rate of the isotope at 

the end of an. infinitely .. long bombardment and is equal to the rate of 

formation nioJ where n is the number of target nuclei per 

the beam intensity in protons/min) and a is the formation 

2 
em ) I is 

cross 

t . . 2/ sec lOn ln em target nucleus .. Because both the Al foil and target 

foil are intercepted by the same beam 

24 
Dsat (Na ) 

24 
nA127 Io(Na ) ) 

D t (X) = nt t Io (x), sa g 

(27a) 

(27b) 

where X stands for product nucleus and tgt stands for target nucleus. 

Dividing Eq.{27a) by Eq. (27b) and rearranging gives: 

n t(x) sa nAl27 ·. 24 
-=::..-" - a' ( Na ) 
ntgt 

(28) 
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Eq_uation (28) was used to calculate tb.e cross sections for proton-
. . 27 24 

induced reactions.- The cross sectlons for the Al (p,3pn)Na moni-

tor reaction decrease gradually from 10.7mb at 400 MeV to 8.7 mb at 

6 Gev. 84' 87 

c. Results of Proton Bombardments 

The resulting cross sections are given in Table IX for the 

reactions of protons with zn·J and in Table X for the reactions of 

protons with Fe. The first column lists the energy of the incident 

proton. The second column lists the cross section for the particular 

(pJ2p) reaction. The other cross sections are listed in the third 

and fourth columns. The number in parentheses is the number of ex

periments used in determining the average value of the cross section. 

The uncertainty was calculated by taking the sq_uare of the standard 

deviation of the average value and. the sq_uare of the absolute error) 

which was 10% of the average value. The sq_uare root of the sum of 

these sq_uares is the uncertainty shown i.n the tables. The absolute 

error included the uncertainty in the monitor cross section) the un

certainty in counting efficiency, and the uncertainty in the decay 

schemes. 

A distinction should be made between cross sections for 

reactions where the specific target nuclide is known and cross 

sections for reactions where several target nuclei contribute to the 

product. For this purpose we reserve the term "cross section" for 

the first case and. the term11 yield.11 for the second case. 

The excitation functions are plotted in F'igs. 29 and 30 to 

show the energyrdependence of these reactions. 
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Table IX, Cross sections for production of Cu isoyopes from Zn by p, 

Energy 
(MeV) 

400 
560 
720 

2200 

4000 

5700 
6200 

17.8 ± L9 (7) 
20,2 ± 2.1 (7) 
26.0 ± 2.8 (5) 
2LO ± 2.1 (2) 
19,2 ± 2.2 (2) 
19.8 ± 2.3 (2) 
23,6 ± 2.4 (2) 

18.3 ± 2.0 (7) 
l5o7 ± 1.6 (7) 
17·9 ± 2.0 (5) 
12.7 ± L4 (2) 
12 0 7 ± l. 3 ( 2) 
12.8 ± L6 (2) 
llol ± L3 (2) 

28,4 ± 3o2 (4) 
22.3 ± 2,4 (7) 
22,8 ± 2,5 (5) 

14.8 ± 2.3 (l) 
14. 3 ± lo 9 ( 2) 

13,8 ± 1.4 (2) 

12.9 ± L3 (2) 

aCross sec.tion calculated by assuming only zn68 contributes. 

bThese results are 11 yields 11 because all isotopes of Zn contribute, 

Table X. Cross sections for production of Mn isotopes from Fe by p. 

Energy 
(MeV) 

400 
560 
720 

2200 
4000 

5700 
6200 

50 ± 6 (6) 

57 ± 7 (7) 
70 ± 13 (4) 
48 ± 8 (l) 
54 ± 6 (3) 

44 ± 7 (l) 
50 ± 7 (2) 

11.6 ± l. 2 (6) 

9.8 ± LO (8) 

8.4 ± Ll (4) 

5·0 ± 0.6 (1) 
5·9 ± 0.6 (3) 

5·4 ± 0,6 (l) 
5o0 ± Oo5 (2) 

6.7 ± 0.9 (4) 
5·9 ± o,6 (6) 

4.0 ± 0.4 (3) 

aCross section calculated by assuming only Fe57 contributes, 

bThese results are 11 yields" because all isotopes of Fe contribute. 
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Fig. 29. Excitation functions for production of Cu isotopes from 
bombardment of Zn with protons. 
Smooth curve ~ is cross section for zn68(p,2p)Cu67 reaction. 
Dotted curve t is cross section for production of cu6l from 

natural Zn target. 
Dashed curve ~ is cross section for production of Cu64 from 

natural Zn target. 
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Fig. 30. Excitation functions for production of Mn isotopes from 
bombardment of natural Fe with protons. 
Smooth curve ~ is crods section for Fe57(p,2p)Mn56 reaction. 

curve l is cross section for production of Mn52 from 
natural Fe target. 

Dashed curve ~ is cross section for production of Mn5l from 
natural Fe target. 
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D. Discussion of Proton Results 

1. Complex Reactions 

The excitation functions for the production of cu
64 

and cu
61 

from Zn} and for the production of Mn52 and Mn51 from Fe can be nicely 

explained in terms of the Serber Mode132 and the Monte Carlo cal-
23 culations of Metropolis. These four excitation functions exhibit 

I 
the same general energy dependence. From 400 to '720 MeV there is a 

decrease in yield whereas above 2.2 GeV the yields are constant. The 

d t f Mn52 h th h' h t . . . Mn52 . th f' t a a or · ave e 1g es prec1s1on s1nce ls e lrs com-
52 ponent to be resolved from the decay curve. Some Mn will be pro-

duced from a (p}2pn) reaction on Fe54} but most of the Mn
52 is 

produced by a (p;2p3n) reaction on Fe56 because of the greater abun

dance of Fe
56 

(91.6%) in natural Fe targets. (The symbol (p}2p3n) 

stands for any reaction involving a !::2.. = l and a M = 4.) Therefore 

we will discuss the Mn
52 

excitation function in detail with the 

understanding that the discussion applies jus,t as well to the other 

excitation functions. 

As mentioned before} the Serber Model assumes that spallation 

reactions occur in two stages; the cascade step and the evaporation 

step. The Monte Carl~ calculations of Metropolis 23 have been per

formed for the reaction of protons with cu
64

• The calculation shows 

that for the cascade step} the cross section for a mass change of one 

or two units decreases fairly rapidly in the energy region from 400 

to 1000 MeV but decreases more slowly from l to 2 GeV. The residual 

nucleus at the end of this cascade has an average excitation energy 

of about 40 to 50 MeV} which is enough to evaporate several more 

nucleons. Moreover} the average excitation energy is relatively 

constant with increasing bombarding energy so that the average number 

of evaporated particles will be insensitive to the incident-proton 

energy. Thus the shape of the excitation function for a prod.uct 

nuclide 4 or 5 mass units from the target will be controlled by the 

cross section for the one or two nucleon-out cascade step. 
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An alternative mechan.ism for achieving an overall mass change 

of 4 would be a four nucleon-out cascade step; leaving the nucleus 

with very little excitation energy. Hmvever: the Monte Carlo cal

culaticr:s :predict that the cross section for this type of cascade 

peaks at about 690 VJ.eV and leaves the nucleus with an average exci ta

tion energy of over 100 MeV. In general} the greater the cascade} 

the greater the resiclual excitation. 
64 

We ·Hill assume that the calculation for protons with Cu is 

directly applicable to the reactions of protons with Fe 56 . The ex

perimental excitation function for the yield of Mn52 follows the 
6h 

se.me energy dependence as the one or two nucleon-out cascade in Cu '. 
52 

Thus vie expect that Mn is produced by a mechanism involving the 

emission of one or two particles in the ~ascade step~ followed by 

the emiss:i.on of four or three particles in the evaporation step. 

The yield of .f\1.'1.
51 

includes the contribution of (p)pxn) 

reactions ~trith all the Fe isotopes to produce Fe5
1

. The lifetime ·of 

Fe
51 

is probably so short that Fe 51 nuclei decay to Mn51 before the 

chemical separation can be :performed, No estimate of this contri

bution is pos s:i.ble from the d.a ta :presented here" (This problem is 

not encountered in the case of Mn52 because the isomeric state Mn52m 
. 52 51 shields the ground state from Fe , ) 'l1he shape of the Mn excita-

tion function is consistant with the expectations for a few-nucleon

cascade step followed by a fev!-nucleon-evaporation step. 

Tne r"eactions of protons on Zn involve a shorter extrapolation 

from the Monte Carlo calc1)~lation. HmreverJ since natural Zn targets 
64 61 

were used for these experiments) the target nuclide for Cu and Cu 

is not nearl.y a..s definite a.s with the natural Fe targets. Since 

there are several target nuclide.s: there are probably several 

reactions contrJ.buting to the yield.) with each reaction having its 

own energy dependence. However) tr1e general model of a · fet.-r-nucleon 

cascade followedby nucleon evaporation is quite cbnsiste.nt with the 

observed ex.ci tation functions. 
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2 ... (p, 2p) Reactions 

The above discus13ion has intentionally avoided mentioning the 
68( ) 67 57:(·. . ) 56 . ' . . . Zn ·· p, 2p .Cu · and Fe - p; 2p Mn reactJ..ons. There are two dJ..stincti ve 

features of these excitation functions,ohe being the unique energy de

pendence and the other being the difference in magnitude between the 

cu
6

7 and Mn
56 

cross sections. Examination of the (p,2p) excitation 

functions shows that both increase over the energy region from 400 to 

720 MeV, followed by a constant behavior at higher energy. 

There is a logical explanation for the cross-section increase 

in terms of the free-particle pp total cross sections. Above 400 MeV 

the total pp cross section increases from about 23 mb to about 43 mb 

at 720 MeV. If we interpret the mechanism of the (p,2p) reaction as 

being a pure knock-on collision between the incident proton and a pro

ton ·of the target nucleus with little excitation left behind, we 

would expect the (p,2p) excita-_tion function to follow the structure of 

the free-particle excitation functiono Using the same notation as 

for the (:n:-,:n:-n) reaction, we can express the probability of a (p,2p) 

event by: 

- P .. p llp p ' ' 
J_ co p p 

(29) 

where P represents the probability of the incident proton escaping 
p 

·· and P 1 represents the prooab:i.li ty of· the struck proton escaping with
p 

out further-collisions. 

For a small distance of travel, Pcoll is given by 
·; ·. 

P ·· · = 1-e'xp CD.Xp(acr · ~ ·R:: ~ (c:xcr ) 1 call . . [ · pp:J . pp · 
: ·: ' 

~ ·.. ,. .· . .. '. 

where a is the free-particle pp cross sectiop and a is the reduction 
PP . . ,·:! . . · . . .. 

factor to account for the' Pauli exclusion principle and the momentum 

distribution of the. st~uck proton. Since the.· ~ross section. for (p, 2p) 
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reactions is related to the integrated probability of a (p)2p) event 

over the nuclear volume) we see that o(p) 2p) is directly related to 

the free-particle cross section. The rise in the free-particle cross 

section above 400 MeV is less prominent in the Jp)2p) reactions due to 

the momentum of the struck proton in the target nucleus. A calculation 

of this effect would be quite interesting but was not attempted in 

this work. 

Previous work on (p)2p)'excitation functions has not covered 

the energy region of 400 to 1000 MeV. Studies at Carnegie Tech showed 

that the cross section for (p)2p) reactions generally increase slightly 

with energy in the region from 200 to 400 Mev.77J79 This is consistent 

with the energy dependence of the pp cross sections in this region. 
. • 79 . 68( ) 67 . . Morr1son and Caretta stud1ed the Zn p)2~8cu react1on from 130 

to 425 MeV by using enriched isotopes of Zn . They measured a cross 

section of 20.8 ± 5.8 mb at 400 MeV compared with the value of 17.8 

± 1. 9 mb at 400 MeV measured here. Figure 31 shows a .plot of both 

(p)2p) excitation functions measured here) including the data of 

Morrison and Caretta. A smooth curve for the pp total cross section 

is also shown for comparison. 

Rudstam et al. measured the yields of Mn isotopes from the 

bombardment of Fe witn 340-MeV protons.
80 

Their cross section for Mn52 

fits smoothly onto the Mn5 2 e~citation function obtained in this work) 

but the corresponding (p)2p) cross section is lower than the cross 

section measured here at 400 MeV by a factor of about two. (This is 

after correcting their data for the abundance of Fe57.) Their yi~ld 
of Mn

51 
is also lower than the data measured here) by a factor of two. 

Another way of seeing the dependence of the (p)2p) reaction 

on the free-particle cross section is to plot the ratio of the (p)2p) 

cross section to the free-particle pp cross section as a function of 
68 . 67 

energy. Figure 32 gives this plot for both the Zn (p)2p)Cu and 

Fe57 (p)2p)Mn5
6 

reactions. Both sets of data show a decrease in this 
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Fig. 31. Excitation functions for (p,2p) re~ctions. 
· Cross ,·sections for zn68(p, 2p)cu67 reaction: I measured 

here, i reference 79. 
Cross section for Fe57(p,2p)Mn_56 reaction:!!! measured 

here,i reference 80. 
Smooth curve is·free-particle pp cross section. 
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Fig. 32. Ratio of (p,2 nucleon) cross sections to free-particle 
cross section. 

cr[zn68(p,2p cu67]jcr(pp) for (p,2p): I measured here 
I reference 79. 

· cr[Fe57(p,2~)Mn56]/cr(pp) for (p,2p) measured here, I. 
Smooth curve is crlcl2(p,pn)cl1)jcr(pn). 
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ratio from 400 to 720 MeV,·· followed by a constant ratio at higher energy. 
12 11 

The smooth curve .in the fig~re is .the ratio of the C (p,pn)C cross 

section to the free-particle pn cross section. The similar energy 

dependence of the (p,2p)jpp and (p,pn)/pn ratios is rather remarkable 

in light of the differences in pp and pn cross sections over the energy · 

range of interest here, but fits well into the picture of a single 

collision of the incident proton with a single nucleon in the nuc.leus. 

The decrease in these ratios over the 400- to 1000-MeV region is 

ascribed to the difficulty of getting the newly produced mesons out 

of the nucleus without further interactions as mentioned previously 

in Sec. III.-C. The behavior of the (p,2p) exci.tation functions is 

thus consistent with the mechanism of a single pp collision occurring 

within the nucleus. 

3· (p,2p) Magnitudes 

The other feature of the (p,2p) 

the difference in magnitude between the 

At high energies the Mn
56 cross section 

reactions measured here is 
67 56 . 

Cu and Mn cross sections. 
. 67 

is about 2.5 times the Cu 

cross section. This effect would be entirely unexpected from a smooth 

mass variation or liquid-drop model of the nucleus. The liquid-drop 

model would predict a larger (p,2p) cross section from a Zn target 

than from an Fe target simply because there are more protons in Zn. 

The rather large fluctuations in (p,2 nucleon) cross sections among 

neighboring nuclei has already been pointed out by Markowitz for 

(p,pn) reactions.
30 

The explanation can be found in terms of the 

shell model. 

From the previous discussion on the shape of the (p,2p) ex

citation function, we know that a pp collision occurs with both 

collision partners escaping without giving the;nucleus eno~h excita

tion energy to·evaporate additional-particles. cu67 lies just one 

proton above the closed proton shell for Z = 28 whereas Mn
56 is midway 

between the. magi.<: numbers .of Z '= 20 ?-nd Z 28. One might expect that 
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the binding energy of 0ne proton above a closed shell is quite small, 
67 making it difficult to produce a Cu nucleus with insufficient ex-

citation energy.to evaporate another proton. However, looking at the 

proton binding energies in cu67 and Mn56 as given, by the Nuclear Data 

Tables, we find that the proton binding energies are almost identical, 

8,52 MeV for cu67 and 9.13 MeV for Mn56 . Furthermore,the neutron 

binding energy for Mn56 is 7.27 MeV, or about 1.8 MeV less than the 

neutron binding energy in cu
6

7, so that one would expect it to be 

more difficult to form Mh56 
at a low enough excitation. The a particle 

b · d · · · t · '1 f cu67 a
1

nd Mn56 so we conclude ln lng energles are qul.e slml ar or 

that binding-energy differences cannot be responsible for the differ-

ences in cross section;.:. 

4, Proton Availability 

If we consider the number of "available" (as defined in Sec, 

III,-F) protons in the target nuclei, we notice a distinct correlation, 

Assuming that only the two protons beyond the closed shell of Z = 28 

in zn
68 

are available and that all six protons beyond the closed shell 

of Z = 20 in Fe57 are available, we would expect a ratio of 6/2 = 3/1 

for the number of available protons. This predicts the Fe
57

(p,2p)Mn5
6 

reaction to have three t'imes th1= cross section for the zn
68

(p,2p)cu
6

7 

reaction, in agreement with the observed ratio of 2,5/1, 

A shell state is considered to be available only when the 

difference between the binding energy of the protons in that shell 

and the binding energy of the topmost shell is less than the energy 

needed to evaporate other nucieons from the residual nucleus, Unfor

tunately, binding energies of buried shell states are known only for 

the light nuclei, and riot for the mass region of interest here,
44 

If we assume that the foregoing analysis is valid, we can 

use experimental data to set limits on the differences between shell

state6~inding energies, For example, knowing that the f
7

/ 2 protons 

in Zn are not available for a (p,2p) reaction tells us that the 
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difference in binding energy'between the f
7

/ 2 protons and the 2p
3
/ 2 

protons in Zn 
68 

is greater than about 8 MeV (the bi.nding energy of 

an a particle, taken from CameronRs Mass Table
81

)o Likewise, the 2s 

and ld shells must lie more than 7 o 27 MeV below the f
7 

/ 2 shell i.n 

Fe57J since the protons in these shells are .not available. for a (pJ 2p) 

reactiono 

Much more experimental data is needed·before we can be certain 

of the usefulness of (pJ 2p) reactions· as a measure of buried-shell 

binding energieso Other effectsJ such as the density of states in 

the final nucleus) may influence the magnitudes of (pJ2p) cross 

'sectionso The Nuciear Data sheets lists only the ground state for 
. 67 . 56 Cu whereas there are at least'l5 states in Mn between the ground 

state and the particle-ei:ni tti.ng states o Mn
56 is an odd..,od.d nucleus 

so it probably does have more excited states than the odd-even 

nucleus cu67
J but it may be that the excited states of cu67 are not 

yet knowno. 

'i' 
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VII. PION REACTIONS IN AL, CU, AND ZN 

A. ·Introduction 

A few experiments were performed to measure the yields of more 

complicated pion-induced reactions. Specific product nuclei were deter

mined by radiochemically separating specific elements from the target 

material and measuring the radioactivities with low-background~ counters. 

The "non-simple" p'ion-induced reactions are of interest for comparison 

with the Monte Carlo calculations and other theoretical treatments of 

high energy nuclear reactions. 

Included in the cascade step of the Monte Carlo calculations are 

the effects ofpion creation and reabsorption. The use of pions as a 

means of allowing large energy transfers was first proposed by Wolfgang 

and Friedlander: ·to explain the mass-yield curve from interactions of 
. 82 

protons with Cu at 2 . 2 Ge V. The short mean free path of. pions. in 

nuclear matter means that there is a high probability that a newly pro

duced, pion will be reabsorbed in the nucleus and give its rest-rflass 

energy to the two nucleons participating in the absorption process. The 

subsequent scattering of these two nucleons is an efficient means of 

exciting the nucleus. 83 
Cumming et al. have found that for high-energy proton bombard

ments of light nuclei the cross sections for the production of various 

nuclei are constant with· energy.
84 .. This is interpreted to mean that the 

energy-deposition spectrum is relatively independent of the incident

proton energy. It is possible that pion-nucleon isobars are formed which 

escape the light nuclei without giving extra excitation energyas the 

bombarding energy is increased. The interaction.of pion-nucleon isobars 

within nuclear matter is not completely understood as of this writing. 

-Another high-energy process involving pions is called the 

fragmentation mechanism. This was proposed to account for the ejection 

of nuclear fragments of mass 10 <A< 50.83,85 The local "hot spot" 

necessary for the ejection of a fragment is presumably created by the 
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fa.st scattering and absorption of a pion in a time comparable to the 

time for a cascade. The comparison of.pion-induced nuclear reactions 

and proton-induced-reactions might provide information on the validity 

of the fragmentation mechanism. 

The major emphasis in the following discussion should be placed 

on the techniques developed for studying complex reactions induced by 

pions. The data, results, and analysis are preliminary and,introductory 

and should be evaluated as such. ~IJ:lese studies are actively being 

continued at Berkeley. 
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B. Experimental Methods 

1. Targets 

Spallation products were measured from three different metal 

targets: Al, Cu, Zn. Large quantities-of these metals are readily 

available in sheet form. The targets for meson bombardment consisted 

of stacks.-;-of 2.5-in.-diam disks. Thicknesses up to 0.25 in. were required 

to produce sufficient amounts of ra-dioactivity from pion--beams of. in-

tensity 106 n/min. The disks were obtained by. turning down sheets of 

the metal on a lathe. In this way it was possible to obtain uniform 

targets with the exact diameter of the beam-defining counter. 

Aluminum was chosen mainly to study the production of Na24 . 

The yield of Na24 in a piece of 3-mil Al has been widely used as a 

beam intensity monitor in proton bombardments. It was hoped that the 
27( - ) 24 reaction Al 1T ,p2n Na could serve as a similar monitor for pion-

induced reactions once the excitation function was measured. But the 

radiochemical method for separation of milligram amounts of Na from 

gram amounts of Al described in this work is inconvenient and lengthy~ 

The thickness of Al required to obtain measureable counting rates of 
24 . 

Na make total~ counting of the original target impossible. Low-

background ~ counting of the original target was not tried in this 

work but ought to succeed. 

Copper was chosen as a target because of the possibility of 

comparing the data for pion-induced reactions with the large amount of 

data available for proton-induced spallation reactions. 86 Copper has 

been a convenient target for many studies of spallation reactions 

despite the fact that natural copper has two stable isotopes, cu63 and 

Cu65. 

The third target, Zn; ·was chosen in order to compare the zn68 

(n-,n-p)cu67 reaction with the reaction zn68 (p,2p)cu67. If free

particle collision cross sections govern these reactions, the 

· (7r- 9 7r-p) reaction should show some effect from the J = T = 3/2 
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resonance, arid t"Q:e (p ,2p) should show the rise in cross section between 

400 and 1000 MeV characteristi.c of pp total cross sections. 

No separated isotopes were used for these experiments because 

of the large quantities of target material required. The metal targets 

were of high purity. The Al was 99. 9g{o pure . The Cu showed less than 

0.01% of Fe, Mn, and Ni when analyzed spectroscopically by George 

Shalimoff. The Zn was reagent grade supplied by A.D. Mackay Co. The 

total weight of target material in a given run was as much as 70 g for 

an Al target, 485 g for a Cu target, and 100 g f'or a Zn target. (Thus 

the radiochemical separation techniques could be classified as "bucket11 

rather than "micro.") 

In most of the bombardments, the pion beam was monitored by using 

the counter telescope described in Sec.II-B. The same corrections for 

muon contamination and coincidence-counting losses were made as dis

cussed previously. No correction was rriade for secondary particles 

produced in the targets themselves in these initial experiments. 

After irradiation for many hours (8 to 20), the targets were 

walked, not run, back to the chemistry laboratory for chemical separation 

of the~ spallation products. A precipitate of NaCl was .obtained from 

the Al targets, a precipitate of Fe
2
o5 was separated from the Cu targets, 

and precipitates of Cu, Mri02 and NiO were obtained from the Zn targets. 

The chemical procedures are outlined in Appendix C. The final pre

cipitates on filter paper were mounted on 1-in.-diam aluminum disks 

for counting in the low-background counters. Initial counting .rates 

from these san:q:>les were seldom more than 100 counts/mi.n and often less 

than 10 counts/min; this made decay-curve resolution and half-life 

determination difficult. After the activities had decayed to back

ground levels, the san:q:>le s were analyzed by members of Dr. HU!ffman' s 

analytical chemistry group to determine the yield of the element in

volved. 

2. Low-BackgrOQDd Counting 

Because o:f the relatively low intensities of pion beams, special 

anti-coincidence equipment was designed for low-background ~ counting. 
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A successful counter, designed by Duane Mosier and Richard Leres, con

sisted of a standard ~-proportional counter surrounded by a ring of 16 
\ 

large brass Geiger tubes, each about 2Q in, long and 2 in. in diameter. 

This entire assembly was surrounded by a Pb~brick cave, the inside of 

which was lined with l/4-in. lucite. Every pulse in the ring of Geiger 

tubes generated a block pulse about 200 ~sec long, which turned off the 

scaler that recorded counts from the ~ counter; Two clocks were avail~ 

able, one recording the total elapsed time and the other oply the time 

the counter was actually on (live time). The background with this set

up was typically about 1.9 counts/min, compared with the usual ~-counter 

background of 8 to 10 counts/min. The live time was 99% of the elapsed 

time and the efficiency was identical to the other ~ counters. An 

optional feature was the use of a scaler-gater blocking pulse to turn 

off the~ scaler during the acceleration cycle of the Bevatron. This 

system was discussed earlier for the c11 counter. Use of the Bevatron 

blocking pulse cut the live time to about 97% and the background to 

about 1.6 counts/min. 

To get more reliable low-background counting eq_uipment, Ken 

Russel des;igned a transistorized counter based on a model used at 

Livermore. The. detector consisted of a gas-flow ~~roportional counter 

surrounded on top and sides by an Ampex tube giving pulses in anti

coincidence. Except for the high-voltage power supply and the scalers, 

all the components were transistorized. The detector was housed with

in an 18-in. -diam Pb shield. Two of these counters were made and placed 

in a room on the basement floor of the new chemistry annex about 150 

feet further from.the Bevatron than the old counting room. It was felt 

that the Bevatron would have less effect here because of the increased 

distance and because a hill separates the basement of the annex from 

the Bevatron. These counters had backgrounds of about 0.2 to 0.3 

counts/min, but the ~ detection efficiency was only about 77% of the 

efficiency of shelf l on a regular ~ counter. The decreased efficiency 

was due to the lower solid angle. Sources for the new counters had 

to be prepared on 1-in.-diam disks rather than on the usual 2.5- by 

3.5-in. Al counting' card, but in all other respects mounting of the 

samples was the same. 
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3. Decay-Curve Analysis 

The NaCl samples from the bombardment of Al showed no activity 

other than the 15-h Na
24

, and a straight line could be drawn through 

the data. The Cu precipitate from the bombardments of Zn showed com

ponents characteristic of cu67, cu64 , and cu61, and were resolved 

graphically: The Fe2o
3 

samples gave decay curves with several com

ponents in addition to 8-h Fe52 These could be resolved into 5-7-
52 . 56 

day Mn and 2.58-h Mn . The Mn02 samples from bombardment of Zn 

gave the Mn52 and Mn56 activities and also a shorter-lived activity 

probably due to 45-min Mn51 . To facilitate analysis of these decay 

curves, an IBM computer program (FRENIC) was used to give a least

squaref? analysis of the decay curves. The original program arranged by 

Rasmussen and Hoff for the Berkeley 704 has recently been revised by 

John Mahony and the computer group for use with the IBM 7090. This 

program a.llows both the half--life and initial activity of all the com

ponents to be varied in order to find a least-squares fit to the decay 

curve. Since the half-lives are well known for the isotopes studied 

here, they were kept constant and only the initial activities were 

allowed to vary. 



C. Results of 7T -Induced Complex Reactions 

The initial activity at end-of-bombardment was corrected for 

the efficiency of the counter at the given shelf position and source 

thickness, for the saturation factor 1- e-At, and for the chemical. 

yield. The efficiency of a given nuclide as determined in Appendix D 

was multiplied by 0.77 to obtain the corresponding efficiency of the 

transitorized low-background counter. The beam intensity was monitored 

with the counter telescope described in Sec. II-B. The cross sections 

were calculated from 

a(x) 
D t(x) sa 

1. 7T +Al 

Table XI gives the measured cross sections for the production of 

Na24 from A127 by negative pions. 

Table XI. Cross sections for the reaction A127 (7T-,p2n)Na
24

. 

Incident- Measured Average 
pion energy cross section cross section 

(MeV) (mb) (mb) 

127 ± 9 12:7 13 ± 3a 

245 ± 10 3-3, 12.4, 4.8 7 ± 4 

373 ± 10 7-5, 7.5, 9.2, 10.4 9 ± 2 

423 ± 10 4.8 5 ± 1 

aThe pion beam was monitored by means of a calibrated ion chamber 

at 127 MeV only. 
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Excitation functions for production of Na24 from Al. 
~cross sections for Al27 (n-,p2n)Na24 reaction. 
Smooth curve is cross section for Al27(p,3pn)Na24 

reaction from data of reference 84 and 87. 
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These cross sections are plotted in Fig. 33 along with a smooth curve 
. 24 27 

representing the cross section for product~on of Na from Al by 

protons. The pion data have large errors and are sparse making it 

prematlire to say .anything definite about the excitation function i'or 

7T--induced production. One can say that the Al27 (7T-,P2n)Na
24 

cross 

sections are of similar magnitude as the p-induced cross sections. 

2. 7T + Cu 

Table XII gives the cross sections for the reactions of pions 

on Cu. The cross sections are calculated with the assumption that 

both cu63 and cu65 contribute to the yield. The Mn and ~e activities 

were detected with the low..:background ~ counters, while i:h e cu61 

activity was measured by counting the 0.511-MeV annihilation radiation 

with aj:..qy l-:3 .:.in .. Nai crystal. No special chemical separation for Mn 

was performed in the bombardments of Cu with J?ions. The Mn activities 

appeared in the Fe2o
3 

samples. It was·assumed that the Mn activities 

had carried on the Fe (OH)
3 

precipitates since no Mn holdback carrier 

had been added .. In the calculation of the Mn cross sections,. the 

chemical yield was assillned to be the same as the chemical yield for Fe. 

The data of Table XII are based on only one e:xper).ment for each 

cross section. The error of 30 to 4o% is determined from the errors 

in beam-monitoring, decay-curve resolution, and chemical-yield deter

mination. The target for. the 302-MeV data was a thin-Al can filled with 

CuO powder. The other runs were made with metal targets. The powder 

target was much easier to work with chemically and it is recommended 

that .further experiments be performed with powder targets rather than 

the metal targets. 

3· 7T + Zn 
.. 

The cross sections for the reactions of pions with Zn are 

presented in Table XIII. The cu67 cross section is based on the 

assumption that only zn68 contributes to its formation. The cross 

section for Ni65 was calculated by assuming that all the isotopes of 
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Table XII. Cross sections for the production of various nuclides from 

the bombardment of Cu with negative pions. 

Isotope Incident-pion 
energy (MeV) . 

215 ± 40 

215 ± 40 

245 ± 10 

302 ± 10 

245 ± 10 

302 ± 10 

215 ± 40 

245 ± 10 

302 ± 10 

cross section 
(mb.) 

4. 7 ±' 1.3 

2.7 ± 0.9 

2.1 ± 0.7 

1.1 ± 0.4 

14.4 ± 5.0 

1.6 ± 0.5 

0·73 ± 0.3 

1.7 ± 0.5 

ac 61 d t d 1 u was e ecte by counting the annihi ati.on 'Y ray. 
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Table XIII. Cross sections for the production of various isotopes by 

the bombardment of Zn with negative pions. 

Isotope 

Cu67 

Cu67 

Cu64 

Cu64 

Cu6l 

Cu6l 

Mn56 

Mn52 

Ni65 

aThe Ni65 

Incident-pion 
energy 

(MeV) 

302 ± 10 

373 ± 10 

302 ± 10 

373 ± 10 

302 ± 10 

373 ± 10 

302 ± 10 

302 ± 10 

245 ± 10 

Measured 
cross section 

(mb) 

15.5, 17.1 

23.4, 38.0, 56·3 

9·25J 12.6 

13. 9, 16.5, 26.1 

16.9, 17.3 

18.7, 22.1, 26.4 

5·3 

8.22, 13.4 

2.4a 

Average 
cross section 

(mb) 

16 ± 2 

39 ± 8 

ll ± 2 

19 ± 4 

17 ± 2 

20 ± 2 

5 ± l 

ll ± 2 

2.4 ± o.8 

cross section was calculated after assuming that all 

isotopes of Zn contribute to its formation except zn64 . The 

total percent abundance of the applicable Zn isotopes was 51.1%. 
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Zn except Zn64 can produce Nl·65. Th oth r ct' a e c 1 . e e cro·ss se lons r a -

culated on the basis that all Zn isotopes contribute to the yield. 

Again the 302-MeV data were obtained with an oxide target rather than 

a metal target. For the bombardment of pions on Zn, Mn carrier was 

added to the target solution and a specific chemical separation of 

Mn was performed. 

The absolute yields of cu64 and cu61 can be compared with the 

relative yi:e.lds presented by Turkevich and Fung for the -absorption 
- 88 of slow TI in ZnCl~·· The following table gives the ratio of the 

61 64 . Cu to Cu cross sections for the absorption of slow TI , pion energies 

measured here, and for the bombardment of Zn with 400-MeV protons. 

Table XIV. Ratio of cu61 and cu64 cross sections from bombardment of 

Zn. 

Slow TI 302-MeV TI 

. 0.80 1.57 ± 0.28 

373-MeV TI 

1.09 ± 0.24 

.400-MeV p 

1.55 ± 0.24 
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D. Discu.ssion 

T'rte primary object in the bombardment of Zn with pions was to 
68( - - ) ,.., 67 +' . th tb d. co68are the Zn TI )TIP ~u reacvlOn Wl ~e correspon lng 

zn6 (p)2p)cu67 reaction. 'The pion data obtained at 373 MeV with metal 

targets was not very reproducible; the average value given in the 

table is probably not too reliable. However the b.ro runs at 302 MeV 

that used a ZnO powder target were quite reproducible for all three 

Cu activities measured. Comparing the (n-,n-p) cross section to the 

(n~p) total. cross section at 300 MeV) we see that the ratio is 

163~ 2 
= 0.53 ± .07. The value of the zn68 (p)2p)cu67 j(pp) ratio 

shown in Fig. 32 is 0.66 ± ,07 at 4oo MeV. 

This would indicate that the term for the probability of a 

collision) Pcoll ) dominates the e:x;pression for the probability of 

a "simple" event, P(a)ab)' This is e:x;pected when reactions of this 

type occur on the nuclear surface. When a collision occurs on the 

surface, the particle involved will travel only short distances to 

escape the nucleus. Thus the differences :i.n mean free path for pions 

and nucleons will not be too i.mportant in determining the relative 

yield for different "simple" reactions. However i.t is again necessary 

to obtain more experimental data to establish this relationsh:i.p. 

The production of isotopes more than one mass unit less than 

the target can be interpreted in terms of the Serber mode1.
32 

A 

modification is necessary-to accmmt for pion absorption .. It is most 

probable that the incident pion will be absorbed after a few collisions 

inside the nucleus. The absorption i.s assumed to take place between 

two nucleons, and the rest-mass energy of the pion is divided between 

the two nucleons. The two recoiling nucleons wi.ll initiate a fast 

cascade and from then on the precess is indistinguishable from a proton

induced cascade. From this model we speculate that the yields of pion

induced reactions do not differ greatly from the yields of proton-induced 

reactions when we consider 11 non-simple" reactions. 
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Table XV summarizes the non-simple reactions measured in this 

work and compares the yields with similar yields from proton reactions. 

In general, the yields from pion reactions agreewith the yields from 

proton-induced reactions. The accuracy of the pion data is not suffi

cient to enable detailed conclu$ions to be drawn, but there does not 

seem to be a very stiDng dependence on the incident-pion energy. 

It should be noticed that the yields of cu
64 

and cu
61 

from 
-· 300-MeV 7T + Zn are both lower than the corresponding yields from 

4oO-MeV p + Zn. The absorption of a7r in a Zn target nuclide means 

that no protons can be emitted if a Cu product is to be observed. For 

p + Zn, two protons along with several neutrons must be emitted, which 

opens up several more reaction channels. Thus we might predict slightly 

greater yields for the proton-induced reaction when the product nuclide 

is only one charge unit below the target nuclide. For product nuclei 

farther re~oved from the target, this effect is probably less important. 

One other feature can be noticed from these data. Let us assume 
64 

that the reactions 7T + Zn _ and p 63 
+ Cu form highly excited com-

64* 64* pound systems of Cu and Zn J respectively. At the high excitation 

energies considered here the difference in charge of these two "com

pound nuclei" is relatively unimportant in determining the numbers of 

protons and neutrons emitted in the de-exci.tation process, Thus we 

would expect the yields from these two reactions to be almost identical. 
64 . 63 

Zn composes 48.9% of the Zn target, and Cu composes 69% of the Cu 

target, so the data given here may be suitable for a comparison of 

this type. From the data of Table XV we see that the yields of Mn5
2 

and Mn56 are 11 and 5mb for the case of 300-MeV 7T on Zn, and 7.1 and 

2.5 mb for 340-MeV p on Cu. The magnitudes of the proton cross 

sections are slightly lower than the pion cross sections, but the ratio 

of the Mnf2/Mn56 yields (2.2 ± 0.6 in the pion case and 2.8 ± 0.6 in 

the proton case) are similar within the experimental error. 

From the limited amount of data presented here, one cay say that, 

in general; pion-induced reactions do not behave differently from proton-
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Table X:V. Comparison of yields for "non-simpile 11 pion- and proton

induced reactions. a is given in mb. 

Reaction 

215 MeV - 21 4.7 1.6 7T' + Cu 
-

245 MeV 7T + Cu 2.7 l.l 0.73 

302 MeV 7T + Cu 2.1 14 1.7 

245 MeV 7T + Zn 2.4 

302 MeV 7T + Zn 10 17 5·3 ll 

373 MeV 7T ;,. Zn 18 20 

340 Mev p 
-a + Cu 23 2.5 7.1 0.18 

400 MeV p + Zn 18 28 

400 MeV p + Fe 11.6 

340 MeV p + Fe 
b 

12.9 

aData from reference 86. 

b nata from reference Bo. 
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induced reactions for targets and products in this mass region. The 

major significance of this remark comes from consideration of the 

various theories for energy transfer in proton-induced spallation 

reactions. The production and reabsorption of pions has been often 

proposed as the mechanism of energy transfer for high-energy nuclear 

reactions. The experimental evidence given here indicates that the 

energy deposition from pion- and proton-induced reactions is quite 

similar. This supports the hypothesis that pion processes play a 

major role in high-energy nuclear reactions. 

The influence of pions in the fragmentation process is still 

unknown. To clarify this point it would be necessary to obtain cross 

sections for production of much lighter fragments than measured here. 
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCULSIONS 

The mos~ significant feature of the experimental results des

cribed ih this thesis is the appearancs: of free-particle-like collisions 

within nuclear matter. Quasi-free-particle scattering has been investi

gated in many laboratories around the world by using proton beams and 

measuring two outgoing protons in coincidence. Major accomplishments 

of the (p; 2p) coincidence experiments have been the determination 

of the bin~ing energy of shell-model states in light nuclei, and the 

determination of the momentum distributions of protons in nuclei. 

However similar and complimentary effects can be discovered by using 

techniques to measure the residual nucleus after a simple reaction has 

occurred. The (TI-,TI- n) reaction studied here is an example of such 

a technique. 

First we will summarize the free-particle effects discovered 

in this work and then list the applications of (TI; TIn) reactions. 
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A. Summary of Free-Particle Effects 

12 ( - - ) 11 The measurement of the C 7T ,7T n C excitation function 

showed a peak at the same incident-pion energy as the resonance in 

free-particle ir-n scattering. This peak is in distinct contrast to 

the c
12 

(p, pn) c
11 

excitation function, which shows no peak in this 

energy region and where no resonance exists in the free-particle pn 

cross sections. Arguments based on the recoil energy given the struck 

neutron show that the pion peak is not due to the incident pion having 

the same momentum as the proton at the (p, pn) peak. A simple cal

culation, based on the assumption of a single 7T-n collision after 

which both collision partners escape directly, reproduced the shape 

of the experimental excitation function. The fact that the calculated 

values were lower than the experimental values by a constant factor 

is attributed to the approximations employed and the defects in the 

nuclear modeL The calculation showed, in addition, that the greatest 

contributions to the (7T-,7T- n) reaction came from the nuclear surface. 

Th · t l •t t· f t• f the zn
68 

(p, 2p) cu
6

7 e experDnen a . excl a lon unc lon or 

and Fe57 (p, 2p) Mn56 reactions showed structure similar to the free

particle pp total cross sections. The free-particle pp cross sections 

have a rise from 4oo to 1000 MeV and then decrease to a constant vaJue 

in the GeV region. The (p, 2p) reactions show similar behavior. In 

contrast the (p; pn) excitation functions do not show this behavior 

because the free-particle pn cross sections are relatively constant 

in the 4oo- to 1000-MeV region. 
. 68 ( - - ) At 300-MeV incident-pion energy the ratio of the Zn 7r ,7r p 

cu67 cross section to the free-particle 1T-P cross section is almost 
. 68 6 

the same as the ratio of the Zn (p, 2p) Cu 7 cross section to the 

free-particle pp cross section. This is to'be ~xpected if free-particle 

scattering is the controlling feature of both the (TI-,71"- p) and (p, 2:11 

reactions. However, more i:n.formation is needed about the energy 

dependence of the (7T-,TI- p) reaction before this can be firmly established. 
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12 ( + + ' ell t· ht t . "d Data on the C TI ,TI nJ reac lOn oug o glve evl ence 

concerning whether the (TI+,TI+ n) reactions proceed by the one-step 

or two-step mechanism provided experimental complications can be 

overcome. The tentative results obtained here are inconclusive on 

this point. However both mechanisms assume an initial TIN collision, 

so that the basic premise of the impulse approximation is still 

preserved regardless of which mechanism applies. 
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B. Uses of 6T-,n-n) Reaction 

Once the mechanism of the e
12 (71 ,71- n) e

11 
reaction is 

firmly established, the reaction may be applied to several other 

problems in nuclear physics. 

The resonance peak in 71 n scattering is considerably broadened 

when the neutron is moving within the potential well of the nucleus. 

This broadening can be calculated provided the momentum distribution 

of the neutrons is known. Starting with the experimental peak, one 

could infer a momentum distribution for the neutrons in the "avail

able" shell-model states. 

By using the concept of available states and studying the 

(TI-,71- n) reaction as a function of target mass, it may be possible 

to put limits on the "t\inding energy of various shell-model states. 

Any theoretical treatment of the (TI-,71- n) reaction is 

sensitive to the value of the mean free path for pions in nuclear 

matter. If a suitably accurate model and detailed computer calculation 

were attempted, the experimental (71-,71- n) cross sections could be 

used in determining the mean free path and effective cross sections 

in nuclear matter. 
12 ( - - ) ll Thee 71 ,TI n e reaction can be_used as a monitor of 

' 
pion intensities for pion-induced reactions in other target nuclei. 

The plast.ic-scintillator technique is quite straightforward and reliable 

and the e11 half-life is convenient for short bombardments. This will 

enable determination of other monitor reactions for longer bombardments 

without the necessity of counting the beam directly. 

Ericson et al. have discussed the use of low-momentum transfer 

reactions as a means of obtaining Tirr cross sections by radiochemical 
. 89 technlques. The method assumes that peripheral collisions occur 

within nuclear matter between the incident particle and one nucleon. 
12 ( - - ) ll The e 'IT ,71 n e reaction studied here gives evidence that 
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elementary-particle collisions do occur in nuclear matter. This 

provides the experimental evidence they require to support their 

mechanism for low-momentum transfer reactions. Pion-pion cross 

sections can be obtained from data on pion exchange reactions 

(LZ~ l) M == 0) by comparison of the pion-induced cross section to 

the proton-induced cross section at the same c.m. energy. 



) 
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C. Comparison of Pion-and Proton-Induced Reactions 

The data presented here for. spallation reactions·causedby 

pions are quite limited, but the yields are similar in magnitude to 

yields from proton-induced reactions with the same element. The 

assumption that pions are absorbed and the ensuing cascade is equivalent 

to a proton-induced cascade is consistent with the data. The Monte 

Carlo calculations currently being carried out at Brookhaven use the 

assumption that the pion quickly forms an isobar and travels through 

nuclear matter coupled to a nucleon, It would be ne'cessary to obtain 

much more extensive data to check this assumption. More data are 

also needed to investigate the fragmentation mechanism. 

To summarize: a little is known, much is unknown. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Free-Particle Total Cross Sections 

The following four figures are free-particle total cross 

sections taken from the literature. 
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B. Correction for n Decay to ~ 

The ~ and v from the decay of an are emitted at 180 deg 

to each other in the c.m. frame of reference. Assuming that the ~ 

is isotropic in the c.m. coordinate system, we want to calculate the 

solid angle subtended by a counter at some distance r from the point 

of decay. The solid angle in the c.m. system when divided by 4rr 
gives the fraction of the decays at a given distance that reach the 

counter. This fraction must be multip~ied by the fraction of decays 

occurring at the given point to obtain the relative ~ contribution 

from that point. The total ~ contamination is obtained by summing 

the contributions from each segment of path length. The steps in 

the calculation are as follows. 

1. Divide the path length into segments. 

2. From the midpoint of each segment, calculate the laboratory 

anglec e: tan e = r< .jr J r = radius of counter 

1--t-+-+---f---1--'1 ~ T 
r-d + r-f 

3. Convert e to c.m. system by using the equation at end of 

this appendix. There will be two values-of 8 1
, correspond

ing to ~ 1 s that come off backward in the c.m. and ~~s that. 

come off in the forward direction. Even some of the ~~s 

in the backward hemisphere reach the counter because of 

the large forward velocity of the c.m. 

4. Convert the c .m. angle e I to a c_;m. solid angle n I: 

n' = 2rr (1-cose') 
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5. Add the forward and backward solid angles for each segment 

and divide by 4n to obtain the fraction of decays reaching 

the counter. 

6. Calculate the mean distance of travel before decay A: 

where 

and 

~ = v/c 

v =velocity of pion, 

c = speed of light, 

(1 - ~2)-l/2 

-8 
~O =2.55 X 10 sec. 

-d/"A 7. 
7
Calculate e for each segment to determine the fraction 

of initial beam that decays in each segment. (The dis:,;. 

tance · d is. measured from. the :.start of the 7r -",f.light 'to 

the point of decay) 

8. Multiply the fraction of decays in each segment by the 

fraction of muons reaching the counter, to determine 

fraction of initial beam that gives ~'s in counter for 

each segment. 

9· Sum up~ contributions from all the segments. 

10. At the counter, the fraction of the beam that is pions 

is given by the number of pions still remaining in the 

beam divided by the total number of particles. 

The total number of particles at the counter is the sum of 

the pions still remaining plus the muon contamination of the beam. 

The initial contamination can be determined by a range curve. Then 

we assume that all the muons and electrons initially present reach 

the counter telescope. These statements apply to the case where the 

contamination of the beam is known at some point (e.g., liquid-hydrogen 
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target) and the contamination is desired at some point.downstream 

(e.g., chemistry target). 

The equation for the conversion of the lab angle of the muon 

into t,he c .m. angle is double valued for· the c.m.angle. Therefore it is 

simpler to calculate the lab angle for a given c.m. angle and make a 

plot of lab angle vs c.m .. angle. 

polated from the known lab angles. 

The c.m. angles may then be inter-

Th t . 0 42 e equa 1on 1s: 

13 'sin e 1 

tan e :=: -y(l3+13 I COS e i) 
where 

13' = v/c for j..i. .in c .m., 

13 v/c - in lab, - for 7T 

e = ·lab angley 

8' c.m. angle, 

.and 'Y (1 -132)-1/2 for 7T in lab. 

13' is a constant for 7T-Il decay equal to 0.268 

13 and -y depend on the particular 7T-beam energy involved. 



c. Chemical Procedures 

1. Separation of Cu from Zn foils after proton bombardments: 

a. Dissolve Zn foil in 6M HCl. 

b. Add 10 mg cu++ carrier and holdback carriers for Ni++, co++, 
f+r+\ ++ 

Fe\i-+ 1an1ll Mn . 

c. Dilute solution to 3~ HCl. 

d. Bubble in H2S gas and precipitate CuS. 

e. Centrifuge, dissolve CuS in 6~ HCl plus l drop 30% H20
2

. 
++ 

f. Make Cu solution just barely acidic, add Na
2
so

3
, and heat 

++ + 
until solution is decolorized to reduce Cu to Cu . 

g. Add lM KSCN to precipitate CuSCN. 

h. Centrifuge, dissolve CuSCN in HCl and H
2
0

2
• 

i. Make strongly ammoniacal, add Na
2
s

2
o4, and heat to precipitate 

Cu. 

j. Filter, wash with water, alcohol, and acetone; mount. 

2. Separation of Mn from Fe foils after proton bombardments: 

++ 
a. Dissolve Fe foil in 6~ HN0

3 
solution containing 10 mg Mn 

+++ +++ ' +++ 
carrier and holdback carriers for Cr , V and Sc 

b. Add concentrated HN0
3

, heat and add KC10
3 

to precipitate Mn0
2

. 

c. Centrifuge, dissolve Mn0
2 

in 6~ HN0
3 

and l drop 30% H202. 

d. Pour solution carefully into hot solution 9f excess NaOH and 

H
2
o

2 
to precipitate Mno

2
. 

~· Centrifuge, dissolve Mn0
2 

in 6~ HN0
3

. 

f. Repeat precipitation of Mn0
2 

with KClo
3

. 

g. Filter, wash with H
2
0, alcohol and acetone; mount. 

3. Separation of Na from Al after pion bombardment: 

a. Dissolve Al in big bucket (3 liter) of 6~ HCl containing 30 
+ 

mg Na carrier. 

b. Make solution basic with NH40H to precipitate Al(OH)
3

. 
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Co Centrifuge in floor-model centrifuge (4-liter capacity). 

do Wash precipitate thoroughly with H20 then recentrifuge. 

e. Collect supernatant solutions (2 or 3 liters), acidify with 

4/1 mixture ~f concentrated HN0
3 

and HCl. 

f. Evaporate to small volume by using all possible techniques 

for safe rapid evaporation. Add more acid as necessary to 

destroy l'Hi
4 

Cl. 

g. When solution is less than 30 mliter, an Fe(OH)
3 

scavenging 

precipitation may be performed if desired. (No noticeable 

effect on the decay curve was observed due to this step). 

h. 

i. 

Evaporate the solution to dryness in a 

Heat in a muffle furnace for 10 min at 
+ 

should be completely destroyed and Na 

Na 0_; cooL 
2 ' 

small beaker. 

6oo0 c. + 
NH

4 
salts 

will be converted 

j. Add 1 mliter of concentrated HCl0
4 

and fume carefully to 

dryness. 

ko Dissolve NaC10
4 

in 10-mliter n-butanol. 

1. Add 2 mliter n-butanol saturated with dry HGl· 

to 

m, Filter the NaCl formed, wash with butanol-HCl mixture; mount. 

4. Separation of Fe from Cu after pion bombardments: 

a. Dissolve Cu target in concentrated HN0
3 

and a little concen

trated HCl. 

b. Add 30 mg Fe carrier and dilute. 

c. Make strongly ammoniacal, filter out Fe(OH)
3

. 
d. Dissolve Fe in HCl, dilute to 2!J:. 

e. Add Cupferron reagent to precipitate. Fe. 

f. Centrifugey dissolve Fe-cupferron precipitate in HCl. 

g. Prec~pitate Fe(OH)
3 

with NH
4

0H. 

h. Filter, ignite to Fe
2
o
3
. 

i. Transfer to filter chimney. 

jo Wash •.vith H
2
0, alcohol, and acetone; mount. 

.. 
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5· Separation of Cu, Mn and Ni from Zn after pion bomb~rdments: 

a. Dissolve Zn in 6M HCl. 
++ ++ ++ 

b. Add 30 mg each of Cu , Mn and Ni carriers. 

c. Dilute to 3~ HCl, pass in H2s gas. 
., .. 

d. Filter CuS and continue as in Procedure 1 to obtain Cu sample. 

e. Take filtrate from step d, make strongly basic with NaOH to 

precipitate Mn0
2 

and Ni(OH)
2

. 

f. Dissolve precipitate in HCl, make pH about 6. 
g. Add dimethylglyoxime reagent to precipitate NiDMG. 

h. Filter NiDMG, dissolve, and reprecipitate NiDMG. 

i. Ignite NiDMG to NiO, filter; wash with H2 0, alcohol and acetone; 

mount. 

j. Etilapo'r'ate~1filtrate 1containi~g .Mn:,f:rom s:tep.,h·.to ·remoy;e .HCl. 
~ ~ 

k. ~dd~~oncentrated HN0
3

, then add KCl0
3 

to precipitate Mn02. 

1. Continue as in Procedure 2 to obtain precipitate of Mn0
2 

. 
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D. Beta Counter and Efficienc·y .Determination, 

L Counters 

The samples from the proton bombardments were counted Qn end-win-

dow gas-flow beta proportional counters. These counters have been 

described by-Blann. 90 The community counters mentioned by him were 

brought up to date ana standardized. New amplifiers and scalers of 

an imprr::oved design were obtained for seven (3 counters. A potentio

meter gave increased sensitivity to the high~voltage control on the 

amplifier~ The scaler has a built-in power supply which feeds the 

amplifier also. A regulated 5000-V power supply replaced the old 

nonregulated supply. 

The detectors were modified in several ways to achieve greater 

reproducibility. The electrode that formerly consisted of a loop 

of tungsten wire on a single hypodermic needl~ was replaced with a 

new design. This consists of two hypodermic needles suspended like 

an inverted V from the top of the chamber. Across the open end of 

the V is an 180-deg arc of 0.001-in. tungsten wire with an arc dia

meter of 1 em. This design allows the wire to come closer to the 

window with a resultant decrease in background. The aluminized 

Mylar windows were replaced with goldized Mylar; the evaporated 

gold being on the inside layer of the Mylar. This made the counters 

less sensitive to light: A thin aluminum ring was designed for each 

detector to hold the Mylar window securely in place. With this ring 

it is possible to put considerable· gas pressure on the wlindow with

out having the window bow" This eliminates changes in efficiency 

due to changes in gas pressure. Brooks-mite gas flowmeters replaced 

the ''bubblers" previously used to regulate gas pressure. A luci te 

ring was designed for each detector to hold it securely in the 

counter stand. 

After these changes, (and with constant care and feeding) each 

counter gave a constant counting rate to within 1% with a Cl3
6 

source. 
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All counters agreed to within 2% for this standard on shelf 3· The 

backgrounds normally were about 9 counts/min with a fluctuation of 

about 0.5 counts/min, depending directly on whether the Bevatron was 

operating or not. (One of these counters was placed on a portable 

rack and then the background was measured in several locations'thro1li?;h

out the building. The first floor gave approximately 1 count/min 

lower background than the second-floor counting room.) 

2. Efficiencies 

The efficiency of these ~ counters was determined following a pro

cedure outlined by Bayhurst and Prestwood. 91 Their method eliminates 

the need for making separate corrections for backscattering, shelf 

geometry, air absorption? etc. They found that the efficiency for ~ 

counting on a given shelf was a smooth function of the average energy 

of the ~ spectrum for allowed ~ spectra. The average energy for 

positive or negative ~ spectra for a given nuclear charge and ~ end

point energy is· read from a family of curves. For a given-type ~ 

counter and sample-mounting technique, an empirical curve must be 

drawn giving the efficiency of the counter vs the average energy of 

the ~ spectrum. This curve is shown in Fig. D-1 for the ~ counters 

and mounting techni.ques used in this experiment. (For mounting tech

niques see Sec. VI. B2) The efficiencies were obtained by comparing 

the counting rate of a weightless sample on a 4n counter with the 

counting rate of the same source mounted in the standard fashion and 

counted on shelf 1 of the ~ counters. 

For Mn56 and cu
67, plots were made of the efficiency on a given 

shelf vs the thickness of the precipitate in which the activity is 

located. These data are shown in Fig. D-2.· Mn56 i.s representative of 
67 most of the high-~-energy activities. Cu shows the strong effect. 

the source thickness has on the efficiency of low-energy ~'s. The 

data of Blann90 and Crespo92 were used when source-thickness corrections 

were desired for other activities. Data were also obtained for the 

relative counting efficiency on various shelves for Na
22

, Na
24

, Mn5
6

, 

1 
j ' 

;/ 
I' 
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Average /3 energy,< E > xMeV)) 
./ 
~· • .I MU -28979 

Fig. D-1. Beta-counting efficiency vs average ~ energy for 
shelf 1 of end-window ~roportional counters. pl8 point 
determined by Mahony.9d zn63 point determined by Smith.98 
Other data are from this work. All efficiencies were de
termined with weightless sources. 
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--I ___ l_ Mn 56 

I ---I----I--i_ 

A rea= 2.41 cm 2 

% 
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Weight ( mg) 

~----.. MU-28980 

~ 

Fig. D-2. Counting-efficiency correction vs weight of sample. 
% = 100 (~-counting efficiency for thickness x:'\ 

~-counting efficiency fo6 0 thickness/ 

1 

Smooth curve I is for Cu l prepared as free Cu. 
Dashed curve I is for Mn5 prepared as Mn02• 
Weight refers to the weight of the element rather 

than the weight of the compound. All sources 
' were prepared on 2.41-cm2 circular disks. 
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"\ 
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cu67J Mn5 2
, c136 and cs137. These data showed that the efficiency 

could vary by a few percent for the same activity on the same shelf 

of different counters)even though the standards agreed to within 1%. 

This variation is presumably due to small differences in shelf dis

tances. 

Once the empirical curves have been determined for efficiency vs 

average ~ energy, and for efficiency vs sample thickness, then it is 

possible to calculate efficiencies for any other activity. The average 

energy is determined from the graph, the efficiency of a weightless 

source is determined. from the empirical curveJ and the source-thick

ness correction is determined by comparing the new activity with the 

absorption effect of some other activity with a similar average energy. 

The error on the efficiencies determined in this manner is about 5%· 



E. Physics Groups That Provided Meson Beams 

1. Moyer Group - W.c-. Bowman, J.B. Caroll, J.A. Poier, M. Pripstein 

Oct. 1961 

2. Crowe Graul? - R. Beck, N. Dairiki, T. Maung,, 

May 1962 

3· Crowe Group ~ B. Czirr 

June 1961 

4. 

5· 

6. 

7· 

8. 

I 
Moyer Group - H. Goldberg, R.W Kenney 

Feb. 1962 

Segr~ Group - N. Booth, R. Hill, H. Rugge, 0. Vik 

April 1962 

Moyer Group - B.C. Barish, R.J. Kurz, J, Solomon, v. Perez

Mendez July 1961, Dec. 1961, Jan. 1962, April 1962 

Segre Group - T. Eliof} w. Johnson, C.E. Wiegand, T. Ypsilantis 

March 1961 

Crowe Group - G. Bingham} H. Kruger 

Sept. 1961 
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